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Preface
About This Guide
This guide describes how to administer RSA Registration Manager. It is intended for
Administrators and other trusted personnel. Do not make this guide available to the
general user population.

RSA Registration Manager Documentation
For more information about RSA Registration Manager, see the following
documentation:
Readme. Provides information about what is new and changed in this release, as
well as workarounds for known issues. The latest version of the Readme is
available from RSA SecurCare Online: https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com.
Installation Guide. Describes detailed procedures on how to install and initially
configure RSA Registration Manager.
Administrator’s Guide. Describes the operation and administration of
RSA Registration Manager.
Vettor’s Guide. Provides information for your Vettors about how to issue
certificates and manage certificate status in RSA Registration Manager.
RSA Registration Manager Help. Describes day-to-day administration tasks
performed through the administrative interface. To view the Help, click Help in
the administrative interface.

Related Documentation
For more information about products related to Registration Manager, see the
following:
RSA Certificate Manager documentation set. The full documentation set for
RSA Certificate Manager is included in the \Documentation directory of the
RSA Certificate Manager CD.
RSA Solutions Gallery. RSA has worked with a number of manufacturers to
qualify products that work with RSA products. Qualified third-party products
include virtual private network (VPN) and remote access servers (RAS), routers,
web servers, and many more. To access the directory, including implementation
guides and other information, go to www.securedbyrsa.com.

Preface
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Getting Support and Service
RSA SecurCare Online

https://knowledge.rsasecurity.com

Customer Support Information

www.rsa.com/support

RSA Solutions Gallery

www.securedbyrsa.com

RSA SecurCare Online offers a knowledgebase that contains answers to common
questions and solutions to known problems. It also offers information on new releases,
important technical news, and software downloads.
The RSA Solutions Gallery provides information about third-party hardware and
software products that the Secured by RSA Certified Partner Program has certified to
work with RSA products. The directory includes Implementation Guides with
step-by-step instructions and other information about interoperation of RSA products
with these third-party products.

Before You Call Customer Support
Make sure you have direct access to the computer running the
RSA Registration Manager software.
Please have the following information available when you call:
 Your RSA Customer/License ID. You can find this number on the license
certificate that shipped with the product or on the label of the license CD, as
applicable.
 RSA Registration Manager software version and build number.
 The make and model of the machine on which the problem occurs.
 The name and version of the operating system under which the problem occurs.

8
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Part 1. Introduction
Part 1 provides introductory information on RSA® Registration Manager, the
components of Registration Manager, and the roles and responsibilities of the people
working with Registration Manager.
Part 1 consists of the following chapters:

Introduction

•

Chapter 1, “Overview of RSA Registration Manager”

•

Chapter 2, “RSA Registration Manager Architecture”

•

Chapter 3, “Roles and Responsibilities”
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1

Overview of RSA Registration Manager
This chapter provides an overview of RSA Registration Manager. Registration
Manager is a registration authority (RA) software application. It provides registration
and management services on behalf of a certificate authority (CA).
This chapter describes the following concepts:
•

What Is RSA Registration Manager

•

Why Use RSA Registration Manager

•

What Is an RSA Registration Manager Installation

•

RSA Registration Manager and Jurisdictions

What Is RSA Registration Manager
Registration Manager provides a registration authority that works with
RSA Certificate Manager to easily provide certificates to large numbers of end users.
The RA receives certificate requests, verifies the identity of the end-entities, and
approves requests. The CA then issues the certificates.
Registration Manager simultaneously supports PKI applications over multiple
protocol interfaces: LDAP, SSL-LDAP, HTTP, HTTPS, and SCEP. Registration
Manager interoperates with other PKI-aware products.
Registration Manager runs on Windows Server 2003, Solaris 10, and Red Hat
Enterprise Linux 4.0 and 5.0 servers. It includes a secure Web Server for web-based
administration and enrollment. It also includes a secure Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) directory, known alternatively as the Secure Directory Server.
Registration Manager is administered securely. Most administration is completed
using the administration interface of the Web Server. The Registration Manager
architecture supports secure web-based administration using client-authenticated and
server-authenticated Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) sessions. It can be managed by
multiple Administrators, each with ownership of an individual portion of Registration
Manager operations. Administrators themselves are identified with digital certificates,
which must be presented to the Web Server prior to performing administrative
functions.

1: Overview of RSA Registration Manager
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Why Use RSA Registration Manager
Registration Manager increases the security, productivity, and flexibility of your PKI.
Security
Registration Manager can operate on the public side of a firewall while Certificate
Manager is secured behind the firewall (for example, if your business requires that the
Registration Manager server be accessible to end-entities outside the domain of
Certificate Manager).
Productivity
Registration Manager allows you to increase productivity by providing functionality
to:
•

Reduce registration traffic to Certificate Manager, thus improving the efficiency,
productivity, and responsiveness of Certificate Manager

•

Distribute work to multiple Registration Manager Administrators and Vettors

•

Accept certificate requests even if Certificate Manager is down

•

Leverage your company’s existing information repositories to be used by
Registration Manager

Flexibility
Registration Manager allows you to increase the flexibility of your PKI to:
•

Implement local enrollment centers at multiple geographic locations.

•

Implement manual procedures, as may be required for a high-security
environment, or automatic procedures (autovetting), as when processing requests
from known members within a large enterprise.

•

Accommodate company growth by utilizing the scalability of Registration
Manager. As the flow of requests increases, you can add Registration Managers to
accommodate the workload so no one Registration Manager is overwhelmed.

What Is an RSA Registration Manager Installation
An installation of Registration Manager is a collection of servers. The servers allow
end users to enroll for certificates, and Vettors to manage the certificates issued by
Certificate Manager. Registration Manager is a tool to assist with enrollment of a large
number of users into a PKI.

12
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RSA Registration Manager and Jurisdictions
A Jurisdiction is a set of configurations that define the form and content of the
certificates issued under it, the life cycle management of those certificates, and the
look and feel that users find when enrolling. Jurisdictions are created at the Certificate
Manager installation, not at the Registration Manager installation.
A Certificate Manager installation can have multiple CAs and each CA can have
multiple Jurisdictions. When Registration Manager is installed, it is targeted to one
Jurisdiction. By default, Registration Manager can manage certificates for the
Jurisdiction that was targeted at installation. Additional Jurisdictions that have been
created at the Certificate Manager installation can be added to Registration Manager
for certificate management.
A Jurisdiction can have multiple Registration Managers managing its certificates.
Registration Manager can manage certificates for only one Certificate Manager
installation.
In the following illustration, Registration Manager was installed against a target
Jurisdiction, Jurisdiction A. Registration Manager is later given permission to manage
certificates for Jurisdiction Y.

1: Overview of RSA Registration Manager
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2

RSA Registration Manager Architecture
This chapter describes the architecture and protocols used in RSA Registration
Manager. This chapter also describes Registration Manager smart card support, as
well as Registration Manager interoperability with other products and applications.

RSA Registration Manager Architecture
Registration Manager consists of three main servers: the Web Server, the Secure
Directory Server, and the Logging Server. These servers are described briefly in this
section.

Web Server
The Web Server is the primary interface to Registration Manager. It is an
Apache-based server. Although it is one physical entity, the Web Server is divided into
the following four virtual servers:
Administration Server. Provides the administration interface for Registration
Manager Administrators, Vettors, and Auditors. It is the interface to the data
storage. It uses both server authentication and client authentication.
Enrollment Server. Provides a web-based interface for certificate enrollment and
other end-user tasks. It uses server authentication, but does not require client
authentication.
Certificate Renewal Server. Provides certificate renewal. End users connect to
this server using the Enrollment Server interface to renew their certificates. The
Certificate Renewal Server uses both server authentication and client
authentication.
Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol (SCEP) Server. Provides certificate
enrollment for standalone devices such as routers. The certificates issued by this
server are used for authentication and encryption in virtual private networks
(VPNs). Although this server does not use client or server authentication,
communications with the server are secured by the SCEP protocol itself.

Logging Server
The Logging Server securely logs PKI and system events. This provides an audit trail
for the Registration Manager Auditor. Log data is stored in local files, which are
digitally signed by the Logging Server. This provides an additional layer of security
for your organization.

2: RSA Registration Manager Architecture
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Secure Directory Server
The Secure Directory Server is an LDAP directory server that stores all the
information for your PKI. It performs the following functions:
•

Handles requests from external entities

•

Serves as a read-only repository from which end users can retrieve their
certificates

•

Stores certificate requests and issued certificates in an LDAP database

You can access the Secure Directory Server through the Registration Manager Web
Server interface, or through a standard LDAP client, such as an OpenLDAP client.
Registration Manager also relies on the Secure Directory Server of the
RSA Certificate Manager installation. Certificate status is checked from the
Certificate Manager database.
Like the Web Server, the Secure Directory Server uses client authentication to allow
administration. It also uses the LDAP ACLs to determine what access should be
granted to authenticated end-entities.
The four virtual Web Servers communicate securely with both the Registration
Manager Secure Directory Server and the Secure Directory Server of the target
Certificate Manager installation. The Administration Server has almost full access to
the Registration Manager Secure Directory and partial access to the CAs for which it
manages certificates in the Certificate Manager Secure Directory. The Enrollment
Server and SCEP Server have limited access to the Registration Manager Secure
Directory Server.

Protocols Used Within RSA Registration Manager
The following transport-layer protocols are used in communications with the
Registration Manager servers and virtual servers:
HTTP. End users access the SCEP server using the basic web-access protocol. No
client or server authentication is needed.
HTTPS. Administrators, Vettors, and Auditors access the Administration Server
using SSL-secured HTTP (client authentication is required). End users access the
Enrollment Server using this protocol (server authentication only is required).
LDAP. External applications use LDAP to communicate with the Secure
Directory Server. Only public data is available via the LDAP protocol.
SSL-LDAP. The Web Server and Certificate Manager API applications use this
combination of protocols to communicate with the Secure Directory Server. When
the Web Server communicates with the Registration Manager and Certificate
Manager Secure Directory Servers, they use two-way authentication (client and
server).
SSL. Clients send log events to the Logging Server over a secure,
mutually-authenticated SSL socket connection.

16
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The following figure shows these protocols as they are used for communications
between clients and servers in Registration Manager. This figure also shows the
default port numbers used by the various clients to access the servers. These port
numbers are configurable.
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Smart Card Support
Registration Manager supports the use of nCipher smart cards for protecting the
private keys of servers. Smart cards increase the physical security of server private
keys in public key management applications. Smart cards can be removed from the
computer for portability and secure storage.
Registration Manager currently supports nCipher nShield and netHSM. For more
information, see the Installation Guide.

2: RSA Registration Manager Architecture
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Interoperability
Registration Manager interoperates with a wide variety of products and applications.
These include:
Web browsers.
•

Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 to 9.0

•

Mozilla Firefox 2.0 to 3.6.13

• Mozilla 1.7
For connecting to the Administration Server:
•

Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 to 9.0

•

Mozilla Firefox 2.0 to 3.6.13

•

Mozilla 1.7

E-mail applications. Microsoft Outlook 2003 and 2007, and Microsoft Outlook
Express
Firewalls and VPNs. Check Point VPN-1/FireWall-1 v4.1 and CISCO 3640
(Router VPN).
For more information, see the Installation Guide.
The RSA Interoperability Lab tests the RSA Digital Certificate Solution product suite
with other products and certifies compatible products with the Secured by RSA seal of
approval. Interoperability data sheets for Secured by RSA products are produced on
an ongoing basis.
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3

Roles and Responsibilities
This chapter describes the roles and responsibilities of the different user groups that
install or use the RSA Registration Manager software. Users fall into two main
groups:
•

Administrative users—Administrators, Vettors, and Auditors

•

End users

It is possible for an administrative user to assume more than one administrative role.
That is, a person responsible for performing Administrator tasks may perform Vettor
and Auditor tasks as well. By default, an Administrator certificate request has all three
roles selected. A Vettor or Auditor certificate request has only that role selected.
All user groups are responsible for following the security practices established by their
organization. One of the most important security practices is protecting the private key
associated with one’s certificate.
Note: All Administrators and Auditors should read “Protecting Administrative Private

Keys” on page 63.

Administrator Role
Registration Manager supports an unlimited number of Administrators. Multiple
Administrators serve as a backup in case of absence and also share the workload.
Administrator tasks may include planning the PKI implementation, installing or
upgrading Registration Manager, performing initial configuration, and managing the
daily administration tasks.
To assume administrative responsibilities, the Administrator must request and obtain
an Administrator certificate. For more information on obtaining an Administrator
certificate, see Chapter 7, “Obtaining Your Administrative Certificate.”

Planning
Planning activities, some of which may involve corporate decisions, must be complete
before installation of Registration Manager begins. The Administrator may be one of
the primary persons involved in planning an organization’s PKI implementation.
For more information about planning your organization’s PKI, see the RSA Certificate
Manager Administrator’s Guide. Assistance is also available from RSA Professional
Services for all aspects of planning, installing, and implementing your PKI.

Installing
The Administrator has primary responsibility for installing and upgrading Registration
Manager. Consult the pre-installation checklist provided in the Installation Guide.

3: Roles and Responsibilities
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Performing Initial Configuration
The post-installation task list in the Installation Guide lists a number of configuration
tasks that the Administrator may want to perform before any certificate requests are
vetted.

Managing Daily Tasks
Only an Administrator can vet requests for Administrator, Vettor, and Auditor
certificates.
The Administrator also performs system maintenance, such as backing up and
restoring Registration Manager, and synchronizing with the Jurisdictions.

Vettor Role
Registration Manager supports an unlimited number of Vettors. Vettors are the trusted
individuals within an organization who review requests for end-entity certificates.
Vettors determine whether the CA should issue a certificate and manage the status of
certificates after they are issued. The Vettor is the only administrative role allowed to
perform these tasks.
In determining whether a certificate should be issued, Vettors should adhere strictly to
their organization’s security policy. Usually, this is established in a Certification
Practice Statement (CPS).
For more information on Vettor tasks and responsibilities, see the Vettor’s Guide.

Auditor Role
Registration Manager supports an unlimited number of Auditors. Auditors are the
trusted individuals within an organization who manage the audit logs generated by the
Secure Logging Server. The Auditor is the only administrative role allowed to perform
these tasks.
To assume auditor responsibilities, the Auditor must request and obtain an Auditor
certificate. For more information on obtaining an Auditor certificate, see Chapter 7,
“Obtaining Your Administrative Certificate.”

Maintaining Audit Logs
The Auditor performs the following tasks:
•

Copies the contents of an audit log to a secondary file

•

Verifies the signature on an audit log

•

Verifies the integrity of an audit log

•

Deletes audit logs

For more information about Auditor tasks and responsibilities, see Chapter 8,
“Managing Audit Logs.”

20
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End User Role
An end user is an individual, group, or organization that either requests or holds an
end-entity certificate. An end user can also be an individual who requests an
end-entity certificate for a hardware device (such as a router), a server, a software
application, or even a piece of code.
An end user that requests a certificate is sometimes called a requestor. An end user
that is issued a certificate is sometimes called a certificate owner, certificate subject,
or end-entity. An end user that relies upon someone else’s certificate to verify that
other person’s identity is sometimes called an end user, certificate user, or relying
party.
Like administrative users, end users are responsible for following the security
practices dictated by their organization. Failure to do so can compromise their
organization’s entire system for securing its electronic communications and
transactions. For more information about end user responsibilities in this area, see the
Vettor’s Guide.
End users can perform the following tasks:
•

Obtain an end-user certificate and install it, along with the certificate of the CA
that issued the certificate

•

Manage the certificate throughout its life cycle

•

Use the public key in another person’s certificate to encrypt data or messages so
that only that person can read it

•

Use the private key associated with their own certificate to decrypt encrypted data
or messages received from others

•

Use the private key associated with their own certificate to sign data or messages

•

Use their own certificate to prove their identity to servers

•

Use another entity’s certificate to verify that entity’s identity

For more information on end user tasks and responsibilities, see the Vettor’s Guide.

3: Roles and Responsibilities
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Part 2. Getting Started
Part 2 provides an introduction to the RSA Registration Manager web interface,
instructions on starting and stopping Registration Manager, and instructions on
managing administrative certificates.
Part 2 consists of the following chapters:

Getting Started

•

Chapter 4, “Overview of the RSA Registration Manager Web Interface”

•

Chapter 5, “Starting and Stopping RSA Registration Manager”

•

Chapter 6, “Managing Administrative Certificates”

•

Chapter 7, “Obtaining Your Administrative Certificate”
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Overview of the RSA Registration Manager
Web Interface
This chapter describes the Administrative and Enrollment interfaces of
RSA Registration Manager. Administrators, Vettors, Auditors, and end users each use
different parts of the interfaces. This chapter also describes the browser settings you
must enable to display Registration Manager pages properly.
Important: Use the Back button in the Registration Manager graphical user interface

(GUI). Using the browser Back button may produce unexpected results.

Browser Settings
Enabling Javascript and UTF-8 Encoding
You must enable JavaScript and UTF-8 encoding for web-based administration. If you
do not enable both, some pages of Registration Manager may not be displayed
properly.
In Microsoft Internet Explorer
1. To enable JavaScript:
a. Click Tools > Internet Options, and click the Security tab.
b. Select the appropriate web content zone.
If you are not sure which zone to select, you can enable JavaScript for all of
the following zones: Internet, Local intranet, and Trusted sites.
c. Select the Security level for the zone.
If you are using the default security level, JavaScript is enabled. (JavaScript is
enabled at the Low, Medium-low, and Medium levels.)
If you are using a custom security level, click Custom Level. Scroll down to
Scripting > Active Scripting, and select Enable.
2. To enable UTF-8 encoding, do one of the following:
•

In Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0, click View > Encoding >
Unicode (UTF-8), and clear Auto-Select.

•

In Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0, click Page > Encoding >
Unicode (UTF-8), and clear Auto-Select.

4: Overview of the RSA Registration Manager Web Interface
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In Mozilla Firefox
1. To enable JavaScript, do one of the following:
•

On Windows, click Tools > Options, and on the Content tab select
Enable JavaScript.

•

On Linux, click Edit > Preferences, and on the Content tab select
Enable JavaScript.

2. To enable UTF-8 encoding, click View > Character Encoding >
Unicode (UTF-8). You may want to set this as your default character set.
In Mozilla
1. To enable JavaScript:
a. Click Edit > Preferences > Advanced > Scripts & Plug-ins.
b. Under Enable JavaScript for, select Navigator.
c. Under Allow scripts to, select all options except Hide the status bar.
2. To enable UTF-8 encoding, click View > Character Encoding >
Unicode (UTF-8). You may want to set this as your default character set.

Entering and Displaying International Characters
On Windows
To enter and display international characters in certificates, use Input Method Editors
(IMEs).
To enable IMEs:
•

On Windows 2000, in the Control Panel, enable the relevant IMEs through
Regional Options.

•

On Windows 2003, Windows XP, and Windows Vista, in the Control Panel,
enable the relevant IMEs through Regional and Language Options.

On Solaris
To enter and display international characters in certificates, edit or add the relevant
LANG, LC_CTYPE, and LC_COLLATE variables in the /etc/default/init file.
On Linux
To enter and display international characters in certificates, edit or add the relevant
LANG, SUPPORTED, and SYSFONT variables in the /etc/sysconfig/i18n file.
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Administration Server
The Registration Manager Administration Server is the interface through which
Administrators, Vettors, and Auditors perform their tasks.
To access the Administration Server, open your browser and enter the URL:
https://host.subdomain.com:444/ra/index.xuda
Note: The port numbers mentioned throughout this guide are the defaults assigned by

the software at installation.
The Secure Directory Server of the target RSA Certificate Manager installation must
verify the status and role of your certificate before you are allowed access to the
Registration Manager Administration Server. For information on requesting an
Administrator, Vettor, or Auditor certificate, see Chapter 7, “Obtaining Your
Administrative Certificate.”
Note: The target Certificate Manager installation must be running and accessible to
allow Registration Manager administrative certificates to access the Registration
Manager Administration Server.

After your certificate is authenticated, the Registration Manager welcome page opens.
The following figure shows the Registration Manager welcome page that opens when
an administrative certificate with Vettor, Administrator, and Auditor roles is presented.
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Administration Server Interface Layout

The Administration Server interface is divided into four areas.
Banner

The Banner is displayed across the top of the browser window. Buttons
in the Banner lead to each workbench. A link to the Help index and a
Refresh link are displayed below the banner.

Navigation Area

The Navigation Area on the left side of the browser window has links
to all functions that may be performed within the current workbench.

Message Area

The Message Area is below the Navigation Area. When the mouse
cursor moves over a button or link in the Banner or Navigation Area,
information about the button or link is displayed here.

Content Area

The Content Area is the largest part of the layout. Templates for the
currently selected operation are displayed here.

Workbenches
The Administration Server is organized into four areas know as workbenches. Each
workbench is accessed by clicking a button in the Banner.
Certificate Operations workbench. Allows Vettors to issue, manage, and verify
certificates. This is the only button someone performing the Vettor role sees. For
more information about this workbench, see the Vettor’s Guide.
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Administrator Operations workbench. Allows Administrators to access vetting
and certificate management functions for Administrator, Vettor, and Auditor
certificates. Administrators can change, add, or remove server passphrases from
this workbench.
System Configuration workbench. Allows Administrators to perform
system-wide configuration.
Auditor Operations workbench. Allows Auditors to verify, delete, and copy
audit logs. This is the only button someone performing the Auditor role sees.
Registration Manager also includes fully indexed and searchable online Help. You
access Help by clicking the ? Help link below the Banner. Help is available for all of
the functions accessible through the Administration Server.
Administrator Operations Workbench

The Administrator Operations workbench provides Administrators with functions for
vetting Administrator, Vettor, and Auditor certificate requests, and changing server
passphrases. These functions, accessed through links in the Navigation Area, include:
•

Finding and viewing active, approved, deferred, and refused Administrator,
Vettor, and Auditor certificate requests

•

Vetting, deferring, and refusing Administrator, Vettor, and Auditor certificate
requests

•

Finding and viewing active, suspended, and revoked Administrator, Vettor, and
Auditor certificates

•

Issuing, suspending, reinstating, and revoking Administrator, Vettor, and Auditor
certificates

•

Requesting, enabling, and disabling additional Jurisdictions for which to issue
certificates

•

Changing server passphrases

•

Renewing SSL certificates
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System Configuration Workbench

The System Configuration workbench provides Administrators with all the functions
for configuring Web Server and LDAP access control lists (ACLs), PKI logging, and
the database backup schedule. These functions, accessed through links in the
Navigation Area, include:

30

•

Viewing, finding, creating, and modifying Web ACLs

•

Modifying LDAP ACLs

•

Configuring the logging of PKI events by the Logging Server

•

Synchronizing the local configuration with changes to the configuration of
Jurisdictions at RSA Certificate Manager

•

Configuring the database backup schedule

•

Configuring Administrative console preferences

•

Configuring the cryptographic provider for signature verification
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Auditor Operations Workbench

The Auditor Operations workbench provides Auditors all functions for managing
audit logs. These functions include:
•

Copying the contents of an audit log to a secondary file

•

Verifying all signatures in an audit log

•

Verifying the integrity of an audit log

•

Deleting any audit logs

Administrative Console Preferences
Administrators can set options to customize how Registration Manager appears and
behaves in their browsers. You can customize the following preferences:
•

Global Options

•

Display Configuration

Global Options
If you select Confirm certificate creation requests, a confirmation box opens
whenever you click Issue Certificate.
If you select Confirm end-entity certificate status change requests, a confirmation
box opens whenever you click Suspend, Reinstate, or Revoke on a Certificate View
page. This option is selected by default.
If you select Confirm database deletion requests, a confirmation box opens
whenever you click Delete. This option is selected by default.
If you select Display tool tips, tool tips appear in the Message Area in the lower left
corner of the browser window whenever your mouse cursor is over a workbench
button or function link. This option is selected by default.
If you click Apply for this session, the selected options only apply for the current
session. The default options are restored the next time you connect to the
Administration Server.
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Display Configuration
You can modify the banner height, navigation bar width, and message area height to
customize the look of Registration Manager in your browser:
•

Select a height, in pixels, for the green Banner. The default is 150.

•

Select a width, in pixels, for the Navigation Area. The default is 175.

•

Select a height, in pixels, for the Message Area. The default is 100.

If you click Apply for bookmark purposes, a new browser window with the
configuration options opens as specified as part of the URL. You can bookmark this
URL in your browser and use it to connect to the Administration Server.

Input Fields
Required Fields
It is often not necessary to enter values in every input field on a page. You can leave
some fields empty.
Fields that require a value are marked with

.

Input Validation
Where possible, Registration Manager performs input validation on values entered
into the administration interface. Input validation ensures that all required fields have
values and that only allowable values are entered. For example, if an input field
requires a port number and you leave the field blank or enter characters other than
numbers, Registration Manager does not allow you to continue the operation until you
enter an appropriate value.
Fields that require a new value are marked with

.

In Windows browsers, the Message Area provides information on the problem when
the mouse cursor is over the warning symbol.
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Search Filters
Several pages in the Administration Server and Enrollment Server provide search
filters for finding certificates and certificate requests. All of these filters function in a
similar manner.

Jurisdiction

The Jurisdiction under which the certificates are issued. All Jurisdictions
enabled for certificate management are in the list.

Status

The status of the certificates or certificate requests.
For certificates, the status can be All, Active, Suspended, or Revoked.
For certificate requests, the status can be All, Active, Approved, Deferred,
or Refused.

Qualifier

The field in the certificate or certificate request that you want to search on.
The valid qualifiers include: No Qualifier, Common Name, Family Name,
First Name, Personal Identifier, Domain Component, User ID, E-mail,
Organizational Unit, Organization, Locality, State/Province, Country,
Unstructured Name, Unstructured Address, Postal Address, Postal
Code, Telephone, Facsimile, Date of Birth, Place of Birth, Gender,
Country of Citizenship, Country of Residence, Pseudonym, and Title.
If you do not select a qualifier, the search row is ignored when you click
Search.

is

If you select is, the search string for the qualifier must match the value of
the corresponding field in the certificate or certificate request.

begins with

If you select begins with, the search string for the qualifier must match the
beginning of the value of the corresponding field in the certificate or
certificate request.

contains

If you select contains, the search string for the qualifier must match part of
the value of the corresponding field in the certificate or certificate request.

Search
String

A value that matches the corresponding field in the certificate or certificate
request that you are searching for. If you enter leading or trailing white
space in the search string, it is ignored.
The wildcard character * may be entered to represent any string of
characters.
Note: The format for a date search string can be “DD/MM/YYYY”

(including the slashes) or “YYYYMMDD”. The format for a gender search
string can be “M”, “F”, “Male”, or “Female”.
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And/Or

If you set values for more than one search row, selecting And means that all
of the conditions must be true. If you select Or, only one of the conditions
must be true.

List All

Clicking List All ignores all qualifiers and searches for all certificates or
certificate requests matching the selected Status.
The exact text of this button may vary depending on what you are searching
for. For example, if you selected a Status of Active, the button text is List
All Active.

Search

Clicking Search initiates a search for certificates or certificate requests that
match your search criteria.

Note: After clicking List All or Search, if more than 100 matching objects are found,

only the first 100 are displayed. You may want to refine your search criteria to be more
specific and search again.

Enrollment Server
The Registration Manager Enrollment Server allows end users to request certificates.
To access the Registration Manager Enrollment Server, open your browser and enter
the URL:
https://host.subdomain.com:443/
If Registration Manager manages certificates for only one Jurisdiction, the
Jurisdiction Options page opens. If Registration Manager manages certificates for
multiple Jurisdictions, the Welcome page opens with a choice of Jurisdictions.
The look of the Enrollment pages depends on the enrollment interface configurations
defined for the Jurisdiction. For more information, see the RSA Certificate Manager
Administrator’s Guide.
The Enrollment Server is server-authenticated. It presents its certificate to end users to
prove its identity, but does not require end users to provide a certificate to prove their
identity.
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Enrollment Server Interface Layout
The Registration Manager Enrollment Server is the end users’ interface to making
certificate requests and managing their own certificates. For more information on
accessing the Enrollment Server functions, see the Vettor’s Guide.

The Enrollment Server interface provides access to Jurisdiction-based operations.
These operations may include:
•

Requesting an end-entity certificate

•

Requesting a PKCS #10 certificate

•

CA options, such as viewing, downloading, and saving certificates for CAs and
revocation list signers, and saving revocation lists

•

End-entity certificate options, such as downloading and viewing end-entity
certificates

•

Renewing a client certificate

•

Revoking a client certificate

Some of these operations may be inaccessible, depending on the configuration of the
Jurisdiction enrollment interface.
Note: The target Certificate Manager installation must be running to allow end users

to access CA options, end-entity certificate options, and renewal and revocation of
client certificates from the Jurisdiction Options page of Registration Manager.
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5

Starting and Stopping RSA Registration
Manager
This chapter describes how to start and stop RSA Registration Manager services for
Windows, Solaris, and Linux.
Note: If you attempt to restart Registration Manager after the database (or the Secure
Directory Server) has crashed, the database recovery operation is performed
automatically during the Secure Directory Server startup. Depending on the size and
state of the database, this process could take from several minutes to several hours.
For more information, see “Restoring the Database” on page 109.

If you change the clock time on the computer where Registration Manager is installed,
you must restart Registration Manager.

Starting RSA Registration Manager
To start Registration Manager on Windows Server 2003:
Note: If you have more than one installation of Registration Manager on the same

machine, a number is added to the service names of subsequent installations. For
example, [02] is added to the end of each service name for the second installation.
1. Click Start > Programs > Administrative Tools > Services.
2. From the Services list, select RSA Secure Logging Server 6.9, and click Start.
Logging Server startup is not dependent on the startup of other services.
3. From the Services list, select RSA RM 6.9 build number (Secure Directory),
and click Start.
The Secure Directory Server is required during startup of the Administration
Server. If you attempt to start the Administration Server before the Secure
Directory Server, the Secure Directory Server automatically starts first.
4. From the Services list, select RSA RM 6.9 build number (Administration), and
click Start.
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On Windows Server 2008
On Windows Server 2008, for attended startup, you must start the services through the
servicectrl utility. If you try to start the services from the Service Control Manager
(services.msc), the service startup fails and an error message is logged in the Event
Log. For unattended startup, you can start the service from either the Service Control
Manager or through the servicectrl utility.
To run the servicectrl utility, you must have a built-in administrator account. If you
have an administrator account that is not a built-in account, you can do one of the
following and then run the servicectrl utility:
•

Disable User Access Control (UAC) for your user account.

•

Start the command prompt as Run as Administrator. You will be prompted for
consent to get the full administrator privilege.

To disable UAC:

1. Click Start.
2. In the search field, type:
msconfig.exe

and press Enter.
If you are prompted for an administrator password or confirmation, type the
password or provide confirmation.
3. In the System Configuration dialog box, click the Tools tab.
4. On Windows Server 2008 (32-bit or 64-bit):
a. From the tools list, select Disable UAC.
b. Click Launch.
c. Click OK.
5. On Windows Server 2008 R2:
a. Click Change User Account Control settings.
b. Click Launch.
c. Move the slider to the Never notify position.
d. Click OK.
6. Restart your computer.
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To start Registration Manager on Windows Server 2008:

1. Open a command prompt, and change directories to installed-dir\Utils.
2. Do one of the following:
•

To start all services, type:
servicectrl.exe start all

•

To start a specific service, type:
servicectrl.exe start service

where service is Xudad, WebServer, or LogServer.

On Solaris or Linux
To start Registration Manager on Solaris or Linux:

1. Change directories to the directory where you installed Registration Manager.
2. At the command prompt type:
./START

The Web Server, Secure Directory Server, and Logging Server all start.
You can also start only the Secure Directory Server without using the START script. If
you do so, you must specify the configuration file.
To start the Secure Directory Server only:

1. Change directories to the /installed-dir/Xudad/bin/ directory.
2. At the command prompt type:
./xudad -f ../conf/xudad.conf
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Stopping RSA Registration Manager
Important: RSA recommends that you stop all Registration Manager services before
shutting down your machine. This is especially true when you use nCipher-based
server keys. If you do not, the current audit log file is not signed because the nCipher
services are stopped before the Registration Manager services.

If you try to stop Registration Manager while a database backup operation is in
progress, a dialog box opens indicating that the Secure Directory Server will stop
when the backup operation is complete.

On Windows
On Windows, you can stop Registration Manager with the Service Control Manager
by following the procedure in this section. On Windows Server 2008, you can
alternatively use the servicectrl utility to stop Registration Manager. To stop services
with the servicectrl utility, use the same command format as for starting Registration
Manager on page 39, but type stop instead of start.
Note: To stop and restart Registration Manager in one operation:

•

If you are on Windows Server 2003, follow the procedure in this section and
click Restart instead of Stop.

•

If you are configured for attended startup on Windows Server 2008, follow
the instructions for starting Registration Manager using the servicectrl utility
on page 39 and type restart instead of start.

•

If you are configured for unattended startup on Windows Server 2008, use
either of the methods described above in this Note.

To stop Registration Manager:
Note: If you have more than one installation of Registration Manager on the same

machine, a number is added to the service names of subsequent installations. For
example, [02] is added to the end of each service name for the second installation.
1. Do one of the following:
•

On Windows Server 2003, open the Windows Control Panel and
double-click the Administrative Tools icon, and then double-click the
Services icon.

•

On Windows Server 2008, click Start > Administrative Tools > Component
Services and then click Services.

2. From the Services list, select RSA RM 6.9 build number (Administration), and
click Stop.
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3. From the Services list, select RSA RM 6.9 build number (Secure Directory),
and click Stop.
The Secure Directory Server is required for the Administration Server to operate.
If you attempt to stop the Secure Directory Server before the Administration
Server, both servers stop.
4. From the Services list, select RSA Secure Logging Server 6.9, and click Stop.

On Solaris or Linux
To stop Registration Manager on Solaris or Linux:

1. Change directories to the directory where you installed Registration Manager.
2. At the command prompt type:
./STOP
Note: To stop and immediately restart Registration Manager, run ./START.

Passphrase and PIN Prompting
You can use a passphrase to protect the software-based private keys of servers. If you
provided a passphrase at installation for the protection of software server keys, all
server keys are protected with this passphrase. A PIN accesses private keys protected
by a smart card. Since a smart card may protect more than one private key, the same
PIN provides access to all private keys protected by a smart card. If one Registration
Manager server key is protected by a smart card, all server keys are protected by the
smart card.
Passphrases or PINs for server keys are requested:
•

At Administration Server startup

•

At Secure Directory Server startup

•

At Secure Logging Server startup

You are not prompted for the passphrase or PIN if you supplied it in a startup file (as
described in “Configuring Unattended Startup and Operation” on page 43).
There are a number of reasons why a server may be unable to unlock one of its keys as
it starts up:
•

An incorrect passphrase or PIN is entered repeatedly exceeding the limit (which is
four).

•

The passphrase or PIN stored in the unattended startup file is incorrect.

•

The unattended startup file is unreadable.

If any of these conditions arise, an error message is logged to the Event Log
(Windows) or Syslog (Solaris or Linux) and the server startup stops. On Windows
platforms, if the Secure Directory Server does not start, its dependent services also do
not start.
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Configuring Attended Startup and Operation
Attended startup allows for the most secure configuration of the system. In this mode,
the passphrases or PINs are not stored anywhere on the system. You are prompted to
enter passphrases or PINs, as necessary, as each server starts. If the servers all use
unencrypted software keys, no prompts are displayed. Attended startup is the default
startup mode.
On Windows installations, you are prompted with a dialog box for each passphrase or
PIN. In the Solaris or Linux operating environment, you are prompted with a
command line prompt.
On Windows
The Windows dialog box specifies which server passphrase or PIN is requested and
provides a text field where you can enter the passphrase or PIN. The dialog box also
has an OK and a Cancel button. When you enter the passphrase or PIN, the input is
echoed as * characters. Clicking OK allows the server to start. Clicking Cancel closes
the dialog box and stops the operation. Closing a dialog box in any other way results
in an error message about stopping server startup.
If all server passphrases or PINs are the same, only one prompt per service is
displayed; otherwise each server passphrase is prompted for separately. You are
allowed four attempts to enter the correct passphrase before startup is stopped. If the
key file cannot be read, startup is stopped and an error message is displayed.
On Solaris and Linux
In a Solaris or Linux operating environment, you are prompted for passphrases or
PINs at startup with a command line prompt. You enter the passphrase or PIN, but the
characters entered are not echoed to the display. You submit the entry by pressing
ENTER. Startup can only be stopped by pressing the terminal interrupt character
(usually CTRL+C).
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Configuring Unattended Startup and Operation
If all your server keys are protected by the same passphrase or PIN, you can configure
Registration Manager for unattended startup, which bypasses prompting for
passphrases or PINs.The passphrase or PIN is entered in a configuration file in plain
text. You can encrypt the PIN or passphrase using the encryption utility described
under “Encrypting the PIN or Passphrase for Unattended Startup” on page 44.
The configured passphrase or PIN is used when attempting to read each private key. If
the passphrase or PIN is incorrect, you are prompted as in the attended startup mode.
For unattended server startup, you must configure startup.conf. If you use
PKCS #11-compliant hardware keys, you must configure both startup.conf and
xudad.conf.
To configure startup.conf for unattended server startup:

1. In the /installed-dir/conf directory, create a file named startup.conf.
2. Type the configuration directive:
SSL-passphrase "value"

where “value” is a passphrase or PIN.
Note: To quote PIN values:

a. Begin with the literal passphrase with no quoting or escaping.
b. Replace double quote characters (") with the three literal characters %22.
This is URL-escaping. Any character can be represented with %xx where xx
is the hexadecimal representation of its ASCII value. This includes new lines
and other non-printable characters.
c. Surround the entire passphrase value with double quotes (").
For example, if your passphrase is 1"2'3\4, use:
SSL-passphrase

"1%222'3\4"

3. On Solaris or Linux, ensure that file permissions for startup.conf allow only
read/write access by the file owner.
4. If you use PKCS #11-compliant keys, configure xudad.conf for unattended server
startup.
To configure xudad.conf for unattended server startup with
PKCS #11-compliant hardware keys:

1. Ensure that you have configured startup.conf for unattended server startup.
2. Save a copy of /installed-dir/Xudad/conf/xudad.conf.
3. Open xudad.conf in a text editor.
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4. In the caoperations section, enter the setpin directive, using the following
formats:
•

For nCipher pkcs#11-compliant hardware SSL keys, the format is:
setpin slot=number provider="nCipher Corp. Ltd" PIN

where number is the PKCS #11 slot number.
•

For a Luna-based hardware SSL keys, the format is:
setpin slot=number provider="SafeNet, Inc." PIN

where number is the Luna card slot number.
•

For generic PKCS #11 providers, the format is
setpin slot=number provider=”provider name” PIN

where
number is the card slot number
provider name is the Manufacturer ID. (The Manufacturer ID is displayed
when the Secure Directory Server is started.)
Note: To quote PIN values, apply the following rules:

a. Begin with the literal PIN with no quoting or escaping.
b. Insert backslash (\) characters before all double quotes (") in the PIN.
c. Surround the entire PIN value with double quotes (").
For example, if your PIN is 1"2'3\4, use:
setpin slot=1 provider=”SafeNet, Inc.” "1\"2'3\4"

Encrypting the PIN or Passphrase for Unattended Startup
You can encrypt the PIN or passphrase stored in the configuration files for unattended
startup. By default, the PIN or passphrase is stored in plain text format, which is not
protected.
During service startup, Registration Manager decrypts the PIN or passphrase and uses
it for service startup. If the SSL passphrase in the startup.conf file is incorrect or if
the decryption of the SSL passphrase fails during service startup, Registration
Manager prompts for the SSL passphrase as in attended startup mode.
If an error occurs during decryption of the encrypted PIN or the passphrase value, the
“setpin Decryption Failure” error message is logged in the Event Log on Windows or
Syslog on Solaris or Linux, and the server startup is stopped.
You use the ppencryption utility to encrypt the PIN or passphrase in the startup.conf
and xudad.conf files. If you add or change a PIN or passphrase, modify the
configuration file and run the encryption utility again.
If you enable logging of the utility, the ppencryption utility creates a
ppencryption.log file in the installed-dir/Utils folder and logs the success or failure
message.
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To encrypt the PIN or passphrases in the configuration files:

1. From the command prompt, change directories to the installed-dir/Utils directory,
where installed-dir is the directory where Registration Manager is installed.
2. Depending on your platform, do one of the following:
•

On Windows, type:
ppencryption.exe -e installed-dir\conf\startup.conf
ppencryption.exe -e
installed-dir\Xudad\conf\xudad.conf

To encrypt the PIN or passphrase in all the configuration files at the same
time, type:
ppencryption.exe -e all

•

On Solaris or Linux, type:
./ppencryption -e installed-dir/conf/startup.conf
./ppencryption -e installed-dir/Xudad/conf/xudad.conf

To encrypt the PIN or passphrase in all the configuration files at the same
time, type:
./ppencryption -e all
Note: The utility encrypts the PIN or passphrase in the configuration files and

creates a backup of each of the configuration files. The backup files, which
contain the PIN or passphrase in plain text, must be deleted after testing.
3. Test startup with the encrypted PINs or passphrases.
4. Delete the backup files created during this process. The files are
installed-dir/conf/startup.conf.bak, and
installed-dir/Xudad/conf/xudad.conf.bak,.
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Testing Decryption
You can use the ppencryption utility to test that decryption is working. If the encrypted
PIN or passphrase is corrupted, the ppencryption utility cannot recover or decrypt the
encrypted PIN or passphrase from the configuration files. You can rename the backup
files and run the utility again. If the backup files are not available, you must add the
PIN or passphrase as plain text to the configuration files and encrypt the configuration
files again using the utility.
To decrypt the encrypted PIN or passphrase in the configuration files:

1. From the command prompt, change directories to the installed-dir/Utils directory.
2. Depending on your platform, do one of the following:
•

On Windows, type:
ppencryption.exe -d <encrypted configuration file>

•

On Linux or Solaris, type:
./ppencryption -d <encrypted configuration file>

The decrypted PIN or passphrase is displayed in the command prompt.
Tracing for ppencryption
If you enable ppencryption logging, the ppencryption utility creates a
ppencryption.log file in the installed-dir/Utils folder and logs the success or failure
message during encryption and decryption using the utility.
To enable tracing for ppencryption:

Depending on your platform, do one of the following:
•

On Windows, type:
ppencryption.exe -e <configuration file> -debug
ppencryption.exe -d <encrypted configuration file> -debug

•

On Linux or Solaris, type:
./ppencryption -e <configuration file> -debug
./ppencryption -d <encrypted configuration file> -debug

Converting Between Software and Hardware Keys
You can convert Registration Manager SSL keys from software to hardware, or from
hardware to software. To convert server keys, see “Generating New SSL Keys” on
page 119.
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6

Managing Administrative Certificates
This chapter describes how to issue and manage administrative certificates.
As an RSA Registration Manager Administrator, you can issue, suspend, reinstate,
and revoke these certificates. You can decide whether a certificate allows its requestor
to assume more than one role.

Sending the URL to Requestors
Administrator, Vettor, and Auditor certificates cannot be requested through the
standard certificate request form, but are available through special request forms on
the Registration Manager Enrollment Server:
•

For Microsoft Internet Explorer
https://host.subdomain.com:enrollment-port/
request-msie-admin.xuda?domainID=jurisdiction-id of target Jurisdiction

•

For Mozilla Firefox and Mozilla
https://host.subdomain.com:enrollment-port/
request-spk-admin.xuda?domainID=jurisdiction-id of target Jurisdiction

To send the URL to requestors:

1. Click Administrator Operations.
2. Click Administrative URL.
The Administrative URLs page displays the URLs.
3. Send the URL to potential Administrators, Vettors, and Auditors.

Vetting Administrative Certificate Requests
You must have an Administrator role to vet requests for administrative certificates,
which are signed by the CA of the Jurisdiction targeted at installation.
The certificate requests are stored in four queues:
Active. Most certificate requests start here.
Approved. For certificate requests from which administrative certificates were
issued.
Deferred. For deferred certificate requests.
Refused. For Administrator-refused or malsigned certificate requests.
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To vet a request for an administrative certificate:

1. Click Administrator Operations.
2. Select an item from the appropriate administrative drop-down list (one of
request-active, request-approved, request-deferred, or request-refused from
Administrator, Vettor, or Auditor).
The list of Administrator, Vettor, or Auditor certificate requests of the selected
status is displayed.
Active Administrator Certificate Requests

Active Vettor Certificate Requests

Active Auditor Certificate Requests

3. Select a certificate request from the list.
4. Review the information in the certificate request in accordance with your
certificate policies and edit if needed.
After you vet the certificate request, choose to issue a certificate, or to defer, refuse, or
delete the request.
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Issuing a Certificate
You can issue a certificate for an active, approved, deferred, or refused certificate
request.
To issue a certificate:

1. If needed, edit the information provided in the certificate request.
2. (Optional) Enter a Certificate Name.
Certificate names are not mandatory. However, they can be very useful for setting
up Web Server Access Control List (ACL) rules. For ease of reference, RSA
recommends that you use the same value as the common name when possible. If
you add a certificate name, it must be unique among all certificates issued by the
CA of the Jurisdiction. Certificate Manager tests the uniqueness of the name and,
if it is not unique, prompts for a new name.
3. To edit the list of roles that the requestor can perform, select those roles you want
to add and clear those roles that you want to remove.
You can also edit the list of roles at a later time. For more information, see
“Editing Roles” on page 51.
4. To edit the list of Jurisdictions for which a Vettor can vet certificates, select the
Jurisdictions that you want to add, and clear the Jurisdictions that you want to
remove.
You can also edit the list of Jurisdictions at a later time. For more information, see
“Editing Vettor Jurisdictions” on page 52.
5. If needed, modify the Valid From or Valid Until fields.
6. If e-mail notification is enabled and if needed, enter the e-mail address of the
Administrator, Vettor, or Auditor in the Requestor’s E-Mail Address field.
Clicking the Approved notification hyperlink displays the e-mail message that
will be sent to the requestor. You can add personalized information to the
notification by typing it into the text box.
7. Click Issue Certificate.
The certificate is issued and the certificate information is displayed. If the
Jurisdiction is configured to send approved notification, e-mail notification,
including the URL from which to download the certificate, is sent to the requestor.
Note: The e-mail notification is sent only once. If the mail server is down during

the first attempt, it is not re-sent.
You can click the buttons at the bottom of the Certificate page to perform the
associated operation on a viewed certificate. You can manage the status of
administrative certificates (that is, change the status to suspended or revoked) after
they are approved and issued. For more information, see “Managing Administrative
Certificate Status” on page 52.
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Deferring a Request
To defer a request:

1. If e-mail notification is enabled and if needed, enter the e-mail address of the
certificate requestor in the Requestor’s E-Mail Address field.
Clicking the Deferred notification hyperlink displays the e-mail message that
will be sent to the requestor. You can add personalized information to the deferred
notification by typing it into the text box.
2. Click Defer.
The request is moved from the active request queue to the deferred request queue.
You can vet this request from the deferred request queue at another time.
To update the certificate request after deferring it, enter any new information and click
Update.
Refusing a Request
Note: Registration Manager puts any unsigned certificate request or any certificate

request with an invalid signature onto the refused request queue directly. The reason
for the refusal is displayed on the status line of the certificate request.
To refuse a request:

1. If e-mail notification is enabled and if needed, enter the e-mail address of the
certificate requestor in the Requestor’s E-Mail Address field.
Clicking the Refused notification hyperlink displays the e-mail message that will
be sent to the requestor. You can add personalized information to the refused
notification by typing it into the text box.
2. Click Refuse.
The request is moved from the active or deferred request queue to the refused
request queue. You can vet this request from the refused request queue at another
time.
Deleting a Request
If you do not want to issue the requested certificate and do not need to maintain a
record that the request was made, you can delete it.
Note: RSA recommends that you use this option only if the request was made for test

purposes or in error.
To delete a request:

•
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Click Delete.
The request is removed permanently from the database, leaving no record. A
certificate is not issued
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Giving Access to Administrators, Vettors, and Auditors
After you issue an administrative certificate, you must modify ACL rules to give the
Administrator, Vettor, or Auditor access to the administration interface. When
Registration Manager installs, only the Registration Manager Administrative
certificate can access the Administration Server. For more information, see
“Controlling Administrative Access Using ACLs” on page 98.

Editing Roles
You can edit the list of roles that an administrative certificate can perform without
reissuing a new certificate. By default, if the requestor selected Administrator as the
certificate type, all administrative roles are preselected. If the requestor selected Vettor
or Auditor as the certificate type, only the Vettor or Auditor role, respectively, is
selected.
Important: You can edit the roles for the initial Registration Manager Administrative
certificate (created during installation). RSA recommends that you do not clear
Administrator from the list of roles because, once you close the browser, you would
be unable to fully access the administrative interface using the administrative
certificate. For example, the Administrator Operations workbench would be
inaccessible.
To edit an administrative certificate role:

1. Click Administrator Operations.
2. From one of the administrative drop-down lists (Administrator, Vettor, or
Auditor), select cert-active.
The respective list of active administrative certificates is displayed.
You can also select cert-suspended to change the roles of suspended
administrative certificates.
3. From the list, select a certificate to view.
The certificate opens in a new window.
4. Click Edit Roles.
5. Edit the list of roles by selecting those unselected roles you want to add and
unselecting those selected roles that you want to remove.
6. Click Commit to save any changes.
The administrative certificate appears in the drop-down list of each role assigned
to the certificate. For example, if the certificate has been assigned the Vettor and
Administrator role, the certificate is selectable from both the Vettor and
Administrator drop-down list.
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Editing Vettor Jurisdictions
You can edit the list of Jurisdictions that a Vettor can vet certificates for without
reissuing a new certificate.
To edit the Vettor’s rights:

1. Click Administrator Operations.
2. From the Vettor drop-down list, select cert-active.
The list of active Vettor certificates is displayed.
3. From the list, select a certificate to view.
The certificate opens in a new window.
4. To view the list of Jurisdictions for which the Vettor can vet certificate requests,
click Edit Vettor Jurisdiction List.
5. Select the Jurisdictions of active CAs that you want to add, and unselect the
Jurisdictions you want to remove.
Note: Do not select any Jurisdictions of suspended or revoked CAs.

6. Click Commit to save any changes.

Managing Administrative Certificate Status
You can change the status of an administrative certificate in the following ways:
Suspending the certificate. Changes the status from active to suspended and
removes rights and privileges.
Reinstating the certificate. Changes the status from suspended to active, and
returns the rights and privileges removed during suspension.
Revoking the certificate. Changes the status from active or suspended to
revoked, and permanently removes all rights and privileges, but leaves the
certificate in the database.
Note: If you suspend, reinstate, or revoke an administrative certificate that has more

than one role selected, it is suspended, reinstated, or revoked for all roles (it is
displayed in all administrative certificate lists in the same state).
To change the status of an administrative certificate:

1. Click Administrator Operations.
2. From the appropriate administrative drop-down list (Administrator, Vettor, or
Auditor), select cert-active.
The list of active administrative certificates is displayed.
You can also select cert-suspended to change the status of suspended
administrative certificates.
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3. Select a certificate to view from the list.
The certificate opens in a new window.
4. Scroll to the bottom of the screen and click either Suspend, Reinstate, or Revoke.
5. If you click Suspend:
a. When prompted to proceed with the suspension, click OK.
The Suspension Details page opens in the new window.
b. If needed, modify the invalidity time.
This is the time and date when you know or suspect that the certificate needed
to be suspended. The default invalidity time and date is the current time and
date.
c. (Optional) Enter a status change comment describing why you are suspending
this administrative certificate.
The comment cannot be longer than 1024 characters.
d. Click Suspend.
The certificate is suspended. It is included in any subsequent complete CRLs
and delta CRLs issued by the CA of the Jurisdiction with a reason code value
of certificateHold. The reason code, invalidity date, and your status change
comment are stored in the certificate object in the database.
Clicking Back instead of Suspend stops the suspension process and the
certificate is redisplayed in the window.
6. If you click Reinstate:
a. When prompted to proceed with the reinstatement, click OK.
The Reinstatement Details page opens in the new window.
b. If needed, modify the reinstatement time and date.
This is the time and date when you know or suspect the certificate to be valid
again. The default reinstatement time and date is the current time and date.
c. (Optional) Edit the status change comment describing why you are reinstating
this administrative certificate.
If a status change comment was entered when the certificate was suspended, it
is displayed in the status change comment text box.
d. Click Reinstate.
The certificate status is returned to active. The corresponding entry in the
complete CRL of the CA of the Jurisdiction is removed in the next complete
CRL generation. The reason code in the corresponding entry in the delta CRL
of the CA of the Jurisdiction is changed to removeFromCRL. The reason
code, reinstatement date, and your status change comment are stored in the
certificate object in the database.
Clicking Back instead of Reinstate stops the reinstatement process and the
certificate is redisplayed in the window.
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7. If you click Revoke:
a. When prompted to proceed with the revocation, click OK.
The Revocation Details page opens in the new window.
b. Select a reason code.
unspecified (default)

No reason given.

keyCompromise

You know or suspect that the private key is compromised.

affiliationChanged

Information in the certificate has changed, but you do not
suspect that the private key is compromised.

superseded

The certificate has been superseded, but you do not
suspect that the private key is compromised.

cessationOfOperation

The certificate is no longer needed for the purpose it was
issued, but you do not suspect that the private key is
compromised.

privilegeWithdrawn

A privilege contained within the certificate has been
withdrawn, but you do not suspect that the private key is
compromised.

c. If needed, modify the invalidity time and date.
This is the time and date when you know or suspect that the certificate
required a change in status. The default invalidity time and date is the current
time and date.
d. (Optional) Enter a status change comment describing why you are revoking
this administrative certificate.
The comment cannot be longer than 1024 characters.
e. Click Revoke.
The certificate is revoked and is included in any subsequent complete and
delta CRLs issued by the Jurisdiction’s CA. The reason code, invalidity date,
and your status change comment are stored in the certificate object in the
database.
Clicking Back instead of Revoke stops the revocation process and the
certificate is redisplayed in the window.
8. Click Close to close the window.
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Reissuing Administrative Certificates
You can reissue an administrative certificate from the original certificate request that
is stored in the database. For example, if the previously issued certificate is about to
expire, or if a certificate was erroneously revoked, you can reissue it using the
information from the original request.
If you reissue an administrative certificate that is currently active, a new certificate is
issued and recorded in the database. The new certificate has a new validity period,
serial number, and MD5. The database keeps a record of both the previously issued
certificate and the new one.
To reissue an administrative certificate:

1. Click Administrative Operations.
2. From the appropriate administrative drop-down list (Administrator, Vettor, or
Auditor), select request-approved.
3. From the list, click the link of the certificate request.
4. Review the information in the certificate request and, if needed, edit it.
5. Click Issue Certificate.
The new certificate is issued and opens in a new window.
Both the new certificate and the approved request are written to the database.
6. Revoke the old certificate if it still exists.
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7

Obtaining Your Administrative Certificate
This chapter describes how to:
•

Obtain your administrative certificate

•

Revoke your certificate

•

Protect your private key

Obtaining an Administrative Certificate
Before you can perform any administrative tasks, you must obtain an administrative
certificate—an Administrator, Vettor, or Auditor certificate.
To obtain an administrative certificate, perform these procedures:
•

Request an administrative certificate

•

Retrieve and download your certificate

Prerequisite for Microsoft Internet Explorer
If you use Internet Explorer, you must change browser settings before you enroll for a
certificate.
1. Click Tools > Internet Options.
2. On the Security tab, click Trusted sites > Sites.
3. Add the Enrollment Server URL to the list of trusted sites.
4. In Internet Explorer 9 only, on the Advanced tab, in the Settings list, under
Security, ensure that Do not save encrypted pages to disk is cleared.
5. Click Apply, and click OK.
Important: When you are using Internet Explorer 8 or 9 on Windows Vista, Windows

7, or Windows Server 2008, if the Web Access Confirmation pop-up window prompts
you to allow digital certificate operations, click Yes.
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Requesting an Administrative Certificate
Your Administrator will give you a URL that directs you to a special request form on
the enrollment interface for either Microsoft Internet Explorer, or Mozilla Firefox and
Mozilla.
To request an administrative certificate:

1. Connect to the URL (appropriate to your browser) provided by your
Administrator.
The administrative certificate request form opens.

2. Enter the requested information in the certificate request form.
The issuing Jurisdiction defines the format of the certificate request form.
3. Do one of the following:
•

Select Administrator Certificate.
All Jurisdictions are selected in the Jurisdiction list. You cannot edit the
selection.

•

Select Vettor Certificate and select the Jurisdictions you will vet for.

•

Select Auditor Certificate.
The Jurisdiction list is empty.
Vettor Certificate is the default selection.
4. If you are using Microsoft Internet Explorer, select a Cryptographic Service
Provider.
5. Select a Key Size.
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6. If Protect Private Key is available, select Yes to make the key non-exportable or
No to make the key exportable.
7. Click Submit.
8. Depending on your browser, do one of the following:
•

In Internet Explorer, if prompted, accept the default security level or select a
security level.

•

In Mozilla or Firefox, if prompted to enter a master password to access a
security device, such as a token or the browser’s built-in security device,
create a password or enter the existing password.
Your certificate request is sent for processing by an RSA Registration Manager
Administrator.
If your request is accepted, your request is vetted by an Administrator and an e-mail
notification may be sent to you (or another method other than e-mail may be used to
notify you as to how to retrieve your certificate).
If your request is refused, you may resubmit your request or contact your
Administrator for further instructions.

Downloading an Administrative Certificate
As a best practice, the issuing CA certificate chain of your administrative certificate
should be installed into your browser. Some browsers automatically install the
certificate chain when you install your certificate. Some browsers require the root CA
to be installed before installing the certificate chain. In Internet Explorer on Windows
Vista, Windows 7, and Windows Server 2008, Firefox, and Mozilla, you see a link to
install the root CA certificate before you install your certificate chain. In other
versions of Internet Explorer, the certificate chain, including the root CA, is
automatically installed.
To download an administrative certificate:

1. When you receive an e-mail notification of certificate approval, click the link
using the same browser from which you submitted your certificate request.
This URL takes you to the location of your certificate.
2. If you use Internet Explorer on Windows Vista, Windows 7, or Windows
Server 2008, follow these steps:
a. Click Install Client Certificate.
b. Click Install Root CA Certificate and follow the on-screen instructions to
install the root CA certificate.
c. From the Where is this certificate being stored? drop-down list, select
Personal store or Smart Card.
d. Click Install Your Certificate.
If prompted to allow certificates to be added or to install a CA certificate that
is in your certificate signer chain, click Yes.
Internet Explorer downloads your certificate and displays a message
confirming that your certificate has been installed.
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3. If you use Internet Explorer on Windows XP or Windows Server 2003, follow
these steps:
a. Click Install Client Certificate.
b. From the Where is this certificate being stored? drop-down list, select
Personal store or Smart Card.
c. Click Install.
If prompted to allow certificates to be added or to install a CA certificate that
is in your certificate signer chain, click Yes.
Internet Explorer downloads your certificate and displays a message
confirming that your certificate has been installed.
4. If you use Firefox or Mozilla, follow these steps:
a. Click Install Root CA Certificate and follow the on-screen instructions to
install the root CA certificate.
b. Click Install Client Certificate.
Your certificate is immediately installed. Mozilla may not display a confirmation
message after installing the certificate.
If the issuing CA certificate or certificate chain was not installed with your
administrative certificate, manually install the issuing CA certificate or certificate
chain from the Enrollment Server. For more information, see the Vettor’s Guide.

Revoking Your Certificate
If you suspect that the security of your administrative certificate is compromised,
revoke your certificate immediately. Revoking your certificate prevents an
unauthorized party from using the “identity” that your certificate confers. (This is
similar to cancelling your credit card if it is stolen.) It is important to revoke your
certificate if the private key associated with your certificate is compromised (for
example, if you lose your smart card).
After you revoke your certificate, you cannot authenticate your identity to a requesting
authority, such as a secured web site, using that certificate. To perform this action, you
must obtain a new certificate or have the revoked certificate reissued by your
Administrator.
Note: If you accidentally revoke your certificate, you can request that it be reissued.

For more information, see “Reissuing Administrative Certificates” on page 55.
To revoke a certificate, you need to know the URL of your organization’s Enrollment
Server.
You must present your certificate and prove that you have the corresponding private
key before you can revoke your certificate. This requirement prevents someone other
than you from accidentally or maliciously revoking your certificate.
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Prerequisite

If you have more than one certificate issued from Certificate Manager, Firefox or
Mozilla may select the wrong one to identify you to the web site to revoke your
certificate. In this case, configure the browser to prompt you to select a certificate
when you connect to a web site that requires certificate authentication.
To revoke your certificate:

1. Open a new browser session and connect to the enrollment interface.
2. If the Welcome page opens, select the issuing Jurisdiction from the drop-down list
and click Continue.
The Jurisdiction Options page opens.

3. Click Revoke your client certificate.
4. If a dialog box prompts you to proceed with the revocation, click OK to proceed.
5. If a dialog box prompts you to select the certificate you want to revoke, select it
and click OK.
If you use a Microsoft Internet Explorer browser, you may be prompted for the
selection twice. If prompted, select the certificate again.
The Confirm Certificate Revocation page opens.
6. Review the certificate information presented on the page to make sure that you are
revoking your administrative certificate.
If you decide not to revoke your certificate at this time, click Back. The
Jurisdiction Options page is redisplayed.
Important: If the wrong certificate is displayed, you must begin the revocation

procedure over again from step 1. Clicking Back does not allow you to select
another certificate for revocation.
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7. Click Revoke Certificate.
The Revocation Details page opens.

8. Select a reason code.
unspecified (default)

No reason given.

keyCompromise

You know or suspect that the private key is compromised.

affiliationChanged

Information in the certificate has changed, but you do not
suspect that the private key is compromised.

superseded

The certificate has been superseded, but you do not suspect
that the private key is compromised.

cessationOfOperation

The certificate is no longer needed for the purpose it was
issued, but you do not suspect that the private key is
compromised.

privilegeWithdrawn

A privilege contained within the certificate has been
withdrawn, but you do not suspect that the private key is
compromised.

9. If needed, modify the invalidity date and time.
This is the date and time when you know or suspect that the certificate required a
change in status. The default invalidity date and time is the current date and time.
10. (Optional) Enter a status change comment describing why you are revoking your
certificate.
The comment cannot be longer than 1024 characters.
11. Click Revoke.
The certificate is revoked and a confirmation message is displayed. The reason
code, invalidity date, and the status change comment are stored in the certificate
object in the database.
Clicking Back stops final revocation and the Confirm Certificate Revocation page
opens. If you do not want to revoke your certificate at this time, click Back. The
Jurisdiction Options page reopens.
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Protecting Administrative Private Keys
The private keys associated with administrative certificates are important
client-authentication mechanisms. They permit access to, and configuration of,
Registration Manager. To maintain the security of your organization’s Registration
Manager installation, you must maintain the security of the private keys associated
with your certificate.
The integrity of your certificate requires that you, and only you, have access to the
private key. Anyone who obtains your private key can compromise Registration
Manager by accessing the restricted servers and performing privileged operations.
You are responsible for protecting your private key (for instance, with a password or
smart card). When your smart card is not in use, carry it with you or lock it in a secure
place.
CAUTION: In addition to meeting or surpassing all the security precautions described

in this section, you must meet your organization’s more stringent requirements for
protecting an administrative private key. Make sure that you are familiar with these
requirements.

The private key that corresponds to the public key in your administrative certificate is
used for placing your digital signature on documents and proving your identity to
secure servers (for example, servers that host sensitive or high-value business
transactions on Internet web sites or on your organization’s intranet or extranet).
Carefully protect your private key, just as you protect your credit card, driver’s
license, or passport. Failure to do so can expose you and your organization to extreme
legal and financial liability and loss.
Your organization has most likely established a security policy within a Certification
Practice Statement (CPS). The CPS outlines specific security practices that members
and employees must follow. For further information, consult your organization’s
security officer.
As a certificate holder, you must exercise due diligence to protect access to the private
key associated with your certificate, as described in the following sections.
•

Protect the local key/certificate store on your web browser.

•

Protect your key/certificate storage device from loss or theft.

•

Protect your private key against all forms of attack.

•

Transmit your private key securely, if at all.

•

Promptly report any suspected compromise of your private key.

•

Revoke your certificate if you think the private key is compromised.
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Protecting Your Local Keystore
Your key/certificate store may reside in a hardware device, such as the key container
within your cryptographic service provider. It is essential to protect your
key/certificate store with strong authentication. Strong authentication means choosing
strong passwords, changing them frequently, storing and transporting them securely,
and, ideally, using the passwords in combination with a second form of authentication,
such as an RSA SecurID smart card.
Choosing Effective Passwords
Effective passwords are typically at least eight characters long and contain a
combination of uppercase and lowercase alphabetic, numeric, and non-alphanumeric
characters. Effective passwords are also changed at frequent intervals. The
requirements for strong passwords are even more stringent. You must meet the
specific standards set forth in your organization’s security policy and CPS. Those
standards may be more stringent than the standards described here.
Protecting Your Passwords
It is important not only to choose effective passwords, but also to protect them. Your
entire security system can be breached at any weak link. For example, even an
advanced security deployment can be compromised if you or other members of your
organization write passwords on sticky notes and leave them attached to a computer
monitor, or store them in a file labeled “Passwords”.
Storing Passwords Securely
Because passwords are stored in memory, you can heighten security if you:
•

Lock your workstation before leaving it, even momentarily

•

Frequently clear your browser cache

•

Never allow others access to your computer

These practices prevent intruders from accessing your browser cache and obtaining a
copy of your password or private key.
Using Passwords with a Second Form of Authentication
The use of passwords alone is insufficient where you need strong authentication. In
this case, two-factor authentication is recommended. Two-factor authentication makes
use of a strong password in combination with a second form of authentication, such as
an RSA SecurID token or smart card.

Protecting Your Key Storage Device from Loss or Theft
Protect your key/certificate store physically. This means protecting your smart card
from loss or theft. Store it securely when you are not using it. This also means not
giving others access to your smart card, and limiting access to any other machine on
which your certificate store or virtual smart card may be located.
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Protecting Against All Forms of Attack
Protect your private key against all forms of attack that are under your control:
•

Never share your password.

•

Never allow your password to be discovered by entering it when someone else can
see it.

•

Never allow anyone (even an Administrator) to convince you to tell them your
password.

•

Never write your password down where it can be discovered by another person.

•

Change your password frequently to lessen the possibility of someone guessing it
or discovering it through systematic attempts.

•

Never keep the same private key for long periods of time, especially if you use it
for sensitive transactions. Instead, change it frequently, according to your
organization’s policies.

•

Never replicate your key and make it available to another person.

Transmitting Your Private Key Securely
If your private key is exportable and you need to export your private key to another
computer or application, transmit the key securely:
•

Never transmit your private key over an unsecured channel (such as regular
e-mail). Instead, transmit it out of band (for example, carry it on a disk or CD to
your different devices).

•

If you use PKCS #12 key interchange format, make sure that you properly clean
up the PKCS #12 files afterward, in each application and on each device.

•

Protect your PKCS #12 file with a strong password.

Acting Promptly if You Suspect Compromise
Promptly report any suspected compromise of your private key. Immediately revoke
your compromised certificate or request that your Administrator revoke it. For
information on revoking your certificate, see “Revoking Your Certificate” on page 60.
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Part 3. Auditor Tasks
Part 3 describes the tasks the Auditor performs at the Auditor Operations workbench
to manage RSA Registration Manager audit logs.
Part 3 consists of the following chapter, Chapter 8, “Managing Audit Logs.”

Auditor Tasks
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8

Managing Audit Logs
Auditors view and maintain the RSA Registration Manager audit logs generated by
the Registration Manager Secure Logging Server. The Auditor is the only
administrative role allowed to perform these tasks using the Registration Manager
Administration Server. You should be aware that audit log files may be viewed and
manipulated directly by anyone with appropriate file system permissions.
Before you can perform any Auditor tasks, obtain an Auditor certificate. For more
information, see “Obtaining an Administrative Certificate” on page 57.
Audit logs are named based on the date they are created, following the format
xslog_yyyymmdd.xml. If multiple audit logs are created on the same day, they are
numbered consecutively (for example, xslog_20080205.xml, xslog_20080205_1.xml,
xslog_20080205_2.xml, xslog_20080205_3.xml).
Maintaining the audit logs includes the following tasks:
•

Verifying an audit log, including verifying the signatures throughout all log entries
of the audit log as well as the final log entry, and verifying the integrity of an audit
log (that is, verifying that no blocks have been added, deleted, duplicated, or
reordered)

•

Copying an audit log to a secondary file

•

Deleting an audit log

The current audit log cannot be verified, deleted, or copied.
CAUTION: RSA recommends that no operations be performed on the audit log files

outside of Registration Manager, that is, no renaming of files, no copying to other
locations, and no deleting of files.
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Verifying an Audit Log
This process involves verifying the signatures on all the signature blocks and verifying
the integrity of the audit log. For more information on the content and format of the
audit logs, see “Log Entry Content” on page 134. For more information on
verification, see “Verifying Log Files” on page 142.
To verify an audit log:

1. Click Auditor Operations.
The Secure Log Files page opens.
The audit logs are sorted in increasing value by the date and time in the filename.
The current audit log is at the bottom of the list.

2. Next to the audit log you want to verify, click Verify.
The Verify Log File page opens, displaying one of the following messages:
•

A success message if the verification succeeded

•

An error message if the verification failed (that is, log file entries were not in
increasing numerical order, all signature blocks were not signed, one or more
signatures did not verify, or the final log entry was missing)

Important: If you configured Registration Manager for failover (only possible on
a Solaris or Linux platform), the secondary instance of Registration Manager
created a log file that does not verify successfully until failover has occurred. If
the failover configuration procedure was followed correctly, this log file contains
only the Logging Server startup log entry until failover, at which time it will be
completed with a shutdown entry and a final entry (and will therefore verify
successfully).

3. Click Back to return to the Secure Log Files page.
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Copying an Audit Log
You can copy any audit log except the one currently being generated by the
Registration Manager Logging Server. If you want to view or search an audit log file,
RSA recommends you do this with a copy of the file rather than the original file. This
prevents inadvertent modifications that would prevent the audit log from being
verified in the future.
To copy an audit log:

1. Click Auditor Operations.
The Secure Log Files page opens.
2. Opposite the audit log you want to copy, enter the destination filename.
The filename may be relative (copied to /installed-dir/audit-logs/) or absolute
(you provide the entire path name).
Important: RSA recommends that you do not change the audit log filename. For
example, if you want to copy xslog_20080405_3.xml to
/installed-dir/audit-logs/, click Copy.

If you try to verify a copied audit log file using the xslogmgr tool after you
changed the filename, verification fails because the audit log filename stored in
the log entries does not match the filename of the audit log file. For more
information, see “Verifying Log Files” on page 142.
3. Click Copy next to the audit log you want to copy.
The Copy Log File page opens, showing one of the following messages:
•

A success message if the copy succeeded

•

An error message if the copy failed

4. Click Back to return to the Secure Log Files page.
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Deleting an Audit Log
You can delete any audit log except the log that is currently being generated by the
Registration Manager Logging Server.
Important: RSA recommends that you copy the audit log to an archived location
before deleting it from /installed-dir/LogServer/logs/ (where all audit logs are
created).
To delete an audit log:

1. Click Auditor Operations.
The Secure Log Files page opens.
2. Click Delete next to the audit log you want to delete.
A dialog box opens displaying the message “It is advised that you copy log files to
an archival location before deleting. Are you sure you want to delete: audit log
filename?”
3. To continue the deletion process, click OK.
The Delete Log File page opens.
Clicking Cancel in the dialog box (on the Secure Log Files page) stops the
deletion process.
4. Click Back to return to the Secure Log Files page.
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Part 4. System Administration Tasks
Part 4 provides information on managing Jurisdictions, and configuring certificate
enrollment, access control, and the Logging Server. It also describes procedures for
backing up and restoring the database and a full RSA Registration Manager
installation, reissuing server certificates, and configuring the signature verification
cryptographic provider.
Part 4 consists of the following chapters:
•

Chapter 9, “Managing Jurisdictions”

•

Chapter 10, “Certificate Enrollment”

•

Chapter 11, “Access Control”

•

Chapter 12, “System Maintenance”

•

Chapter 13, “Logging Server”

•

Chapter 14, “Configuring Private Keys”

System Administration Tasks
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9

Managing Jurisdictions
This chapter describes how to set up and manage additional Jurisdictions.

About Managing Jurisdictions
By default, RSA Registration Manager manages certificates for the Jurisdiction that
was targeted at installation. You can request additional Jurisdictions for which to
manage certificates.
Managing additional Jurisdictions can involve the following tasks:
•

Adding a Jurisdiction for certificate management

•

Disabling a Jurisdiction that you have added

•

Removing a Jurisdiction from the list of approved Jurisdictions

If the configuration of a Jurisdiction changes after you have received approval for it,
you must synchronize Jurisdictions with RSA Certificate Manager. For more
information, see “Synchronizing Jurisdictions” on page 123.

Adding Jurisdictions
If you want to manage certificates for additional Jurisdictions, you must request
approval from the Certificate Manager Administrator. After approval is received, you
must enable the Jurisdiction.
To add a Jurisdiction:

1. Click Administrator Operations.
2. From the Jurisdictions drop-down list, select available.
A list of all Jurisdictions at Certificate Manager for which Registration Manager
does not have approval is displayed.
3. Select one or more Jurisdictions for which you want approval and click Request.
4. After the Certificate Manager Administrator approves the request, from the
Jurisdictions drop-down list, select disabled.
A list of approved Jurisdictions is displayed.
5. Enable one or more approved Jurisdictions.
The enabled Jurisdiction is available to end users who enroll. You can add the
Jurisdiction to Vettors’ Jurisdiction lists. For more information, see “Editing
Vettor Jurisdictions” on page 52.
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Note: If you are unable to select the requested Jurisdictions after receiving approval,

the necessary LDAP rules might not have been added in Certificate Manager as
outlined under “Managing Jurisdictions for Registration Manager” in the chapter
“System Maintenance” in the RSA Certificate Manager Administrator’s Guide.
Contact the Certificate Manager Administrator.

Disabling Jurisdictions
You can disable a Jurisdiction that you have enabled for certificate management. You
can re-enable the Jurisdiction after you disable it. You cannot disable the Jurisdiction
targeted at installation.
To disable a Jurisdiction:

1. Click Administrator Operations.
2. From the Jurisdictions drop-down list, select enabled.
A list of enabled Jurisdictions is displayed.
3. Select the Jurisdiction that you want to disable and click Disable.
The Jurisdiction is moved to the list of disabled Jurisdictions. You can no longer
manage certificates for that Jurisdiction.

Removing Jurisdictions
When you no longer manage certificates for a Jurisdiction, you can remove the
Jurisdiction from the list of enabled or disabled Jurisdictions. You cannot remove the
Jurisdiction targeted at installation.
To remove a Jurisdiction:

1. Click Administrator Operations.
2. From the Jurisdictions drop-down list, select enabled or disabled.
A list of Jurisdictions is displayed.
3. Select the Jurisdiction and click Remove.
The Jurisdiction is no longer approved. You can no longer manage certificates for
that Jurisdiction. The Jurisdiction is moved to the list of available Jurisdictions.
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10

Certificate Enrollment
This chapter describes how to configure automatic vetting (autovetting) of certificate
requests and SCEP enrollment requests. It also describes how to alias the SCEP
enrollment URL.

Autovetting of Certificate Requests
You can configure RSA Registration Manager to allow for the autovetting of
certificate requests sent from the Enrollment Server. Autovetting allows certificate
requests and certificates issued by the CA of a Jurisdiction to be processed without
intervention by a human Vettor.
To allow autovetting of certificate requests submitted using the Registration Manager
Enrollment Server, you make changes to both Registration Manager and
RSA Certificate Manager LDAP ACL rules to give the Registration Manager
Enrollment Server access to the CA’s Signing Engine.
After the LDAP ACL rules are applied, end users can submit certificate requests using
a customized enrollment template for Microsoft Internet Explorer, or a template for
Firefox and Mozilla.

Setting Up Autovetting
To set up autovetting, you must:
•

Modify the Registration Manager LDAP ACL rules.

•

Modify the Certificate Manager LDAP rules. (This must be done by someone who
has administrative access to the target Certificate Manager installation.)

•

Set up the customized enrollment templates.

Modifying the Registration Manager LDAP ACL Rules
To modify the Registration Manager LDAP ACL rules:

1. Determine the MD5 of the Enrollment Server:
a. Click System Configuration.
b. Under General, click LDAP rules.
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c. Scroll down the LDAP Access Control Rules text box until you locate the rule
that allows the Administration Server, Enrollment Server, and SCEP Server to
write to the request queue.

d. Record the second MD5 value listed in this rule. This is the MD5 of the
Enrollment Server.
The first MD5 listed in this rule is the MD5 of the Administration Server. The
third MD5 listed is that of the SCEP Server.
2. Change the LDAP ACL rules to allow the Enrollment Server to write subject
certificates:
a. Scroll down the LDAP Access Control Rules text box until you locate the rule
that allows access to the xuda_certificate objectclass.
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b. Add the MD5 of the Enrollment Server to the list of DNs that are allowed
write access, as shown in the following screenshot.

3. Click Save ACL rules to database.
4. Restart Registration Manager.
Modifying the Certificate Manager LDAP ACL Rules
Note: This modification must be done by someone who has access to the

Administration Server of the target Certificate Manager installation.
To modify the Certificate Manager LDAP ACL rules:

1. At the target Certificate Manager installation, click System Configuration.
2. Under General, click LDAP rules.
3. Change the LDAP ACL rules to give the Registration Manager Enrollment Server
write access to the CA request queue:
a. Scroll down the LDAP ACL rules text box until you locate the rule that allows
access to the request_queue objectclass.
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b. Add the MD5 of the Registration Manager Enrollment Server to the list of
DNs that are allowed write access, as shown in the following screenshot.

4. Change the LDAP ACL rules to give the Registration Manager Enrollment Server
write access to the CA’s Signing Engine for a Jurisdiction:
a. Look up the Jurisdiction ID of the Jurisdiction for which Registration
Manager can autovet.
b. Search for the LDAP ACL rule that allows access to the CA Signing Engine
for the Jurisdiction, as shown. There can be multiple sets of these rules. In the
line "access to dn=...", find the matching Jurisdiction ID.
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c. Add the MD5 of the Registration Manager Enrollment Server to the list of
DNs that are allowed write access, as shown in the following screenshot.

5. Click Save ACL rules to database.
6. Restart Registration Manager.
Note: If you configure autovetting for a CA that uses a hardware security module

(HSM) or passphrase to protect its private key, make sure that the PIN or passphrase is
entered at startup or automatically provided using a setpin directive in the xudad.conf
file, or an error results. For more information, see “Passphrase and PIN Prompting” on
page 41.
Setting Up the Enrollment Templates
The two autovetting enrollment templates are auto-request-msie.xuda for Microsoft
Internet Explorer users and auto-request-spk.xuda for Mozilla Firefox and Mozilla
users. These templates are available in Registration Manager installations in
/installed-dir/WebServer/enroll-server/.
You can set up the enrollment templates so that all certificate requests submitted
through the Enrollment Server are autovetted or so that some certificate requests are
autovetted and some are manually vetted.
To set up the enrollment templates so that all certificate requests are
autovetted:

1. Open the domain-main.xuda file (in /installed-dir/WebServer/enroll-server/).
2. Find the line:
<A HREF="request-msie.xuda?domainID=[domainID]"?>

and change it to:
<A HREF="auto-request-msie.xuda?domainID=[domainID]"?>
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3. Find the line:
<A HREF="request-spk.xuda?domainID=[domainID]"?>

and change it to:
<A HREF="auto-request-spk.xuda?domainID=[domainID]"?>

4. Save the file.
You may need to change the file permission to save the file. If you do, make sure
that you change the file permission back to “Read-only” after making changes.
Note: To change the certificate validity period, modify the time-to-live (TTL) value in

auto-add-msie-request.xuda and auto-add-spk-request.xuda. The default TTL is
one year.
To set up the enrollment templates so that either automatically or manually
vetted certificate requests can be submitted:

1. Repeat step 1 through 3 from the preceding procedure.
2. Save the file as another name. For example, save the file as
ra-autovet-index.xuda.
3. Add this filename to the end of the enrollment server URL for end users whose
certificate requests can be autovetted. For example:
https://host.subdomain.com:enroll-port-number/ra-autovet-index.xuda

SCEP Enrollment Requests
SCEP is a protocol for routers and standalone devices (with limited processing
resources) to enroll in a PKI. The purpose is to obtain certificates for use in
authentication and encryption for IPSec VPNs.
SCEP requests are sent to the SCEP Server, using the following format for the URL:
http://scep-server-host:scep-server-port/jurisdiction-id/pkiclient.exe
where:
scep-server-host

Hostname or IP address of the Web Server virtual host
running the SCEP Server

scep-server-port

Port number that the SCEP Web Server virtual host listens to

jurisdiction-id

ID of the Jurisdiction to which the request is sent

Autovetting of SCEP requests can be enabled on a Jurisdiction-by-Jurisdiction basis.
For more information, see the RSA Certificate Manager Administrator’s Guide.
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SCEP Autovetting with a Plug-In
You can configure Registration Manager to automatically issue certificates by using a
SCEP plug-in. Instead of the Certificate Manager Administrator configuring each
Jurisdiction for the IP addresses and domains from which SCEP requests are accepted,
you configure these values in a SCEP configuration file. A Certificate Manager
Administrator enables SCEP autovetting in each Jurisdiction that accepts SCEP
requests, but any IP addresses or domain names configured in the Jurisdiction are
ignored. You also add a directive in httpd.conf to enable the SCEP plug-in.
Prerequisite

An Administrator at the target Certificate Manager installation must enable SCEP
autovetting in each Jurisdiction that accepts SCEP requests. The Administrator does
not need to fill in the IP Address List or FQDN List. For information, see the
RSA Certificate Manager Administrator’s Guide.
To autovet SCEP requests using a plug-in:

1. Copy SCEPPluginDemo.dll from the
/installed-dir/WebServer/scep-server/samples/source directory to the
/installed-dir/WebServer/scep-server/plugins directory.
2. Copy scepplugin.conf from the
/installed-dir/WebServer/scep-server/samples/data directory to the
/installed-dir/WebServer/scep-server/conf directory.
3. Configure the scepplugin.conf file:
a. Open /installed-dir/Webserver/scep-server/conf/scepplugin.conf in a text
editor.
b. Add the IP addresses from which Registration Manager accepts SCEP
requests to the IPADDRESS directive. For example:
IPADDRESS "10.0.1.1-10.0.1.10,100.222.303.13,124.5.10.15"

c. Add the domain names from which Certificate Manager accepts SCEP
requests to the FQDN directive. For example:
FQDN "*.company.com,associates.company.net,*.company.net"

4. Add the SCEPPluginFile directive to httpd.conf:
a. Open /installed-dir/WebServer/conf/http.conf in a text editor.
b. Search for the string “End of RSA RM SCEP server configuration.” Above
this string find the closing tag </VirtualHost>.
c. Before this closing tag, type:
SCEPPluginFile "full path to the plug-in dll file"

5. Restart the Administration Server.
To authenticate the request, Registration Manager checks the scepplugin.conf file for
the IP address or domain from which a request originates. If both directives are
present, the IP address is used to authenticate first. Registration Manager ignores IP
addresses or domains configured in the Jurisdictions.
If authentication succeeds, Registration Manager issues the certificate. If
authentication fails, Registration Manager places the request in the refused queue.
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Customizing the SCEP Plug-In
The sample SCEP plug-in authenticates SCEP client requests based on the IP address
and domain name provided for individual requests. This section contains information
on the plug-in so that you can customize it with additional authentication methods.
See the source files for a sample implementation.You must include the
SCEPPluginDemoAPI.h C language header file in your custom plug-in source. You
need the following compilers to compile the plug-in:
•

Windows: Visual C/C++ 6.0

•

Solaris: gcc/g++ 2.95.2

•

Linux: gcc/g++ 3.4.6

How the Sample Implementation Works
The sample implementation uses a flatfile, scepplugin.conf, to store the
authentication information.
The initialization function checks whether the flatfile scepplugin.conf exists in the
/installed-dir/scep-server/conf directory.
The authorization function compares the IP address in the request against the list of IP
addresses or domain names in scepplugin.conf. It converts the IP address in the
request to the FQDN. If IP addresses are listed in the flatfile, the function uses IP
addresses for authentication, otherwise the function uses the FQDN. If authentication
is successful, it authorizes the request.
Plug-In Sample Files
The /samples directory contains the following files:
/installed-dir/WebServer/scep-server/samples/data/
scepplugin.conf

Flatfile. Contains the list of IP Addresses and FQDNs.

/installed-dir/WebServer/scep-server/samples/source/
Windows

Workspace files.

SCEPPluginDemo.def
SCEPPluginDemo.dsp
SCEPPluginDemo.dsw
Solaris or Linux
Makefile
SCEPPluginDemo.cpp

Sample plug-in implementation.

SCEPPluginDemoAPI.h
Windows

Plug-in.

SCEPPluginDemo.dll
Solaris or Linux
SCEPPluginDemo.so
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Functions
The plug-in is implemented with two functions.
RCMSCEP_Initialize()

Initializes the plug-in.
Prototype:
RCMSCEP_Initialize (int* iVersion, void* reserved)

Return Values:
RCMSCEP_SUCCESS

Initialization success

RCMSCEP_INTERNAL

Unspecified internal error when initializing

RCMSCEP_CheckAuthorization()

Checks the authentication information and authorizes the client request.
Prototype:
RCMSCEP_CheckAuthorization (SCEPReqInfo* reqInfo)
SCEPReqInfo Attribute

Value

UNSTRUCTUREDNAME

DNS name in the p10 request

UNSTRUCTUREDADDRESS

IP address in the p10 request

IPADDRESS

IP Address in TCP/IP packet

SERIALNUMBER

Client certificate serial number in the p10 request

PASSWORD

Challenge Password in the p10 request

JURISDICTIONID

Issuing Jurisdiction ID

All values obtained from the SCEP request are NULL terminated strings.
Return Values:
RCMSCEP_AUTHORIZE Authorization success
RCMSCEP_REFUSE

Authorization failed

RCMSCEP_INTERNAL

Unspecified internal error when performing
authorization
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Aliasing the SCEP Enrollment URL
You can alias the SCEP enrollment URL by adding a new RewriteRule in httpd.conf.
The format of the new rule is:
RewriteRule ^/CA alias/pkiclient.exe
/pkiclient.exe?id=Jurisdiction-id [QSA]

where:
CA alias

Name you want to use

Jurisdiction-id

ID of the Jurisdiction

Note: The RewriteRule directive must be contained in a single line.

For example:
RewriteEngine On
RewriteRule ^/testCA/pkiclient.exe
/pkiclient.exe?id=jurisdiction-id [QSA]
RewriteRule ^/([^/]*)/pkiclient.exe /pkiclient.exe?id=$1 [QSA]

The format of the aliased URL is:
http://scep-host:446/testCA/pkiclient.exe
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11

Access Control
This chapter describes how access control works in RSA Registration Manager. It also
describes how to construct access control rules and edit ACL objects.

Controlling Access to the Secure Directory Server
The LDAP ACL Editor allows you to edit the LDAP access control rules that govern
the Secure Directory Server. These LDAP access control rules govern who has what
level of access to the information that the Secure Directory Server serves.
The format of LDAP access control rules is not the same as that of the ACL rules that
restrict access to Web Servers, including the Administration and Enrollment Servers,
although the principles are similar. The format and syntax of the LDAP access control
rules follow the University of Michigan LDAP implementation’s configuration file
format and syntax. For more information on the format and syntax of these rules, see
the Help.
CAUTION: Incorrect changes to the LDAP access control rules can cripple

Registration Manager or make it insecure. You seldom need to modify these rules
seldom. On the rare occasions when you must modify them, the changes are very
specific, and detailed instructions are provided within RSA documentation or in the
RSA SecurCare Online knowledge database. RSA recommends that you discuss any
additional changes with RSA Customer Support or RSA Professional Services staff to
achieve the effect you want.

Web Server Access Control Lists
You manage Web Server ACLs from the System Configuration workbench. An ACL
is composed of one or more ACL objects, each of which associates one or more access
control rules with a file or directory on a server.
ACL objects are made up of three components:
•

A descriptive portion that specifies which file or directory on the Web Server has
access control applied to it

•

The name of the virtual host that the ACL applies to

•

The ACL rules themselves

Access is governed by matching the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) provided by
the client with the description of an existing ACL object on the server, then processing
the rules associated with the ACL object to determine if the user is allowed access to
the requested file. ACL rules are processed when the user connects to the same virtual
host specified in the ACL object, or if the ACL object applies to every virtual host.
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The rules associated with a file or directory indicate the level of access (usually read
or none) granted to individuals whose credentials, as recorded in the certificate they
present, match those specified in the rule. In this way, access to a directory structure
and the files it contains can be governed securely and at a relatively fine granularity
through the use of certificates. Server-generated directory listings are denied by
default.
Important: Because web browsers are not capable of modifying .html and .xuda files,
write access is not available. Read access is the highest possible access level for Web
Server ACL rules.

In addition to the file or directory name and a set of one or more ACL rules, a
hostname and port are included in ACL objects. The special hostname ANY can be
used when a set of rules applies to an object on any host controlled by Registration
Manager. An ACL object is considered to apply to a file or directory only when the
host and port of the object match that of the request, and the file or directory named by
the object is either the requested item itself or one of the directories that contains it.

Using ACL Rules
This section explains the inner workings of ACLs, and the construction and behavior
of ACL rules. It explains the syntax of the rules, the available operators and operands,
and the way ACL objects and rules are parsed and processed.
The following examples illustrate some of the things you may want to accomplish
with an access control list. Consider the following ACL object:
/Acme/client-list.html
(O=Acme International) read
(O=Trusted Client) read

This object governs access to the file /Acme/client-list.html. Anyone whose
certificate states that their Organization (O) is “Acme International” is granted
permission to read the file. Those affiliated with the company “Trusted Client” are
also given permission to read the file.
Acme may want to further restrict access to the file so that only certain groups at
Acme or Trusted Client can read it, so the following expanded set of rules may be
preferred:
/Acme/client-list.html
( & (O = Acme International)(OU = Support) ) read
( & (O = Trusted Client)(OU = Purchasing) ) read

The ampersand (&) indicates that both of the following sub-rules must be satisfied for
the overall condition to be fulfilled. In other words, read permission is granted only to
those who are in the Support department of Acme International or in the Purchasing
department of Trusted Client.
By default, ACL objects that grant permission to a directory also implicitly apply to
everything it contains (however deep its subdirectories may go). For example, the
rule:
/Acme/Internal-info/
(O=Acme International) read

grants all Acme employees permission to access anything in (or below)
/Acme/Internal-info/.
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The default behavior of an ACL rule check begins by looking for an ACL object with
the full pathname of the file requested and looks for ACL rules that apply. If none are
found, the search is repeated for rules applying to the parent directory. This process
continues until either an applicable rule is found or the top-level directory is reached.
If no ACL objects are found for the requested file or a directory in its path (that is, if
no access control has been applied to the file), access is granted by default. If one or
more matching objects are found for the file or directory path, but no rules match the
presented certificate, access is denied.
Suppose, for example, that Acme decides to give its system administrator permission
to read everything. It would be inconvenient if this rule had to be added to individual
files and subdirectories, so the following rule could be used:
/Acme/
(certname = Acme SysAdmin) read
<probably other rules as well>

This rule grants access to the person whose certificate name (certname) is “Acme
SysAdmin” to every subdirectory and file under the Acme directory (unless a rule
applying to a specific subdirectory or file overrides it).
Note: A certificate name is an identifier that may be attached to end-entity certificates.

All certificate names for end-entity certificates issued by a single CA must be unique.

Rule Body
The body of an ACL rule indicates the conditions that must be matched by the
requestor’s certificate before the access associated with the rule (read or none) is
granted. The rule is a Boolean expression combining predicate clauses of the form
variable = value. The name/value pairs found in a certificate are used for variable
substitution during evaluation of the expression. For example, the variable certname
would be replaced by the actual certificate name value from the presented certificate.
An ACL rule is evaluated by:
•

Replacing all variable references with the corresponding value found in the
certificate field of that name (or the empty string if the certificate bears no such
field).

•

Evaluating the predicates (that is, comparing the rule value to the values retrieved
from the certificate to determine if they match).

•

Combining the predicate values according to the Boolean operations specified by
the rule.

Boolean operations are indicated in ACL rules by the following symbols:
•

& “and” (all of)

•

|

“or” (any of)

•

^

“not” (none of)

A prefix operator notation is used (that is, the operator appears in front of its
arguments) and parentheses are used to group an operator with its arguments.
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For example, consider the following rule, written as it may appear in the rule string
editor:
( &
( certname = Henry )
( |
( L = Vancouver )
( ^
( O = Worthy Competitor )
)
)
)

These predicate clauses determine, in order from top to bottom, whether the certificate
name on the certificate is “Henry,” whether his Location is “Vancouver,” and whether
his Organization is “Worthy Competitor”.
The overall rule is an “and” clause that requires both subclauses to be true. The first
subclause requires that the bearer be named “Henry.” The second is itself a Boolean
combination that requires the bearer’s location to be “Vancouver” “or” the
organization to “not” be “Worthy Competitor”.
Variables and Values
The predicate clause of a rule is composed of a variable name and a value separated by
an equal sign (=). When clauses appear consecutively they must be surrounded by
parentheses. Leading and trailing white space is trimmed from both the variable name
and the value, but white space within a value is preserved. For example, the following
three clauses are equivalent:
( certname = Lester Pearson )
(certname=Lester Pearson)
( certname = Lester Pearson)
but the following clause is different:
( certname = Lester

Pearson )

When leading or trailing white space in the value must be preserved, or when
parentheses must be included in the value, the entire value can be enclosed within
double quotation marks (") in the rule string editor. A double quotation mark character
can also be included by doubling it (that is, "" represents one double quotation mark
character).
By default, comparison between a rule value and the corresponding value in a
certificate is done by a simple case-sensitive string comparison. However, other
matching options are possible. If the rule value begins with a forward slash (/), it is
interpreted as a pattern (that is, a regular expression) to be matched against the
certificate value. If the rule value begins with a double slash (//), then it is taken to be
a case-insensitive pattern match. When a double slash precedes a string having no
special characters, the result is a simple case-insensitive string comparison.
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The characters “^”, “$”, “*”, and “?” are special matching characters that may be used
with forward slashes for pattern matching. They have the same meaning as the
corresponding characters used in the filename pattern matching available in most
command shells:
^

Anchors the pattern to the beginning of a string. This character only has
special meaning if it appears at the beginning of the pattern.

$

Anchors the pattern to the end of a string. This character only has special
meaning if it appears at the end of the pattern.

*

Matches zero or more characters in the string.

?

Matches exactly one character in the string.

The special meaning of matching characters can be suppressed by preceding them
with a back-slash (\).
The following examples show statements that could allow or would deny access to
someone with a certificate where certname=acme11.
Access Granted

Access Denied

certname=acme11

certname=acme??

certname=/acme11

certname=acme*

certname=/11$

certname=/$11

certname=/^acme

certname=/acme^

certname=/ac*1

certname=/acme???

certname=/acme?
certname=//aCmE11

Access Designation and Rule Precedence
ACL rules are followed by an access designator that indicates what level of access can
be granted on the basis of the rule. The allowable access values are read and none.
Although none is the default permission implied when no rule explicitly grants access,
the none value can be very useful in denying access to specific objects to which
permission would otherwise be granted by rules for other ACL objects. Although only
one ACL object can exist for each file or directory name, multiple objects can apply to
a single file or directory if there are ACL objects that apply to directories in which the
object in question is contained.
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The order in which ACL rules are evaluated is fixed. The access granted by the ACL
object is the access designated by the first rule that matches. If no rules are found to
match, access is denied. Internal optimizations may be involved in record retrieval
from the database, but the behavior is always equivalent.
1. The ACL object associated with the requested file or directory is retrieved from
the database, or if none exists, from the next highest directory that an ACL object
exists for. (If no associated objects are found, access is granted.)
2. The ACL object rules are checked in the order that they are listed.
3. If no rules are found to match the given certificate, then the database is again
searched for the next highest directory that an ACL object exists for.
4. The rules of that ACL object are checked in the order that they are listed in the
ACL object.
5. The search continues until the top of the directory hierarchy is reached or an
applicable rule is found. If no applicable rules are found, access is denied.

Creating ACL Objects
Before creating ACL rules, plan the best way to produce the effect you want. For
example, CA nicknames and end-entity certificate names are good choices of
information to reference in ACL rules because of their guaranteed uniqueness and
ease of later reading. Conversely, basing rules on the Vettor ID stored in a certificate
request may not be a good choice because if the certificate is reissued by a different
Vettor, the Vettor ID stored in the request changes.
Important: New ACL objects created after installation are not copied over during an

upgrade. You must re-create these objects.
To create an ACL object:

1. Click System Configuration.
2. Under Web ACLs, click Create ACL.
3. In the top panel of the ACL editor, enter a Description and Virtual host for the
ACL object.
No two ACL objects can have the same host and description. The virtual host
must be the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the server.
If the ACL object applies to a directory, the object description must end with a
forward slash “/”.
4. Use the graphical rule editor or the rule string editor to create a rule.
5. To add additional rules to the object, click
next to the Rule list in the top panel
of the ACL editor and use the graphical rule editor or the rule string editor to
create another rule.
6. Click Save ACL to save the new ACL object to the database.
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Editing ACL Objects
Registration Manager uses the same template to create and edit ACL objects.
Important: If you modify the ACL objects that are created during installation, your

modifications may be overwritten during an upgrade. You must reapply these
modifications.
To edit an existing ACL object:

1. Click System Configuration.
2. To find the ACL object you want to edit, do one of the following:
•

To list all ACL objects, click List ACLs and select the object from the list.

•

If you have a large number of ACL objects, click Search ACLs and search for
a particular ACL by the host and/or ACL object description.
The ACL editor opens and displays the selected object.
3. Edit the ACL object as needed and click Save ACL.
You can delete the rule by clicking Delete ACL.

Web Server ACL Editor
You use the same editor to create and edit ACL rules. The editor is divided into three
panels. The first panel defines the ACL object and displays a compact representation
of each rule in the object in a selection list.

Description

The file or directory to which the ACL object applies. (Use forward slashes
“/” as directory delimiters.)

Virtual Host The virtual host to which the ACL object applies. The object may apply to
any access-controlled server that the file path is found on, or may apply to
one specific server. By default, the list includes the Administration Server
and the Enrollment Server.
Rules

Lists each rule that is part of the object. Selecting a rule from the list causes
the lower panels on the page to update to reflect the rule defined for that
entry.
Adds a new rule to the end of the list.
Removes the selected rule from the ACL object.
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Moves the selected rule higher in the list.
The placement of the rule in the list affects the order that the rules are parsed
in. For more information, see “Access Designation and Rule Precedence” on
page 91.
Moves the selected rule lower in the list.
Browse

Lists aliased directories and their subdirectories specified in
/installed-dir/WebServer/conf/httpd.conf. Not all Registration Manager
directories are listed here. Selecting an entry from the list automatically fills
in both the Description and Virtual Host fields.

New host

Allows you to enter a new host and port number to add to the Virtual host
list. You must use the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) for the
hostname.

Save ACL

Saves the new ACL object or the changes you have made to an existing
object.

Delete ACL

Deletes the ACL object from the database. This button is only available if
you are editing an existing ACL object.

Close

Closes the ACL Editor without making changes to it. This button is only
available if you are editing an existing ACL object.

Graphical Rule Editor
The second panel is a graphical rule editor that displays a visual construction of a rule,
including comparison clauses and logical (Boolean) combinations. You can edit only
one rule in the object at a time. You select the rule to be created or edited from the
Rules list box in the top panel.
When you open the ACL editor to create an ACL rule, the second panel displays the
beginning of a very simple rule.

Access Granted
by this rule
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Source list

Select Client to compare the rule clause with a presented certificate’s
object in the database. Select CA to compare the rule with the presented
certificate’s signing CA object in the database. Select Req to compare
the rule with the presented certificate’s request object in the database.
Select Juris to compare the rule with the presented certificate’s issuing
Jurisdiction object in the database.

Attribute list

Specifies the attribute of the certificate, CA, or request that the ACL rule
searches on. The choices available in this list depend on the selection
from the Source list.
If you select Client, the Attribute list includes:
certificate name, MD5 digest, CA MD5 digest, serial number,
common name, family name, first name, personal identifier, e-mail
address, user ID, organizational unit, organization, locality, state or
province, country, domain components, pseudonym, country of
citizenship, country of residence, date of birth (as “YYYYMMDD”),
gender (as “M” or “F”), place of birth, postal address, title, CA
common name, CA family name, CA first name, CA personal
identifier, CA e-mail address, CA organizational unit, CA
organization, CA locality, CA state or province, CA country, CA
domain components, CA pseudonym, CA country of citizenship, CA
country of residence, CA date of birth, CA gender, CA place of birth,
CA postal address, CA title
Note: The personal identifier attribute shown in this list corresponds to

the client serial number certificate attribute (SN). To create an ACL rule
using a client serial number value, you must use the personal identifier
attribute.
If you select CA, the Attribute list includes:
nickname, MD5 digest, issuer’s MD5 digest
If you select Req, the Attribute list includes:
request-ID, CNK, Vettor ID
If you select Juris, the Attribute list includes:
Jurisdiction ID, Jurisdiction name
Comparison list

The third drop-down list defines how the Value compares with the
selection in the Attribute list. Six comparisons are available:

•
•
•
•
•
•

is requires an exact match
is not cannot have an exact match
matches treats the value as a pattern match
doesn’t match cannot have a pattern match
matches, any case is the same as matches, but ignores case

doesn’t match, any case is like matches, any case but only if not true
For example, selecting is means that the rule searches for end-entity
certificates where the certificate name is the value in the text box. For
more information on characters used in pattern matching, see “Variables
and Values” on page 90.
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Value

Enter the value to compare to the selected certificate, CA, or request
attribute.
Moves the rule down by one level and surrounds it with a Boolean
comparison clause.

ACL rules frequently have more than one clause. For example, the certificate name
field is only certain to be unique among certificates issued by a single CA. The above
rule in the picture grants access to anyone whose certname matches the value that you
enter in the Value field (for example, “Tom”) regardless of the CA that issued the
certificate. To be sure that the rule applies only to one certificate, designate the CA as
part of the rule.
Click
in the first clause to create a group where a rule is compared against more
than one attribute.

Adds a subclause as part of the comparison.
Boolean
Operation

Indicates what kind of Boolean operation is to apply to the subclauses
beneath.
Four operations are available:

•
•
•
•

All of requires that all parts be true to match (and)
Any of matches if any part matches (or)
Not all of matches if not all of the parts match (nand)
None of matches if none of the parts match (nor)

To define a second condition that must also be satisfied to grant access, select All of
from the Boolean operation drop-down list and then click
to add a new
subclause.
The following example grants read access to the person who has the certificate with
the certname “Tom” issued by the CA with the nickname “Acme CA”.
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You can add additional clauses to this rule to give the same level of access to other
people with certificates issued by the same CA. For example:
1. Click
next to the Client Certname clause to move the Client Certname clause
below the CA Nickname clause.
2. With the Client Certname clause at the bottom of the rule, click
clause to create a second group.

beside this

3. Click
next to the second Boolean operation list twice to add two more
clauses to the existing Client Certname clause. Add appropriate certname values
for other certificates that should be granted access.
4. Select Any of from the second Boolean operation list. This means that only one
of the three certname clauses must be true for the rule to match.
The resulting rule, depicted below, grants access if the certificate was issued by a CA
with the nickname Acme CA and the certificate’s certname is any one of Tom, Dick,
or Harry.

The symbols in the graphical rule editor are as follows:
Adds a new clause for comparison to the group.
Removes the clause, and all subclauses it contains if it is a group.
Moves the clause higher in the list. If the clause is at the top of a group, this button
moves it up to the next group.
Moves the clause lower in the list. If the clause cannot be moved lower since it is
already at the bottom of the rule, this button moves the clause up to the next group.
Moves the clause up by one level of grouping.
Moves the clause down by one level of grouping and surrounds it with a Boolean
comparison.
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The arrow buttons are present only when the operation is possible.
Note: To insert a group, click

to create a new clause for comparison, and then
click
to “demote” it to a level that creates a new Boolean comparison that
contains it.
Rule String Editor
The third panel on the page is a rule string editor that provides another way to create
and edit ACL rules. The editor allows you to create complex rules that cannot easily
be displayed graphically using HTML. As you change the graphic version of the rule,
the displayed rule string immediately reflects the changes.

If you edit the rule in the rule string editor, you can propagate the changes to the
graphical rule editor by clicking Commit rule changes. If a syntax check finds the
rule to be invalid, the rule is not updated and the page is redisplayed with an error
message.
The rule string editor also allows you to use LDAP attributes and precedence
modifiers that are not generally available in the graphical rule editor panel. For more
information about precedence modifiers, see the Help.

Controlling Administrative Access Using ACLs
When Registration Manager is installed, default ACL rules are applied, and access to
the administration interface is restricted to the person who received the Administrative
certificate issued during installation.
After you issue additional administrative certificates, to give the Administrator, Vettor,
or Auditor access to the Administrative interface, you must modify the rules for three
directories: /, /ra, and /scripts. If Key Recovery Manager is installed, grant access to
/xpkrs.
By default, Administrators can access only the Administrator Operations workbench
and the System Configuration workbench. Vettors can access only the Certificate
Operations workbench. Auditors can access only the Auditor Operations workbench.
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To give an Administrator, Vettor, or Auditor access to the administration
interface:

1. Click System Configuration.
2. Under Web ACLs, click List ACLs.
3. Click /ra/ to display the ACL rule for this directory.
The rule that you see allows the Registration Manager Administrative certificate
to access the administration interface.

4. Click

to create a new group that includes this clause.

5. Click

to add a new clause.

6. From the Boolean operation drop-down list, select Any of.
CAUTION: Make sure that you choose Any of. You can lock all Administrators

out of the interface by doing this step incorrectly.

.
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7. In the new clause, from the attribute drop-down list, select MD5 digest.

8. Paste the MD5 of the administrative certificate that you are adding into the value
field.
9. At the top of the page, click Save ACL.
10. Repeat this procedure for the / and /scripts directories. If you have Key Recovery
Manager, repeat for /xpkrs.
You can further restrict access to specific administrative functions available through
the interface to a subset of Administrators by creating ACL rules that restrict access to
a specific page or group of pages in the interface. The files for the Administration
Server are logically divided into subdirectories that make it easy to restrict access to
an entire workbench.
If you have a large number of Administrators, Vettors, or Auditors, you can further
restrict access to certain functions. For example, access to the functions to set Web
Server and LDAP ACL rules can be restricted to a very small group by setting rules to
allow only certain people to view specific pages on the System Configuration
workbench as a whole.
Important: The top level index.html placeholder page that has the header, footer, and
a link to the Administration console is not accessible when you uncomment the
DenyAccessIfNoACLRulesFound directive. To use this directive and access the top
level index page, you must apply an ACL rule to the root directory (“/”) before
uncommenting the directive.
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12

System Maintenance
This chapter provides information on the following RSA Registration Manager
system maintenance functions:
•

Backing up and restoring Registration Manager

•

Re-indexing the Secure Directory

•

Low disk space errors

•

Reissuing Registration Manager SSL certificates

•

Generating new SSL Keys

•

Changing the passphrase for server keys

•

Synchronizing Jurisdictions

•

Configuring the signature verification cryptographic provider

•

System utilities

Backing Up and Restoring RSA Registration Manager
Registration Manager provides backup and restore facilities that are similar to those
used in a typical LDAP directory service.
You configure Secure Directory (database) backup through the System Configuration
workbench. The database backup feature, or hot backup, is performed while
Registration Manager is running. To restore the database, you must stop Registration
Manager.
Note: When a database other than the Berkeley DB is used, such as Oracle or TDBM,
the Database Backup Configuration pages are not displayed as an option in the System
Configuration workbench. Backing up databases other than the Berkeley DB is the
sole responsibility of the user. All procedures in this chapter are written on the
assumption that the database is the Berkeley DB. For more information on the
Berkeley DB, go to www.oracle.com/database/berkeley-db/index.html.
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Backup Policies
A well defined backup policy is an important part of Registration Manager operations.
Decide how often to back up your database and other important Registration Manager
related files. Follow these basic recommendations to allow you to restore your PKI
information in case your database is corrupted or your entire installation is
compromised:
•

Back up the entire /installed-dir directory following any major changes.
Major changes include any changes to templates or .conf files and other
customizations to Registration Manager. This backup is used in the event of a
complete system failure. Changes to server keys or certificates are also backed up.

•

Separately back up the database on a regular and frequent basis using the
Database Backup configuration page of the System Configuration workbench.
This backup is used in case of database corruption or a complete system failure.
The frequency of this backup depends on how often information is added to the
database, and how much information can affordably be lost. A critical database
would likely be backed up daily.

•

Sign the backup files before storing them offline. Verify the files before
restoration. (Both of these functions must be performed at the command prompt.)

•

Simulate a complete system failure on a regular basis to ensure your backup and
recovery procedures are in order and provide the desired level of confidence.

Configuring a Database Backup
The database backup provides a mechanism for regular database snapshots and
backups of the database transaction logs while Registration Manager is running. A full
backup creates a consistent picture of the database at an unspecified instant during the
period of time when the snapshot was made. An incremental backup is a periodic
archival of the current transaction log files. Together, they are used to recreate a
database after it has been corrupted. After every full and incremental backup, the
transaction logs that are not being used by the system are removed.
Depending on the size of the database and the speed of the Registration Manager
platform, a full backup may require considerable time to complete. An incremental
backup ensures that changes made to the database in the interim are saved and requires
less time to complete.
The Berkeley DB transaction logs take a significant amount of disk space; if you do
not want regular database backups, you must still regularly clean up log files to free up
disk space.
The full backup directory can be another directory on the same machine when
Registration Manager is running. To prevent an old database snapshot being
overwritten by a new snapshot that is corrupt, the full backup directory contains
folders of database snapshots named for the full backup start time. These folders have
names in the format, Snapshot_yyyymmddhhmmss.
You can manually copy these snapshots to whatever device you want and store them
in a secure location. You must regularly check the full backup directory and remove
old database snapshots. How often you perform this check depends on how often the
full backup is performed and the size of your database.
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The incremental backup directory contains folders of transaction log files named for
the incremental backup start time. These folders have names in the format,
addition_yyyymmddhhmmss.
Important: You can delete all but the last full backup snapshot folder. You can delete

any incremental backup folders created before the last full backup. However, do not
delete any incremental backup folders created since the last full backup. You need
these folders in case a database recovery is required.
RSA recommends that you copy the last full backup snapshot folder to another device
for off-site storage before deleting any previously created full backup snapshot
folders.
Database backup activities may noticeably affect regular Registration Manager
operations.
The database backup-related activities are logged in the audit log files. For more
information, see Chapter 13, “Logging Server.”
Note: After the Secure Directory Server is restarted, the database backup cycle

resumes at the time (hour and minute) specified in the configuration’s start time (that
is, within the next 24 hours). The next backup cycle proceeds at that time with a full
backup.

One-Time Operation Request
The selection of one-time requests for Full backup, Incremental backup, or Log file
cleanup immediately schedules the activity and initiates the display of a confirmation
message. If the one-time request conflicts with an already scheduled activity, the
request is postponed until the scheduled activity completes. If you select a second
one-time request before the first has completed, the second request is ignored.
If you click Log file cleanup while regular database backups are scheduled, the
one-time request is ignored because database transaction log files are required for full
and incremental backups.
Clicking Log File Cleanup inserts a checkpoint in the Berkeley DB and removes any
unused log files preceding the previous checkpoint. Therefore, the first log file
cleanup operation does not remove any log files. Subsequent log file cleanup requests
remove unused log files preceding the previous checkpoint. You can force a log file
cleanup by requesting the log file cleanup operation in succession (clicking the button
twice with a few seconds in between), but you need to balance that with actual
database backup policies. If you force a log file cleanup, the first subsequent database
backup should be a full backup.
To request a one-time operation:

1. Click System Configuration.
2. Under General, click Database Backup.
The Database Backup Configuration page opens.
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3. Under One-Time Operation Request, click one of Full backup, Incremental
backup, or Log file cleanup.

Configuring Regular Activities
You can configure one of three regular backup activities:
Database Online Backup. Establishes the locations of the backup files and the
schedule for the full and incremental backups. This is the default option.
Database Transaction Log File Cleanup Only. Establishes the schedule for the
database transaction log file cleanup.
No Automatic Backup or Log File Cleanup. Establishes that no regular
database online backups or transaction log file cleanup activities occur. You can
still request one-time operations to perform full or incremental backups, or clean
up transaction log files.
Database Online Backup
Prerequisites

The backup directories have been created and are reachable during the configuration.
To configure Registration Manager for regular database activities:

1. Click System Configuration.
2. Under General, click Database Backup.
The Database Backup Configuration page opens.

3. Select Database Online Backup.
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4. Enter the full backup directory name as one of the following:
•

The absolute of the directory

•

The relative path to the location of the installation database directory

•

On a Windows platform, a Universal Naming Convention (UNC) path to a
network shared directory on a Windows host
(If you require credentials to connect to the UNC path, see the following
section, “Configuring User Name and Password for UNC Path” on page 107.)
The default full backup directory name is /Xudad/db/FullBackup/.

5. Enter the incremental backup directory name as one of the following:
•

The absolute of the directory

•

The relative path to the location of the installation database directory

•

On a Windows platform, a Universal Naming Convention (UNC) path to a
network shared directory on a Windows host
(If you require credentials to connect to the UNC path, see the following
section, “Configuring User Name and Password for UNC Path” on page 107.)
The default incremental backup directory name is
/Xudad/db/IncrementalBackup.

6. Enter the backup start time.
The default backup start time is 2 a.m. on the second day of the installation or, if
the Secure Directory Server is shutdown before this parameter is reconfigured, the
next 2 a.m. that occurs.
7. Enter the time between backup activities.
The default time period between two backups is one day. The minimum value is
one hour.
8. Enter the number of incremental backups between full backups.
The default number of incremental backups between two full backups is five. The
minimum value is zero, meaning that all backups are full backups.
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9. (Optional) Click View Backup Schedule to open a pop-up window that displays
the start times of each full backup and incremental backup in the first backup
cycle based on the input values of the backup scheduling parameters.

10. To store this configuration in LDAP storage, click Save the Configuration.
To revert to the last saved configuration, click Restore to Previous Values.
Database Transaction Log File Cleanup Only
To configure regular log file cleanup:

1. Click System Configuration.
2. Under General, click Database Backup.
The Database Backup Configuration page opens.
3. Select Database Transaction Log File Cleanup Only.
4. Enter the transaction log file cleanup start time.
The default start time is 2 a.m. the second day of the installation or, if the Secure
Directory Server is shut down before this parameter is reconfigured, the next 2
a.m. that occurs.
5. Enter the time between database transaction log file cleanup activities.
The transaction log file cleanup starts at the scheduled time after the configuration
is saved.
The default time period between two transaction log file cleanup activities is one
day. The minimum time period is one hour.
6. To store this configuration in LDAP storage, click Save the Configuration.
To revert to the last saved configuration, click Restore to Previous Values.
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No Automatic Backup or Log File Cleanup
To configure no regular database backup or log file cleanup:

1. Click System Configuration.
2. Under General, click Database Backup.
The Database Backup Configuration page opens.
3. Select No Automatic Backup or Log File Cleanup.
4. To store this configuration in LDAP storage, click Save the Configuration.
To revert to the last saved configuration, click Restore to Previous Values.

Configuring User Name and Password for UNC Path
If you connect to the UNC path with a user name and password, you must configure
backup directives in xudad.conf. You can choose to enter your credentials in the
directives or to be prompted for them. The backup directives allow you to enter a user
name and password. If you do not require a user name and password to connect to the
UNC path, do not add the directives.
To configure the directives:

1. Save a copy of installed-dir\Xudad\conf\xudad.conf.
2. Open xudad.conf in a text editor.
3. At any location in the file, add full backup or incremental backup directives as
follows:
•

To add a full backup directive, type:
fulldb-backup username password

or
fulldb-backup prompt

•

To add an incremental backup directive, type:
incrementaldb-backup username password

or
incrementaldb-backup prompt

where:
username

A local Windows user name or Windows domain user name

password

Password

prompt

The Secure Directory Server prompts for the user name and
password during service startup

4. Save the changes and close the file.
5. Restart all Registration Manager services.
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Creating and Storing Backup Media
Periodically you may want to manually copy a database backup to another device for
off-site storage. This may be done for security reasons, as part of your company’s
procedures, or to save disk space.
Before starting the copy process, you can sign the backup files to ensure against
tampering before they are used to restore the database.
Store the certificate of the CA that signed the full backup directory offline, preferably
in a different location than where you store the full backup directory. Make a copy of
the signing CA’s MD5 to compare with the verifying CA’s MD5.
You can perform manual copying while Registration Manager is running. You must
decide which full and incremental backups (specifically, which time-stamped
directories) you can sign (optionally) and copy. This is determined by the existence of
a file, BackupInProcess. If this file exists, you cannot copy this directory.
To safely sign and copy a full backup folder to another device:

1. In the Full Backup directory, determine which subdirectory
(Snapshot_yyyymmddhhmmss) is the latest by the timestamp in the name of the
directory.
If the BackupInProcess file exists, you must wait until the backup is finished,
signified by the deletion of the file BackupInProcess. For example:
snapshot_20070928103045
full backup snapshot
(BackupInProcess exists in this directory)
snapshot_20070927103045
previous full backup snapshot
You cannot copy the subdirectory snapshot_20070928103045, but you can copy
the subdirectory snapshot_20070927103045.
2. At the command prompt, sign the desired subdirectory by running mediasign. For
more information, see “Media Sign Tool” on page 125.
For example, to sign the subdirectory from step 1 on a Windows platform:
cd installed-dir\Xudad\db\FullBackup\
snapshot_20070927103045\
installed-dir\Utils\mediasign.exe
-sslkey installed-dir\WebServer\ssl\private\admin.key
-sslcert installed-dir\WebServer\ssl\cert\admin.cert
-host target-CA-host
-port target-CA-SSLLDAP-port
-nick target-CA-nickname .

The subdirectory snapshot_20070927103045 is signed using the private key of
the CA of the Jurisdiction targeted at installation.
3. At the command prompt, copy the subdirectory to the desired device using your
preferred copying method.
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To safely sign and copy an incremental backup folder to another device:

1. In the Incremental Backup directory, determine which subdirectory
(addition_yyyymmddhhmmss) is the latest by the timestamp in the name of the
directory.
If the BackupInProcess file exists, you must wait until the backup is finished
signified by the deletion of the file BackupInProcess. For example:
addition_20070928103045
incremental backup snapshot
(BackupInProcess exists in this directory)
addition_20070927103045
previous incremental backup snapshot
You cannot copy the subdirectory addition_20070928103045, but you can copy
the subdirectory addition_20070927103045.
2. At the command prompt, sign the desired subdirectory by running mediasign.
3. Copy the subdirectory to the desired device using your preferred copying method.

Restoring the Database
After a system or application failure puts the database into an inaccessible state, it is
important to recover the database in a straightforward and timely fashion. During
recovery processing, all database changes made by aborted or unfinished transactions
are undone and all database changes made by committed transactions are redone as
necessary. After recovery is finished, you can restart Registration Manager.
Before you use the backup files to restore the database, you can verify them to ensure
against tampering.
Media Verify Procedure
To verify a full backup subdirectory:

•

At the command prompt, verify the subdirectory (Snapshot_yyyymmddhhmmss)
by running mediaverify. For more information, see “Media Verify Tool” on
page 126.
For example, to verify the subdirectory from step 1 of “Creating and Storing
Backup Media” on page 108 on a Windows platform:
cd snapshot_20070927103045
installed-dir\Utils\mediaverify.exe .

The subdirectory snapshot_20070927103045 is verified. Compare the copy of the
signing CA’s MD5 to the verifying CA’s MD5. If they do not match, consider the
integrity of your backup files to be suspect. If the signature cannot be verified, the
backup has either been corrupted or replaced.
To verify an incremental backup subdirectory:

At the command prompt, verify the subdirectory (addition_yyyymmddhhmmss)
by running mediaverify.
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Database Recovery Tool
The database recovery tool, db_recover.exe, is installed in the \Xudad\bin\ directory.
For more information, see the Berkeley Database documentation at
www.oracle.com/database/berkeley-db/index.html.
The command format is:
db_recover [-ceVv] [-h home] [-t[timestamp]]

where:
-c

Performs catastrophic recovery.

-e

Optional. Retains the environment after running recovery.

-V

Optional. Writes the library version number to the standard
output and exit.

-v

Optional. Runs in verbose mode.

-h home

Optional. Specifies a home directory for the database
environment. Default is the current working directory.

-t timestamp

Optional. Recovers to the time specified rather than the most
current possible date. timestamp should be in the format
[[CC]YY]MMDDhhmm[.SS].

Database Recovery Procedure
Important: RSA recommends that you always use catastrophic database recovery for
all databases. You cannot recover archived files (any backed up files) using normal
recovery. For more information, contact RSA Customer Support or RSA Professional
Services.

There are two possible types of database recovery, depending on the severity of the
database inoperability:
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•

Catastrophic (-c option)
Either the database or transaction log files are destroyed or corrupted (for
example, physical disk failure or system software failure). This is the normal
procedure for restoration from backed up files. You may have permanent data loss
in the current database, therefore you need to recover from backup. (It does not
imply anything about the state of the backed up data.)

•

Normal
The database and transaction log files are accessible on a stable file system, but
may be in an inconsistent state, typically due to an unclean shutdown of
Registration Manager. Normal recovery is performed on the current database (not
on a restored backup). A normal recovery is performed automatically every time
Registration Manager starts up, as a precaution against a possible previous
unclean shutdown. There should never be a need to run normal recovery on the
Registration Manager database using the db_recover recovery tool.
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To restore the database:

1. Stop the Registration Manager Administration and Secure Directory services.
For information on stopping and starting services, see Chapter 5, “Starting and
Stopping RSA Registration Manager.”
2. Move or delete all files from the database directory /Xudad/db/.
3. Copy the files from the backup media (for more information, see “Creating and
Storing Backup Media” on page 108) to the database directory in the following
order:
a. Copy all of the *.dbh files from /FullBackup/ to the database directory.
The files include cert_status.dbh, dn.dbh, dn2id.dbh, id2children.dbh,
id2entry.dbh, issuer-ca-md5.dbh, md5.dbh, objectclass.dbh, and
request-status.dbh.
b. Copy the transaction log files (for example, log.0000000001) from the full
backup folder to the database directory.
c. Copy the NEXTID file from the full backup folder to the database directory.
d. Copy all transaction log files and the NEXTID file from any incremental
backup folders to the database directory in chronological order (for example,
copy addition_20070926180000 before addition_200720927180000).
The initial transaction log file and the NEXTID file are overwritten.
4. Copy the database recovery utility file from the /Xudad/bin/ directory to the
database directory /Xudad/db/.
On Windows, the file is db_recover.exe. On Solaris and Linux, the file is
db_recover.
5. At the command prompt, run the database recovery application on any supported
platform by typing:
db_recover -c

For more information, see “Database Recovery Tool” on page 110.
6. Start Registration Manager services.

Creating a Full RSA Registration Manager Backup
You need a full Registration Manager backup in case of a disaster, such as a hard drive
failure, in which case a complete Registration Manager recovery is required. You need
to back up more information than just the database. You can back up additional
information while Registration Manager is running. This additional information
changes infrequently, but you should back it up when it has changed. The log files
created by the Logging Server are backed up for auditing purposes only.
Note: It is assumed that you performed a backup of the entire Registration Manager

installation directory immediately after installation.
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For a full Registration Manager restoration, you need a backup of the following:
•

•

•

Configuration files and directories:
–

../LogServer/conf/

–

../WebServer/conf/

–

../Xudad/conf/

SSL keys and certificates (even if private keys are stored on hardware):
–

../LogServer/SSL/

–

../WebServer/SSL/

–

../Xudad/SSL/

Miscellaneous:
–

../LogServer/sign/

–

../LogServer/logs/

–

any customizations to Web Server files

–

HSM data (SSL private keys)

Back up the following after changes are made:
•

Configuration files after any post-installation changes

•

SSL files after re-signing, reissuing, or adding new SSL key

•

Any HSM data whenever new SSL keys are created.
You can backup nCipher HSM files while Registration Manager is running.

Restoring a Full RSA Registration Manager Backup
This restore procedure should leave the system running exactly as it was customized.
Important: You must restore Registration Manager to a machine with the same name

as the original installation.
To restore Registration Manager on a Windows platform:

1. If Registration Manager is still installed, uninstall it.
For more information on uninstalling the Registration Manager software, see the
Installation Guide.
2. On a clean system with the same machine name as the original installation and in
the original directory, install Registration Manager.
For information on installing the Registration Manager software, see the
Installation Guide.
You do not need to set passphrases to protect the keys, download the
administration certificate, or apply access control.
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Important: If the Web Server keys of the original Windows Registration Manager
installation were passphrase protected, use the same passphrases when reinstalling
Registration Manager. If different passphrases are accidentally used when
reinstalling Registration Manager, the Windows registry entry containing the Web
Server keys can be manually restored after the installation process is complete.
For more information on importing registry entries from a text file, see the
Registry Editor Help.

3. Stop all Registration Manager services and installation services, if running.
An error message is displayed when stopping the installation services. It can be
ignored.
Important: Registration Manager must be stopped to restore it. Restoring

Registration Manager while it is running may result in a corrupt installation.
4. Copy the directory containing the new installation to a new directory (for
example, copy /RSA_RM to /RSA_RMclean).
5. Copy the Registration Manager backup, including the later updates to additional
directories and files, into the new installation (for example, /RSA_RM).
6. To restore a more recent copy of the database, follow the steps in “Restoring the
Database” on page 109.
7. Start Registration Manager services.
To restore Registration Manager on a Solaris or a Linux platform:

On Solaris or Linux, copy the Registration Manager backup, including the later
updates to additional directories and files, into the /RSA_RM directory and restart
services. To restore a more recent copy of the database, follow the steps in “Restoring
the Database” on page 109.

Re-indexing the Secure Directory
The re-indexing facilities provided by Registration Manager are similar to those used
in a typical LDAP directory service. Re-indexing the database makes a copy of the
database in LDIF format and turns it into a usable database of whatever type is in use.
You may want to re-index the database in the following circumstances:
•

You made an LDIF backup of the database and wanted to restore it.

•

The database or indexes became corrupted.

•

You want to start indexing on an attribute that had not been indexed on before.

Important: RSA recommends that a full database backup be performed immediately

after the re-indexing process.
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To re-index the database on Windows:

1. Click System Configuration.
2. Under General, click Database Backup.
3. If a database backup has not been performed recently, from the Database Backup
Configuration page, do one of the following:
•

If regularly scheduled database backups are being performed, verify the time
of the next scheduled database backup.

•

Under One-Time Operation Request, click Full backup.

4. After the database backup is complete, stop the Registration Manager
Administration and Secure Directory services.
For more information on stopping and starting services, see Chapter 5, “Starting
and Stopping RSA Registration Manager.”
5. Dump and load your database using the ldif tools:
a. At the command prompt, type:
cd installed-dir\Xudad\db

b. To run the re-indexing script, type:
reindex.bat ..\bin save

where:
..\bin

Path to the directory where the ldif tool executables reside

save

Name of the temporary .ldif file it will create (you can use any
filename you like with no extension)

To run the re-indexing script unattended, you can modify the .bat file so that
the script does not pause for input between dumping and loading.
6. Start Registration Manager services.
7. Click System Configuration.
8. Under General, click Database Backup.
9. Under One-Time Operation Request, click Full backup.
To re-index the database on Solaris or Linux:

1. Click System Configuration.
2. Under General, click Database Backup.
3. If a database backup has not been performed recently, from the Database Backup
Configuration page, do one of the following:
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•

If regularly scheduled database backups are being performed, verify the time
of the next scheduled database backup.

•

Under One-Time Operation Request, click Full backup.
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4. After the database backup is complete, stop the Registration Manager
Administration and Secure Directory services.
For more information on stopping and starting services, see Chapter 5, “Starting
and Stopping RSA Registration Manager.”
5. To create the export file containing all information in the database in ASCII
format, change directories to the Xudad directory and type:
bin/ldbmcat -n db/id2entry.dbh > db/db.ldif

6. Delete or rename db/*.dbh, db/log.*, db/__db.*, and db/NEXTID.
CAUTION: You can add/remove items from db/db.ldif using any standard text

editor. Use extreme caution if you do so.

7. To regenerate the database and indexes (this takes several moments), run:
bin/ldif2ldbm -i db/db.ldif -f conf/xudad.conf -e bin

The regenerated database and indexes are created in the /installed-dir/Xudad/db/
directory by default. This default path is shown in the
/installed-dir/Xudad/conf/xudad.conf file in the directory directive under the
ldbm database definitions section.
8. Start Registration Manager services.
9. Click System Configuration.
10. Under General, click Database Backup.
11. Under One-Time Operation Request, click Full backup.

Low Disk Space Errors
Registration Manager reports low disk space errors as a warning when the drive
containing the Secure Directory Server is running out of disk space.
Registration Manager checks the disk space:
•

When the Logging Server is started and whenever a log request arrives at the
Logging Server. If low disk space is detected during Logging Server startup, a
warning message is displayed stating the remaining disk space.

•

When the Secure Directory Server is started and whenever an object is modified
or added to the database (for example, when a certificate is issued). If low disk
space is detected during Secure Directory Server startup, a warning message is
displayed stating the remaining disk space.

If Registration Manager detects available disk space of less than 10 MB, a warning is
logged in the system log for every LDAP add, LDAP modify, and signing engine
operation.
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If Registration Manager detects available disk space of less than five MB, a warning is
logged in the system log for every LDAP add, LDAP modify, and signing engine
operation and the operation fails. If a log request arrives at the Logging Server and
disk space is under five MB, or there is not enough disk space to log the message
(twice the message size), the message is not logged and an error is sent to the client
that sent the log request. For more information on logging, see Chapter 13, “Logging
Server.”
CAUTION: If your disk space is depleted in the middle of an operation, you could

encounter database problems, including a corrupt database.

Reissuing RSA Registration Manager SSL Certificates
All SSL certificates and the Log Signing certificate used by the Registration Manager
can be reissued. The most common reason to reissue an SSL certificate is to extend its
validity period before it expires.
You can also generate new SSL keys and convert the server keys from hardware to
software, or from software to hardware by using one of the following options:
•

Reissue server certificates and choose the option to generate new key pairs using
the procedure “Reissuing SSL Certificates” on page 118

•

Generate new keys for all SSL certificates using the procedure “Generating New
SSL Keys” on page 119

Note: If the Certificate Manager System CA has been rekeyed, Registration Manager

must request new SSL certificates and a Log Signing certificate signed by the new
System CA.
Registration Manager supports the RSA algorithm with the SHA-1 digest algorithm
for the generation of new software keys, and PKCS #11-compliant HSMs for new
hardware keys. You can select a key size of 1024 or 2048. To convert from software to
hardware keys, you must add the PKCS #11 library path.
During the renewal process, Registration Manager backs up the old certificates as
filename.cert.bak files, backs up the new certificates as filename.cert.new files, and
overwrites the original SSL certificates. If you generate new keys, filename.key.bak
and filename.key.new are also created. After you successfully restart Registration
Manager with the renewed certificates, you can remove these unused .bak and .new
files. Before removing the files, coordinate with the Certificate Manager
Administrator, who might require access to the .cert.bak server certificate files.
If you want to have the Enrollment Server SSL certificate re-signed by a public CA,
you must create a private key and a PKCS #10 request, then send the PEM-encoded
request to a public CA (such as the Thawte CA) to be signed. You must replace
enrollServer.cert with the returned certificate, and replace enrollServer.key with the
generated key file. For more information, contact RSA Customer Support.
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For more information on the server certificates issued when Registration Manager was
installed, see the Installation Guide. For more information on signing external
certificates at the target Certificate Manager installation, see the RSA Certificate
Manager Administrator’s Guide.

How Generating New Keys Affects the Logging Server
If you reissue the Logging Server signing certificate and generate a new key pair, you
need the original certificate and private key to verify previously signed log files.
Registration Manager creates these backups automatically, but RSA recommends that
you manually back up the certificate and private key before reissuing the certificate.
The certificate and private key are found at
/installed-dir/LogServer/sign/certs/signing.cert and
/installed-dir/LogServer/sign/private/signing.key.
If you generate a new Log Signing key pair, you must also back up your audit log files
to another location and then delete all your old audit log files from the directory. If you
do not delete your old log files from the log directory, verification of log files may fail
after the new keys are created. Restart the services before generating new keys.

Prerequisite for Reissuing Certificates on Solaris or Linux
For a Solaris-based and Linux-based installation, if you have installed Registration
Manager as a user with root privileges, you must have access to the SSL certificate
and key files within your installation to regenerate the SSL keys.
Run the chownssl script from the top-level Registration Manager directory to set the
ownership and permissions for the directories within your installation and give you
access to the SSL certificate and key files. After you regenerate the SSL keys, you
must restore the permissions on the SSL certificate and key files to their original
permissions.
To run the chownssl script, type:
chownssl user[:group]

where user and group are the values specified by the User and Group directives in the
WebServer/conf/httpd.conf file.
For example, type chownssl nobody:nogroup.

Adding the PKCS #11 Libary Path
Before you convert software keys to hardware keys, you must add the PKCS #11
provider library path in the configuration files.
To add the PKCS #11 provider library path on Windows:

1. In installed_dir\Xudad\conf\xudad.conf, search for crypto_providers and add the
following value:
crypto_providers “pkcs11v2,PKCS #11 provider path”

For example, if the cryptographic provider is nCipher PKCS #11, add:
crypto_providers “pkcs11v2,c:\nfast\bin\cknfast.dll”
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2. In each of installed_dir\Logserver\conf\islog.conf and
installed_dir\WebServer\conf\server.conf, search for crypto_providers and add
the following value:
crypto_providers = “pkcs11v2,PKCS #11 provider path”

For example, if the cryptographic provider is nCipher PKCS #11, add:
crypto_providers = “pkcs11v2,c:\nfast\bin\cknfast.dll”

3. Restart the Registration Manager services.
4. When prompted during startup, enter the PKCS #11 provider passphrase. For an
nCipher PKCS #11 provider, enter the nCipher persistent 1of N cardset PIN. The
configured nCipher slot is 1.
To add the PKCS #11 provider library path on Solaris or Linux:

1. In installed_dir/Xudad/conf/xudad.conf, search for crypto_providers and add the
following value:
crypto_providers “pkcs11v2,PKCS #11 provider path”

For example, if the cryptographic provider is nCipher PKCS #11, add:
crypto_providers
“pkcs11v2,/opt/nfast/toolkits/pkcs11/libcknfast.so”

2. In each of installed_dir/Logserver/conf/islog.conf and
installed_dir/WebServer/conf/server.conf, search for crypto_providers and add
the following value:
crypto_providers = “pkcs11v2,PKCS #11 provider path”

For example, if the cryptographic provider is nCipher PKCS #11, add:
crypto_providers =
“pkcs11v2,/opt/nfast/toolkits/pkcs11/libcknfast.so”

3. Restart the Registration Manager services.
4. When prompted during startup, enter the PKCS #11 provider passphrase.
For an nCipher PKCS #11 provider, enter the nCipher persistent 1of N cardset
PIN. The configured nCipher slot is 1.

Reissuing SSL Certificates
If you plan to generate new keys, ensure you read the information under “How
Generating New Keys Affects the Logging Server” on page 117.
To reissue SSL certificates:

1. If Registration Manager is installed on a Solaris or Linux platform, ensure that
you have changed ownership as described under “Prerequisite for Reissuing
Certificates on Solaris or Linux” on page 117.
2. If you are converting software keys to hardware keys, ensure that you have
provided the PKCS #11 library path as described under “Adding the PKCS #11
Libary Path” on page 117.
3. Click Administrator Operations.
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4. Under Server Certificates, click Renew SSL Certificates.
5. Do one of the following:
•

•

If you do not want to generate a new key pair:
a

Click Next.

b

Enter the PIN or passphrase that protects the existing keys.

c

Go to step 9.

If you want to generate a new key pair:
a

Select Generate New Key Pair.

b

Select a key size.

c

Click Next.

6. In the Cryptographic Providers page, select the software or hardware
cyrptographic provider, and click Next.
7. Enter the PIN that protects the existing hardware keys or the passphrase that
protects the existing software keys.
8. Enter the PIN or passphrase to protect the new keys.
9. Click Make Certificate Requests.
If you chose to generate new keys, the key pair is generated. The request is sent to
Certificate Manager. The Renew SSL Certificates Updates and Requests page
opens.
10. Click Next.
The Renew SSL Certificates – Retrieve SSL Client Certificates page opens.
11. After the Certificate Manager Administrator approves the request, click Retrieve
SSL Certificates.
The Renew SSL Certificates Retrieval Success page opens.
12. Click Next.
The Renew SSL Certificates – Renewal Complete page opens. Registration
Manager overwrites the old certificates and modifies the LDAP ACL rules.
13. Restart Registration Manager.

Generating New SSL Keys
In one operation, you can generate new software-based or hardware-based keys for all
SSL certificates and the Log Signing certificate.
Important: All changes made to the system while regenerating keys are significant

and irreversible. Ensure you read all the information in this section before proceeding.
Before you generate new keys, stop the Registration Manager services and create a
backup of the Registration Manager installation, then restart the services.
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To generate new SSL Keys and the Log Signing Key:

1. Back up the files as described under “How Generating New Keys Affects the
Logging Server” on page 117.
2. If Registration Manager is installed on a Solaris or Linux platform, ensure that
you have changed ownership as described under “Prerequisite for Reissuing
Certificates on Solaris or Linux” on page 117.
3. If you are converting software keys to hardware keys, ensure that you have
provided the PKCS #11 library path as described under “Adding the PKCS #11
Libary Path” on page 117.
4. Click Administrator Operations.
5. Under Re-key, click Regenerate SSL Keys.
6. Under Key Algorithm and Size, select the required cryptographic provider and
the key size.
7. Click Next.
8. Depending on the cryptographic provider, do one of the following:
•

If you are generating software-based keys, enter a passphrase for the
regenerated key pairs, and confirm it. Click Next.
If you do not enter a passphrase, the regenerated keys are not encrypted.

•

If you are generating hardware-based keys, enter the slot number for the
PKCS #11 provider, and click Next. Enter the PIN, and click Next.

9. Click Make Certificate Requests.
The SSL and Log Signing key pairs are regenerated, and certificate requests are
submitted to RSA Certificate Manager.
10. Click Next.
11. Pause while a Certificate Manager Administrator issues the certificates and
applies the LDAP ACL rules updates. For instructions, see “Re-issuing
RSA Registration Manager Server Certificates” in the RSA Certificate Manager
6.9 Administrator’s Guide.
12. After the Certificate Manager Administrator has issued the certificates, click
Retrieve SSL Certificates to automatically retrieve and install the certificates.
13. Click Next to complete the certificate installation process.
14. Close your browser, and stop the Registration Manager services.
15. Delete the log files located in the installed_dir/LogServer/logs directory.
16. Start the Registration Manager services.
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Removing Unused Certificates and Keys
After you renew SSL certificates, you can remove the backed up old certificates
(.cert.bak files) and the duplicate new certificates (.cert.new files). If new keys were
generated, you can delete the backed up old keys (.key.bak) and duplicate new keys
(.key.new).
Before removing these files, make sure that Registration Manager starts successfully
with the new certificates and that the Certificate Manager Administrator no longer
needs to reference them.
The .new and .bak files are created in the following directories.
Certificate Locations

Key Locations

Xudad/ssl/certs/

Xudad/ssl/private/

WebServer/ssl/certs/

WebServer/ssl/private/

LogServer/sign/certs/

LogServer/sign/private/

LogServer/ssl/certs/

LogServer/ssl/private/

Changing the Passphrase for Server Keys
You can change the passphrase of software-based server keys. When you change the
passphrase, you are changing the passphrase of all server keys that are protected by
the same current passphrase. The passphrase must not exceed 35 characters.
Important: When you add or change a passphrase using this procedure, the SSL keys
are backed up in their original directories, unencrypted. These include all SSL keys
and the Log Server signing key, After completing this procedure, you must delete
these backed-up keys.
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To change the passphrase for server keys:

1. Click Administrator Operations.
2. Under Server Certificates, click Change Passphrase.
The Change Server Key Passphrase page opens.

.
3. Enter the Current Key Protection Passphrase, if one exists.
If the keys are unprotected, anything you enter is ignored.
4. If you want to passphrase protect the server keys, enter the New Private Key
Protection Passphrase.
5. If you want to passphrase protect the keys, reenter the new passphrase in the
Re-enter New Passphrase for Confirmation field.
6. Click Next.
If the old and new passphrases are valid, a new page opens displaying a message
that the passphrase has been changed.
If the old passphrase entered does not match the stored value, the Change Server
Key Passphrase page opens with an asterisk beside the old passphrase.
If the new passphrase is not entered twice or is less than four characters, the
Change Server Key Passphrase page opens with an asterisk beside the new
passphrase.
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7. In the installation directory of Registration Manager, delete the backed-up SSL
keys located at ssl/private/name.key.bak under LogServer, WebServer and
Xudad, and the log signing key from LogServer/sign/private.

Synchronizing Jurisdictions
When an RSA Certificate Manager Administrator notifies you that changes have been
made to the configuration of a Jurisdiction for which you manage certificates, make
sure that those changes are reflected in Registration Manager.
To synchronize Jurisdictions:

1. Click System Configuration.
2. Under General, click Synchronize Jurisdictions.
The Synchronize Jurisdiction page opens.

3. Click Synchronize.
This operation may take a few moments to complete. A message informs you
when Jurisdictions have been synchronized.
For more information on Jurisdiction attributes that can be configured, see the
RSA Certificate Manager Administrator’s Guide.
Important: If any CAs at Certificate Manager have been re-signed since Registration
Manager was installed, you must restart Registration Manager services after you
synchronize Jurisdictions. Otherwise, there are problems involving the SSL
certificates.

Configuring the Signature Verification Cryptographic Provider
When a certificate request is made through the Registration Manager Enrollment
Server, Registration Manager performs signature verification to ensure that the request
has been signed by the private key corresponding to the public key in the request. If
signature verification fails (or there is no signature), the request is treated as a refused
request. For more information, see the Vettor’s Guide.
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You can configure whether the default cryptographic provider or the nCipher
cryptographic provider is used to verify the RSA or DSA digital signatures on
browser-native certificate requests or externally generated PKCS #10 certificate
requests. The requests that come from the SCEP server or through RSA OneStep are
not verified at this time. For requests signed with ECDSA, the software provider is
used regardless of the configuration.
To modify the signature verification cryptographic provider configuration:

1. Click System Configuration.
2. Under General, click Verification Crypto Provider.
The Signature Verification Cryptographic Provider Configuration page opens.

3. Select the signature verification cryptographic provider appropriate to your needs:
•

To use a software cryptographic provider to perform signature verification on
certificate requests, select Software cryptographic provider.
This is the default selection. This is the only selection if a SafeNet HSM or no
HSM is connected to machine where Registration Manager is installed (as
shown in the preceeding screenshot).

•

To use the nCipher cryptographic provider o perform signature verification on
certificate requests, select nCipher cryptographic provider.
This selection is available if an anCipher HSM is connected to the machine
where Registration Manager is installed.
Important: If your nCipher HSM is providing Federal Information Processing

Standards (FIPS) 140-1 Level 3 protection, an Administrator or Operator card
must have been used at least once since Certificate Manager services were
restarted. It is not necessary that the card be currently in the HSM.
4. Click Save Configuration.
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System Utilities
The following sections describe command line utilities available to the Registration
Manager Administrators only. The executables are located in the /installed-dir/Utils
directory.

Media Sign and Media Verify
Media Sign Tool
The media sign tool is mediasign.exe on Windows and mediasign on Solaris and
Linux. The media sign command format is:
mediasign [-host hostname] [-port port#]
[-signercert filename] -sslkey key-filename
-sslcert cert-filename
[-nick nickname | -md5 certificate-MD5]
[-crypto {default | ncipher}] [-sig filename] [file(s)]

where (the “-” parameters may be in any order):
-host hostname

Optional. The hostname of the Secure Directory
Server. Default is localhost.

-port port#

Optional. The port number for a secure connection
to the Secure Directory Server. Default is 636.

-signercert filename

Optional. The file containing the certificate (in
DER or PEM format) of the CA to be used to sign
the file.
Note: Only one of the -signercert, -nick, or -md5

parameters is needed to identify the signing CA.
-sslkey key-filename

The SSL key file (you may be prompted to enter a
passphrase; entering an incorrect passphrase causes
the media sign tool to stop).

-sslcert cert-filename

The SSL certificate (you may be prompted to enter
a passphrase; entering an incorrect passphrase
causes the media sign tool to stop).

-nick nickname

Optional. The nickname of the CA being used to
sign the file (if the name contains spaces, it must be
in quotes). Default is the System CA nickname.

-md5 certificate-MD5

Optional. The Certificate Manager MD5 of the
certificate to be used to sign the file. Default is the
System CA MD5.

-crypto {default | ncipher}

Optional. The name of the cryptographic provider
to be used in digest creation operations. Default is
default.
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-sig filename

Optional. The signature file containing the file
digests signed in a PKCS #7 wrapper (if the output
filename is “-”, the output is sent to the standard
output). Default is ./media.sig.

file(s)

Optional. The list of files and/or directories (case
sensitive) to be digested (digest records for these
files/directories are included in the digest file).
Default is the current working directory.
Note: The use of wildcards (or “*”) is supported

only to the extent supported by the operating
system on which mediasign is running.

RSA recommends that you use relative paths rather
than absolute in case you restore the files to a
different location.
This tool uses a CA that exists in a Certificate Manager installation to sign its files. To
generate a signature, the tool must access an instance of Certificate Manager using an
SSL client certificate and key that has permission to request a signature from a CA.
The Administration Server client certificate and key are used. Certificate Manager
ACL rules are already configured to allow the Registration Manager Administration
Server to request a signature from the CA of the Jurisdiction targeted at installation.
The certificate location is /installed-dir/WebServer/ssl/certs/admin.cert. The key
location is /installed-dir/WebServer/ssl/private/admin.key.
Media Verify Tool
The media verify tool is mediaverify.exe on Windows and mediaverify on Solaris
and Linux. The media verify command format is:
mediaverify [-signercert filename] [-verifysig yes|no]
[-verifycert yes|no] [-verifyfiles yes|no]
[-crypto {default | ncipher}] [-host hostname] [-port port#]
-sslkey key-filename -sslcert cert-filename
[-nick nickname | -md5 certmd5] [-listfiles] [-listcert]
[file(s)]

where (the “-” parameters may be in any order):
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-signercert filename

Optional. The certificate (in DER or PEM format)
of the signing CA, stored locally or in an accessible
location, used to verify that the CA certificate in the
PKCS #7 (media signature file) is the expected
signer's certificate. If supplied, this certificate is
compared to the certificate contained within the
media signature file to see if they are identical.

-verifysig yes|no

Optional. Flag to determine whether or not the
PKCS #7 signature on the media signature file is
verified. Default is yes.
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-verifycert yes|no

Optional. Flag to determine whether or not an
in-band verification of the PKCS #7 signing
certificate is performed. Default is no.
If yes, and -nick and -md5 are omitted, the
certificate is verified using the certificate specified
by the -signercert filename parameter.
If yes, and -nick or -md5 have been supplied, the
utility connects to Certificate Manager to verify the
certificate and its status.

-verifyfiles yes|no

Optional. Flag to determine whether or not the files
in the file list are verified against the digest file.
Default is yes.

-crypto default | ncipher

Optional. The name of the cryptographic provider
to be used in digest verification operations. Default
is default.

-host hostname

Optional. The hostname of the Secure Directory
Server. Default is localhost.

-port port#

Optional. The port number for a secure connection
to the Secure Directory Server. Default is 636.

-sslkey key-filename

The SSL key file (you may be prompted to enter a
passphrase; entering an incorrect passphrase causes
the media verify tool to stop).

-sslcert cert-filename

The SSL certificate (you may be prompted to enter
a passphrase; entering an incorrect passphrase
causes the media verify tool to stop).

-nick nickname

Optional. The nickname of the CA being used to
sign the file (if the name contains spaces, it must be
in quotes). Default is the System CA nickname.

-md5 certmd5

Optional. The Certificate Manager MD5 of the
certificate to be used to verify the signature file.
Default is the System CA MD5.

-listfiles

Optional. If the PKCS #7 is accessible, a list of the
files/directories in the signature file with the
original path names.

-listcert

Optional. List of the signer certificate contents (in
ASN.1 format).
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file(s)

Optional. List of files and/or directories to be
verified. Default is the current working directory.
(case sensitive)
Important: You must use the same paths to the files

as the original signing paths.
Possible Error Messages
If an error occurs during the execution of the mediasign and mediaverify utilities, one
of the following error messages is displayed and the utility halts.
Error Message

Problem and Solution

Attempt to open or check status of a non-existent file
filename.

Internal software error. Contact
RSA Customer Support.

Error signing hash file: filename.
Failed to digest count files.
Failed to initialize XudaSession.
Failed to open extract hash file: filename.
Failed to open extracted digest file: filename.
No temporary hash file set.
PKCS7GetSignerCertAsString failed with error code
return code.
PKCS7GetSignerCount failed with error code return code.
Signed media file (filename) not produced.
Unable to access PKCS7 session. RC=return code.
Unable to allocate digest entry for digest entry.
Unable to allocate symbol table.
Unable to create temp signature file.
Unable to clear private key resource. RC=return code.
Unable to close PKCS7 session. RC=return code.
Unable to digest hash file. RC=return code.
Unable to encode P7 attributes.
Unable to initialize PKCS7 session. RC=return code.
Unable to open hash file.
Unable to set crypto digest algorithm. RC=return code.
Unable to set signer certificate. RC =return code.
Unable to sign data. RC=return code.
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Error Message

Problem and Solution

Unable to store directory name in symbol table.

Internal software error. Contact
RSA Customer Support.

Unable to store digest entry digest entry for symbol table.
Warning: failed to set signal handlers.
WARNING: unable to delete temporary digest file: digest
file.
WARNING: Unable to delete temporary file: temporary
file.
Error: < >< >< > – unable to determine whether this is a
directory or a file.
Parameters to command were invalid. Stopping.
Unable to change directory back to: current directory.

Invalid input parameter. Correct
and retry command.

Unable to change directory to: new directory.
Unable to determine current working directory.
Unable to obtain signer certificate. Check parameters.
Failed to find the signing certificate on the server
(MD5=md5).

The CA certificate was
unavailable. Contact
RSA Customer Support.

failed. – CA is not active (state=state).

The CA status is suspended or
revoked. Contact
RSA Customer Support.
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Error Message

Problem and Solution

directory name – directory failed.

The media signature file has
been tampered with. Contact
RSA Customer Support.

filename – failed: file digest does not match that in media
signature file.
filename – failed: file not found.
filename – failed: no digest for this file in media signature
file.
Bad entry code: code.
Could not determine number of signers in media signature
file. (XRC=return code).
Could not get certificate status from retrieved CA.
Error:XRC=return code.
Digest file has a digest record in incorrect format. Record
Type:type, data=data.
Directory directory name is not in the media signature file,
cannot check for missing entries.
Failed to open payload in media signature file hash file,
(XRC=return code).
Failed to read Hash entry line.
failed. Could not decode signature file. (XRC=return
code).
failed. Could not extract signer certificate. XRC=return
code.
failed. Media signature file has too many signers count.
failed. Signer not valid.
Media signature file has wrong number of signers (count).
Specified signer cert does not match that found in media
signature file.
The media signature file signer’s certificate is invalid.
Unable to extract signer certificate from media signature
file.
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13

Logging Server
This chapter describes logging operations in RSA Registration Manager.
Registration Manager logs information in two different ways, depending on the type
of information being logged:
•

The Web Server uses file-based logs to record access, error, and SSL
cryptographic information.

•

The Logging Server logs PKI events, such as certificate signing. Audit log files
(also called audit logs) created by the Logging Server can be signed.

The Logging Server uses the CA certificates in the cas.cert file
(/installed-dir/LogServer/ssl/certs directory) to authenticate client connections.
When logging clients (such as other Registration Manager servers) make connections
to the Logging Server, their client certificates are authenticated using the CAs in this
file. A number of operations can add new CA certificates to the signer chains of these
client certificates. In these cases, you must add the new CA certificates (copy and
paste the PEM-encoded format) to the cas.cert file if those client certificates are to be
properly recognized. In particular, new CAs are introduced if the RSA Certificate
Manager Administrator re-signs the Registration Manager server certificates with a
CA other than the System CA. You must add the certificates of the new signer and all
of CAs above it in the chain to the cas.cert file. Similarly, if the Certificate Manager
Administrator re-signs the System CA with an external CA, new certificates are added
to the chain above the System CA. You must add these new certificates to the cas.cert
file.

File-Based Application Logs
Registration Manager creates file-based application logs for both the Administration
Server and the Enrollment Server. The following files are located in
/installed-dir/WebServer/logs/:
•

access.log

•

admin-access.log

•

admin-cipher.log

•

admin-error.log

•

enroll-access.log

•

enroll-cipher.log

•

enroll-error.log

•

error.log

•

renewal-access.log

•

renewal-cipher.log

•

renewal-error.log
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•

scep-access.log

•

scep-error.log

Registration Manager logs general errors and messages within the file error.log.
The *-access.log files log requests for resources from the servers using the web. The
*-error.log files log Web Server access errors. The *-cipher.log files log the results
and details of signing, verifying, and other cryptographic operations used during SSL
connections. The locations and names of these log files are specified for each virtual
server in /installed-dir/WebServer/conf/httpd.conf using the following directives:
•

CustomLog

•

ErrorLog

•

SSLLog

•

SSLLogLevel

PKI and System Logging
The Registration Manager Logging Server records log entries for PKI and system
events, signs them with a certified private key, and distributes logs in XML or
comma-separated value format. The Logging Server accepts secure connections from
logging clients and processes requests to add log events. Only an Auditor has access to
the audit logs created by the Logging Server.
Log data is stored in local files. Log files are named based on the date they are created,
following the format xslog_yyyymmdd.xml. If multiple audit logs are created on the
same day, they are numbered consecutively (for example: xslog_20080405.xml,
xslog_20080405_1.xml, xslog_20080405_2.xml, xslog_20080405_3.xml).
Whenever the Logging Server is shut down normally, it closes out the open audit log
file. Every time the Logging Server starts up a new audit log file is created.

Two-Phase Logging
When Registration Manager is configured for two-phase logging, each selected event
generates at least two log entries: an attempt and a completion. For example, if
revoking an end-entity certificate is the selected event, an attempt log entry is
generated before the revocation occurs and a completion log entry is generated after
the revocation is complete. The success or failure of the operation can be determined
by viewing the completion log entry.
When Registration Manager is not configured for two-phase logging, only a
completion log entry is generated for each selected event. By default, two-phase
logging is not selected.
Attempt and completion log entries can originate from the Administration Server and
the Secure Directory Server.
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The reason for the attempt log entry is to ensure that the Logging Server is available.
If an error is returned by the Logging Server at this time, the operation is aborted.
Events that are initiated at the Registration Manager installation and performed at the
target Certificate Manager installation (such as signing an end-entity certificate or
changing the status of an end-entity certificate) are aborted if an error is returned by
the Certificate Manager Logging Server.
The combination of the attempt and completion log entries for a selected event
indicates that the event occurred. The presence of only an attempt log entry means one
of the following:
•

The event is in progress at present.

•

An error occurred in the logging system or the Logging Server was shut down
during the processing of the event.

•

Only log on success was selected and the operation failed.

•

Only log on failure was selected and the operation succeeded.

•

Both log on success and log on failure were selected and a severe error occurred
preventing logging, or the Logging Server was unavailable when the operation
completed.

If the attempt log entry fails to log successfully, a Registration Manager installation
configured for two-phase logging aborts most operations. The only operations that
continue are the Auditor tasks, namely:
•

Copying an audit log
For more information, see “Copying an Audit Log” on page 71.

•

Deleting an audit log
For more information, see “Deleting an Audit Log” on page 72.

When Registration Manager is configured for two-phase logging and there is
insufficient disk space to add the log entry to the audit log, one of the following two
errors is returned:
•

XrcSECURELOGSERVERNOTREACHABLE is displayed if the Logging
Server has insufficient disk space or is unreachable. However, the event is logged
to the system log (Event Log on Windows or syslogd on Solaris and Linux).

•

XrcLOGUNABLE is displayed if both the Logging Server and the appropriate
system log were unable to log the event.

When one of these errors occurs, RSA recommends that you contact an Auditor.
For more information on the Logging Server disk space directives, see “Setting up
Minimum Disk Space for Attempt Log Entry” on page 141 and “Setting up Minimum
Disk Space for Completion Log Entry” on page 141.
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Note: A completion failure log entry can be logged without a corresponding attempt

log entry; however, key recovery logged events are an exception.

Attempt log messages are generally logged by Registration Manager as close as
possible to the irreversible operation that is going to be performed (for example, just
before suspending an end-entity certificate). This means that if an Administrator or
Vettor enters data that would make the operation impossible anyway, the “Suspend an
end-entity certificate” function stops before reaching the irreversibility point, and only
a completion log entry of the failed operation (without the corresponding attempt) is
logged.
Log Entry Content
All audit log entries (both attempt and completion log entries) generated by the
Logging Server include the following information:
•

Log entry number, including the filename and the log entry sequence number

•

Type of event

•

Type of log entry (attempt or completion)

•

Subject identity

•

Outcome or operation performed (that is, success or failure)

•

Date and time of the event

•

Certificate ID of the client sending the log message

•

IP address of the client

The following additional information may be included in a completion log entry:
•

Request ID and reason for refusal

•

Web ACL

•

LDAP ACL

The following is an example of an attempt log entry.
•

For creating an administrative certificate:
<LOG_ENTRY>
<LOG_NUMBER>xslog_20081007_1.xml:41</LOG_NUMBER>
<LOG_SOURCE> <![CDATA[ RSA RM 6.9 Administration)]]>
</LOG_SOURCE>
<EVENT_CONDITION><![CDATA[ ATTEMPT]]></EVENT_CONDITION>
<LOG_DATA><![CDATA[ create administrator certificate:
request id: 0A07411600000E34000000010000000D; issue CA md5:
8178183320f2e30d22b8a983ccd3627d; certificate presented:
md5=c0bfd0d3636e30e6c374efbde1f69bcf; With administrative
roles: administrator, vettor, auditor]]></LOG_DATA>
<DATE>10/08/2008</DATE>
<TIME>10:59:34</TIME>
<ID>a659fe7344ea6857d20c4bcb699d7faa</ID>
<IP_ADDR>10.7.65.22</IP_ADDR>
</LOG_ENTRY>
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The following is an example of a completion log entry.
•

For creating an administrative certificate:
<LOG_ENTRY>
<LOG_NUMBER>xslog_20081007_1.xml:42</LOG_NUMBER>
<LOG_SOURCE><![CDATA[ RSA RM 6.9 (Administration) ]]>
</LOG_SOURCE>
<EVENT_CONDITION><![CDATA[ COMPLETION]]></EVENT_CONDITION>
<LOG_DATA><![CDATA[ create administrator certificate:
request id: 0A07411600000E34000000010000000D; certDN:
CN=administrator 1; md5: f144e8b2cfb974cf763ddde192f50c1a;
issue CA md5: 8178183320f2e30d22b8a983ccd3627d; certificate
presented: md5=c0bfd0d3636e30e6c374efbde1f69bcf; With
administrative roles: administrator, vettor, auditor]]>
</LOG_DATA>
<DATE>10/08/2008</DATE>
<TIME>10:59:36</TIME>
<ID>a659fe7344ea6857d20c4bcb699d7faa</ID>
<IP_ADDR>10.7.65.22</IP_ADDR>
</LOG_ENTRY>

When an audit log is completed, that is, when the Logging Server is about to create a
new audit log, the Logging Server itself generates a log entry indicating that the audit
log is complete. For reasons why a new audit log is created, see “Setting Maximum
Number of Log Entries” on page 139 and “Setting Maximum Log File Size” on
page 140.
The following is an example of a final log entry:
<LOG_ENTRY>
<LOG_NUMBER>xslog_20081007_1.xml:44</LOG_NUMBER>
<LOG_SOURCE><![CDATA[ RSA Secure Logging Server 6.9 ]]>
</LOG_SOURCE>
<EVENT_CONDITION><![CDATA[ COMPLETION]]></EVENT_CONDITION>
<LOG_DATA><![CDATA[ Final entry.]]></LOG_DATA>
<DATE>10/08/2008</DATE>
<TIME>11:14:06</TIME>
<ID>22c80bf3feeedc9c1633c7784910cd67</ID>
<IP_ADDR>10.7.65.22</IP_ADDR>
</LOG_ENTRY>

Examples of all log entries can be found in the Help.

Configuring Logged Events
You can specify what events the Logging Server records from the System
Configuration workbench in the Administration Server. If you select log on success
for an event, the event is logged if the operation is successful. If you select log on
failure, the event is logged if the operation fails. If you select neither checkbox, the
event is not logged whether it succeeds or fails.
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The following table lists the events that can be logged and, for those events that have
special configuration options, the additional information that can be logged.
Event

Additional Information

Key generation

The PEM encoding of the public key in
X.509 subjectPublicKeyInfo format is
included in the completion log entry when
a new key pair is generated when renewing
Registration Manager server certificates.

Sign an end-entity certificate, including
administrative certificates
Download an end-entity certificate to a client
Download a CA certificate to a client
Download a revocation list signer certificate to
a client
Revoke an end-entity certificate, including
administrative certificates
Create an administrative certificate (an
Administrator, Vettor, or Auditor certificate)
Suspend an end-entity certificate, including
administrative certificates
Reinstate an end-entity certificate, including
administrative certificates
Delete a Secure Log Server audit log
Copy the contents of a Secure Log Server audit
log
Create, modify, or delete a Web ACL

The Web ACL created or modified

Modify an LDAP ACL

The LDAP ACL modified

Receive a certificate request
Note: Select log on failure to log requests refused due to invalid signature as well as other

failures.

Synchronize Target Jurisdiction
Change the status of a certificate request by a
Vettor or Administrator (including deleting a
certificate request)
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Event

Additional Information

Database full backup, including starting and
stopping
Database incremental backup, including
starting and stopping
Database transactional log file cleanup
Tracing initialization
Request access to a Jurisdiction
Remove access to a Jurisdiction
Enabling a Jurisdiction
Disabling a Jurisdiction
Certificate expiry notification
Submit a certificate request

By default, log on failure is selected for all events.
Note: Depending on the stage at which a failure occurs, some failure events are not

logged.
You can specify that two-phase logging is performed. An attempt and completion log
entry is generated for all selected events. By default, two-phase logging is not used.
Starting and stopping the Logging Server is logged. Any changes to the Logging
Configuration page are also logged.
Note: Clicking Save Current Logging Configuration on the Logging Configuration
page results in a log entry “Change secure logging configuration” even if you made no
changes.
To include certificates in log entries for signing events, you must configure Certificate
Manager’s logging. For more information, see the RSA Certificate Manager
Administrator’s Guide.
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To specify which events the Logging Server records:

1. Click System Configuration.
2. Under General, click Secure Logging.
3. To select the events to log, do one or more of the following:
•

Select log on success and/or log on failure for each event that you want to
log.

•

Select check all in the log on success column to log all successful events.

•

Select check all in the log on failure column to log all failed events.

4. To log the additional information, where available, select the special configuration
checkbox beside the event.
5. To use two-phase logging, select Use two-phase logging.
6. Click Save Current Logging Configuration.

Configuring the Logging Server
The Logging Server Operation configuration file is xslogconf.xml, which is located in
the /installed-dir/LogServer/conf/ directory. This configuration file controls the
Registration Manager logging options. To activate any changes you make to this file,
you must restart the Logging Server. On Windows, the process name of the Logging
Server is xslogsrv.exe. On Solaris and Linux, the process name of the Logging Server
is xslogsrv. For information on starting and stopping the Logging Server, see
Chapter 5, “Starting and Stopping RSA Registration Manager.”
The configuration file uses the following XML format:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes" ?>
<!DOCTYPE CONFIG_PARAMETERS [
<!ELEMENT CONFIG_PARAMETERS ( CONFIG_PARAM* ) >
<!ELEMENT CONFIG_PARAM ( PARAM_NAME, PARAM_VALUE ) >
<!ELEMENT PARAM_NAME ( #PCDATA ) >
<!ELEMENT PARAM_VALUE ( #PCDATA ) >
]>
<CONFIG_PARAMETERS>
<CONFIG_PARAM>
<PARAM_NAME> Parameter Name </PARAM_NAME>
<PARAM_VALUE> Parameter Value </PARAM_VALUE>
</CONFIG_PARAM>
<CONFIG_PARAM>
<PARAM_NAME> Parameter Name </PARAM_NAME>
<PARAM_VALUE> Parameter Value </PARAM_VALUE>
</CONFIG_PARAM>
</CONFIG_PARAMETERS>

A <CONFIG_PARAM> subsection exists within the <CONFIG_PARAMETERS>
section for each configured parameter. These parameters specify the Logging Server
service names and port number, and allow you to set various logging options.
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Setting Periodic Log File Creation
You can set whether, and how frequently, periodic log files are generated by setting
the CreateNewLogPeriod configuration parameter.
The following parameter values may be used:
None

A new log is created whenever the Logging Server is started (or
restarted). This is the default value.

Daily HH MM

A new log is created daily at the specified hour and minute.

Weekly WD HH MM

A new log is created weekly on the specified day, hour, and
minute.

Monthly DD HH MM

A new log is created monthly on the specified day, hour, and
minute.

The time values are:
HH

Hour. Valid values are 0 – 23.

MM

Minute. Valid values are 0 – 59.

WD

Weekday. Valid values are 0 – 6. 0 = Sunday.

DD

Day. Valid values are 0 – 31. If you specify a value between 29
and 31, new logs are not created in months with fewer than the
specified number of days.

For example, to create a new log every Monday at 8:05 AM:
<CONFIG_PARAM>
<PARAM_NAME> CreateNewLogPeriod </PARAM_NAME>
<PARAM_VALUE> Weekly 1 8 5 </PARAM_VALUE>
</CONFIG_PARAM>
Note: A new log is not created until a log event is received.

Setting Maximum Number of Log Entries
You can set the maximum number of entries allowed in a single log file before a new
file is created using the CreateNewLogMaxLogEntries configuration parameter.
The parameter value specifies the maximum number of entries that may be included in
a single log file. A value of zero (0) sets no maximum. Otherwise, the smallest value is
ten (10). For example, to create a new log file after 200 entries have been added to the
current log file:
<CONFIG_PARAM>
<PARAM_NAME> CreateNewLogMaxLogEntries </PARAM_NAME>
<PARAM_VALUE> 200 </PARAM_VALUE>
</CONFIG_PARAM>
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Setting Maximum Log File Size
You can set the maximum size of a single log file before a new file is created using the
CreateNewLogSizeThreshold configuration parameter.
The parameter value specifies the maximum size, in kilobytes, of a single log file. A
value of zero (0) sets no maximum. Otherwise, the minimum value is one hundred
kilobytes (100). For example, to set a maximum log size of one megabyte:
<CONFIG_PARAM>
<PARAM_NAME> CreateNewLogSizeThreshold </PARAM_NAME>
<PARAM_VALUE> 1024 </PARAM_VALUE>
</CONFIG_PARAM>
Note: The CreateNewLogPeriod, CreateNewLogMaxLogEntries, and

CreateNewLogSizeThreshold parameters can be used together. If more than one of
these parameters is set, new log files are generated whenever any of the specified
limits is reached.
Signing Log Entries
Log entries are signed by the Logging Server’s log-signing key. You can sign log
entries after a certain number of entries have been recorded by setting the
SignLogCount parameter. This parameter has no minimum value. For example, to
sign every ten (10) log entries:
<CONFIG_PARAM>
<PARAM_NAME> SignLogCount </PARAM_NAME>
<PARAM_VALUE> 10 </PARAM_VALUE>
</CONFIG_PARAM>
Note: An attacker with access to the log files could potentially modify unsigned logs

before they are signed. Setting SignLogCount to 1 prevents this; however, this could
impact performance. Access to the file system where the logs are stored must be
protected no matter what configuration settings are used.
Signing Log Entries After an Elapsed Period of Time
You can use the SignLogTimeout parameter to set the time-out period after which the
log is signed even if the SignLogCount has not been reached. The time-out period
starts after the last log entry is received. For example, if SignLogCount is set to 5, and
two log entries have been received, the log is signed anyway if the time-out period is
reached and the log count is reset to zero (0). The time-out parameter is set in seconds.
A value of zero (0) sets no time-out period. Otherwise, the minimum value is five (5)
seconds.
For example, to sign the log entries if no entries have been received for five (5)
minutes:
<CONFIG_PARAM>
<PARAM_NAME> SignLogTimeout </PARAM_NAME>
<PARAM_VALUE> 300 </PARAM_VALUE>
</CONFIG_PARAM>
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Note: If SignLogCount is set to 1, the log is signed after every log entry, and

SignLogTimeout is not used.
Setting up Minimum Disk Space for Attempt Log Entry
You can set a minimum disk space required by the Logging Server for an attempt log
entry by setting the MinDiskSpaceAttempt configuration parameter. The default value
is 10 MB. The disk space is specified in 100KB increments (for example, a value of
100 is interpreted as 10 MB).
<CONFIG_PARAM>
<PARAM_NAME> MinDiskSpaceAttempt </PARAM_NAME>
<PARAM_VALUE> 100 </PARAM_VALUE>
</CONFIG_PARAM>

If the minimum disk space for attempt log entries is unavailable, completion log
entries are still generated until the minimum disk space for completion log entries is
reached.
The value of MinDiskSpaceAttempt must be greater than MinDiskSpaceCompletion.
If it is defined as a smaller value, MinDiskSpaceAttempt is forced to a value twice the
size of MinDiskSpaceCompletion, and an error message is sent to the Event Log on
Windows or syslogd on Solaris or Linux.
Setting up Minimum Disk Space for Completion Log Entry
You can set a minimum disk space required by the Logging Server for a completion
log entry by setting the MinDiskSpaceCompletion configuration parameter. The
default value is 5 MB. The disk space is specified in 100 KB increments (for example,
a value of 50 is interpreted as 5 MB).
<CONFIG_PARAM>
<PARAM_NAME> MinDiskSpaceCompletion </PARAM_NAME>
<PARAM_VALUE> 50 </PARAM_VALUE>
</CONFIG_PARAM>

A value less than 5 MB for MinDiskSpaceCompletion is forced to 5 MB and an error
message is sent to the Event Log on Windows or syslogd on Solaris or Linux.
If the minimum disk space for completion log entries is unavailable, no more log
entries are generated until the Auditor frees up the disk space.

Verifying and Exporting Logs
Signed audit log files are normally verified by Auditors, using the Auditor Operations
workbench of the Registration Manager Administration Server. However, once a log
file has been copied from its default location, the Auditor Operations workbench
cannot be used to verify the copy.
The Log Verification and Export Tool verifies the signed log file and exports log data
to data files. This is a command-line tool installed on the same machine as the
Logging Server. The tool is composed of one executable file, named xslogmgr.exe on
Windows and xslogmgr on Solaris and Linux. This file is in
/installed-dir/LogServer/bin/.
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Verifying Log Files
To verify a log file on Windows, at the command prompt enter:
xslogmgr.exe verify -f configuration file
[ -b | -base base path of log file(s)] [-nofinal]
log file(s)

To verify a log file on Solaris or Linux, at the command prompt enter:
xslogmgr verify -f configuration file
[ -b | -base base path of log file(s)] [-nofinal]
log file(s)

where:
-f configuration file

Path to the configuration file

-b |-base base path of log
file(s)

Base path (directory) of the audit logs (optional if
the audit log is copied to the same directory as the
executable file)

-nofinal

Indicates to ignore the missing final entry

log file(s)

Audit log(s) to be verified

For example, to verify the log entries in the xslog_20080405.xml and
xslog_20080405_2.xml files that are stored in the /logs directory under the
/LogServer/ root on Solaris:
xslogmgr verify -f ../conf/xslogconf.xml
-b /usr/local/LogServer/logs xslog_20080405.xml
xslog_20080405_2.xml

A success message is returned if the following are all true:
•

All signature blocks are signed.

•

All signatures verify with the log signing certificate.

•

The audit log has a final entry block (for more information, see “Log Entry
Content” on page 134).

•

The sequence numbers are all present and in the correct order (increasing value).

•

All entries contain the correct log file name.

Otherwise, the error message “Error in verification” is displayed.
Note: An audit log file without a final log entry may contain any number of properly

sequenced and signed entries. Particularly in the case where there has been an
unnatural shutdown of the Logging Server (that is, due to host system failure), it may
be considered important to be able to verify the integrity of the properly sequenced
and signed entries even if some entries at the end of the file may be missing or
unverifiable. xslogmgr may be used with the -nofinal option to verify the audit log.
(The file must be otherwise well-formed, that is, all entries must be complete, signed,
and properly sequenced. Therefore, some editing of the file by an Auditor may be
needed before verifying with the new option.)
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Exporting Log Files
While the Auditor Operations workbench allows Auditors to copy signed audit log
files from their default location to any specified directory, sometimes it is useful to
reformat log files for report generation or analysis. This is called exporting the log file.
There are two export formats available: CSV (comma-separated value) and XML. It
should be remembered that an exported file cannot be verified using xslogmgr.exe or
the Auditor Operations workbench.
To export a log file on Windows, at the command prompt enter:
xslogmgr.exe export [-xml|-csv] -out output file
[ -b | -base base path of log file(s)] log file(s)

To export a log file on Solaris or Linux, at the command prompt enter:
xslogmgr export [-xml|-csv] -out output file
[ -b | -base base path of log file(s)] log file(s)

where:
-xml | -csv

Optional. Export format (XML or comma-separated
value format). The default format is CSV.

-out output file

Path to the file to which the log file will be exported.

-b | -base base path of log Base path (directory) of the audit logs (optional if
file(s)
audit log copied to same directory as executable file).
log file(s)

Audit log(s) to be exported. If the output file exists,
the user is prompted whether the program should
overwrite the file or append the log information to the
existing file. If no output file is specified, the data is
exported to standard output.

This command exports the specified log file(s) to the output file in the specified
format.
For example, to export the log entries stored in xslog_20080405.xml to the apr5.xml
file on Solaris:
xslogmgr export -xml -out apr5a.xml xslog_20080405.xml

A success message is displayed if the export was successful. Otherwise, the error
message “Error in export” is displayed.
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14

Configuring Private Keys
This chapter describes how to:
•

Enable users to generate private keys that cannot be exported

•

Require users to generate private keys that cannot be exported

•

Change the default key size on the Enrollment Server

Enabling Private Key Protection
You can configure RSA Registration Manager to allow users who are using Internet
Explorer to request administrative certificates or end-users certificates to protect their
private keys. If you configure private key protection, users select whether to protect
their keys. If a user chooses to protect the private key, the key cannot be exported.
To enable private key protection:

1. To add the Protect Private Key drop-down list to the enrollment page, edit one or
both of the installed-dir\WebServer\enroll-server\request-msie-admin.xuda
file (for administrative certificates) and the
installed-dir\WebServer\enroll-server\request-msie.xuda file (for end-user
certificates, including certificates requested through RSA OneStep) as follows:
a. Locate the following block of code:
<!-<TR>
<TD BGCOLOR="#D0D0D0" ALIGN="right">Protect private key
<FONTSIZE="-2">(2)</FONT>:</TD>
<TD BGCOLOR="#E0E0E0"><SELECT NAME="USERPROTECT"><OPTION
VALUE="1">Yes</OPTION><OPTION VALUE="0"
SELECTED>No</OPTION></SELECT></TD>
</TR>
-->
<!-<P><FONT SIZE="-2">Note (2): If this option is checked,
the private key will be additionally protected. The
precise behavior of this additional protection depends on
the Cryptographic service provider you've
chosen.</FONT></P>
-->

b. Delete the comment tags “<!--” and “-->” from the block of code.
c. Save and close the file.
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2. Depending on how users enroll, edit one or both of the
installed-dir\WebServer\OneStep\htmldocs\icontrol.vbs file (for users who
enroll through OneStep) and the
installed-dir\WebServer\enroll-server\icontrol.vbs file (for all other users
including administrative users) as follows:
a. For users on Windows Vista, Windows 7, or Windows Server 2008, locate the
SubmitRequest_certenroll() function and uncomment the lines indicated by
blue, italic text in the following block of code by removing “Rem” from the
beginning of the lines.
' Added for private key export and protection
Rem Err.clear
Rem Set presence = document.ReqForm.NONEXPORTFLAGPERJURI
Rem If Err.Number = 0 Then
Rem If presence.value = 1 Then
Rem Set promptSecurityLevel = document.ReqForm.PROMPTSECURITYLEVEL
Rem If Err.Number = 0 Then
Rem
If promptSecurityLevel.value = 0 Then
Rem
objPrivateKey.ExportPolicy = 0
Rem
objPrivateKey.KeyProtection = 0
Rem
Else
Rem
objPrivateKey.ExportPolicy = 0
Rem
objPrivateKey.KeyProtection = 1
Rem
End If
Rem
i = document.all.RequestKeySize.options.selectedIndex
Rem
objPrivateKey.Length =
document.all.RequestKeySize.options(i).value
Rem End If
Rem Set presence = document.ReqForm.USERPROTECT
Rem If Err.Number = 0 Then
Rem If presence.value = 1 Then
Rem
objPrivateKey.KeyProtection = 1
Rem Else
If productTag = "OneStep" Then
Set presence = document.ReqForm.USERPROTECT
If Err.Number = 0 Then
If presence.value = 1 Then
objPrivateKey.KeyProtection = 1
End If
End If
objPrivateKey.ExportPolicy = 1
Set length = document.ReqForm.KeySize
If Err.Number = 0 Then
objPrivateKey.Length = length.value
End If
Else
Rem
uncomment below lines to make Certificate as key protected
Rem
Err.clear
Rem
Set promptSecurityLevel = document.ReqForm.PROMPTSECURITYLEVEL
Rem
If Err.Number = 0 Then
Rem
If promptSecurityLevel.value = 0 Then
Rem
objPrivateKey.KeyProtection = 0
Rem
Else
Rem
objPrivateKey.KeyProtection = 1
Rem
End If
Rem
End If
objPrivateKey.ExportPolicy = 1
'EXPORTPOLICY: Remove the Rem command from following line
for non export of key
Rem objPrivateKey.ExportPolicy = 0
i = document.all.RequestKeySize.options.selectedIndex
objPrivateKey.Length =
document.all.RequestKeySize.options(i).value
End If
Rem End If
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Rem End If
Rem End If
Rem End If

b. For users on Windows XP or Windows Server 2003, locate the
SubmitRequest_xenroll() function and uncomment the lines indicated by
blue, italic text in the following block of code by removing “Rem” from the
beginning of the lines.
Rem Err.Clear
Rem Set presence = document.ReqForm.NONEXPORTFLAGPERJURI
Rem If Err.Number = 0 Then
Rem If presence.value = 1 Then
Rem Set promptSecurityLevel = document.ReqForm.PROMPTSECURITYLEVEL
Rem
If Err.Number = 0 Then
Rem
If promptSecurityLevel.value = 0 Then
Rem
SecurityLevelFlag = 0
Rem
Else
Rem
SecurityLevelFlag = 2
Rem
End If
Rem
i = document.all.RequestKeySize.options.selectedIndex
If document.all.RequestKeySize.options(i).value = 1024
Rem
Then
Rem
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H4000000 + SecurityLevelFlag
Rem
Else
Rem
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H8000000 + SecurityLevelFlag
Rem
End If
Rem
End If
Rem Set presence = document.ReqForm.USERPROTECT
Rem If Err.Number = 0 Then
Rem If presence.value = 1 Then
Rem
IControl.GenKeyFlags = 2
Rem Else
If productTag = "OneStep" Then
Set presence = document.ReqForm.USERPROTECT
If Err.Number = 0 Then
If presence.value = 1 Then
Set length = document.ReqForm.KeySize
If Err.Number = 0 Then
If length.value = 1024 Then
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H4000000 + 2
Else
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H8000000 + 2
End If
End If
Else
Set length = document.ReqForm.KeySize
If Err.Number = 0 Then
If length.value = 1024 Then
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H4000000 + 1
Else
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H8000000 + 1
End If
End If
End If
End If
Else
SecurityLevelFlag = 1
Rem
Err.Clear
Rem
Set promptSecurityLevel =
document.ReqForm.PROMPTSECURITYLEVEL
Rem
If Err.Number = 0 Then
Rem
If promptSecurityLevel.value = 0 Then
Rem
SecurityLevelFlag = 0
Rem
Else
Rem
SecurityLevelFlag = 3
Rem
End If
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Rem

End If
i = document.all.RequestKeySize.options.selectedIndex
If document.all.RequestKeySize.options(i).value = 1024 Then
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H4000000 + SecurityLevelFlag
'EXPORTPOLICY: Remove the Rem command from the following
line for non export of key
Rem IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H4000000
Else
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H8000000 + SecurityLevelFlag
'EXPORTPOLICY: Remove the Rem command from following line
for non export of key
Rem IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H8000000
End If
End If
Rem End If
Rem End If
Rem End If
Rem End If

c. Save and close the file.

Configuring Non-Exportable Private Keys
You can configure Registration Manager so that the private keys of certificates
requested using Internet Explorer cannot be exported. For instructions, contact
RSACustomer Support.
This configuration affects only certificates requested from Registration Manager and
not certificates requested from RSA Certificate Manager installations targeted by the
Registration Manager installation. If you want the private keys of certificates
requested from Registration Manager to be non-exportable, you must configure
Registration Manager. The configuration of Registration Manager and Certificate
Manager can differ.

Allowing Exportable Keys for a Jurisdiction
If you configure Registration Manager so that private keys cannot be exported, this
configuration applies to certificates requested from all Jurisdictions. You can
configure Registration Manager so that one Jurisdiction allows end-user certificates
with private keys that can be exported. You can configure the initial target Jurisdiction
to allow exportable keys for end-user certificates but not for administrative
certificates.
This configuration affects only certificates requested from Registration Manager and
not certificates requested from Certificate Manager installations targeted by the
Registration Manager installation. If you configure Registration Manager so that
private keys cannot be exported, you can configure Registration Manager so that one
Jurisdiction allows private keys that can be exported. The configuration of
Registration Manager and Certificate Manager can differ. See the RSA Certificate
Manager Administrator’s Guide.
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To configure a Jurisdiction to allow exportable keys:

1. Open the installed-dir\WebServer\enroll-server\request-msie.xuda file in a text
editor.
2. Locate the following block of code:
<!-!if domainID="ExcludeDomainID"
<input type=hidden name=NONEXPORTFLAGPERJURI
value="0">
!else
<input type=hidden name=NONEXPORTFLAGPERJURI
value="1">
<input type=hidden name=PROMPTSECURITYLEVEL value="1">
!endif
-->

3. Delete the comment tags “<!--” and “-->” in this block of code.
4. Replace “ExcludeDomainID” with the Jurisdiction ID of the Jurisdiction in which
you want to allow exportable keys.
5. Do one of the following:
•

If you do not want to prompt users to set a security level for the private key,
assign 0 to PROMPTSECURITYLEVEL.

•

If you want to prompt users to set a security level for the private key, assign 1
to PROMPTSECURITYLEVEL.

6. Save and close the file.
7. To enable exportable keys for users on Microsoft Vista, Windows 7, or Windows
Server 2008, follow these steps:
a. Open the installed-dir\WebServer\enroll-server\icontrol.vbs file, and locate
the word “NONEXPORTFLAGPERJURI” in the SubmitRequest_certenroll()
function.
b. Modify the lines as follows:
Err.clear
Set presence = document.ReqForm.NONEXPORTFLAGPERJURI
If Err.Number = 0 Then
If presence.value = 1 Then
Set promptSecurityLevel =
document.ReqForm.PROMPTSECURITYLEVEL
If Err.Number = 0 Then
If promptSecurityLevel.value = 0 Then
objPrivateKey.ExportPolicy = 0
objPrivateKey.KeyProtection = 0
Else
objPrivateKey.ExportPolicy = 0
objPrivateKey.KeyProtection = 1
End If
i = document.all.RequestKeySize.options.selectedIndex
objPrivateKey.Length =
document.all.RequestKeySize.options(i).value
End If
Rem Set presence = document.ReqForm.USERPROTECT
Rem If Err.Number = 0 Then
Rem If presence.value = 1 Then
Rem objPrivateKey.KeyProtection = 1
Else
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If productTag = "OneStep" Then
objPrivateKey.ExportPolicy = 1
Set length = document.ReqForm.KeySize
If Err.Number = 0 Then
objPrivateKey.Length = length.value
End If
Else
objPrivateKey.ExportPolicy = 1
‘EXPORTPOLICY: Remove the Rem command from following
line for non export of key
Rem objPrivateKey.ExportPolicy = 0
i = document.all.RequestKeySize.options.selectedIndex
objPrivateKey.Length =
document.all.RequestKeySize.options(i).value
End If
End If
End If
Rem End If
Rem End If

c. Save and close the file.
8. To enable exportable keys for users on Windows XP or Windows Server 2003,
follow these steps:
a. Open the installed-dir\WebServer\enroll-server\icontrol.vbs file, and locate
the word “NONEXPORTFLAGPERJURI” in the SubmitRequest_xenroll()
function.
b. Modify the lines as follows:
Err.Clear
Set presence = document.ReqForm.NONEXPORTFLAGPERJURI
If Err.Number = 0 Then
If presence.value = 1 Then
Set promptSecurityLevel =
document.ReqForm.PROMPTSECURITYLEVEL
If Err.Number = 0 Then
If promptSecurityLevel.value = 0 Then
SecurityLevelFlag = 0
Else
SecurityLevelFlag = 2
End If
i = document.all.RequestKeySize.options.selectedIndex
If document.all.RequestKeySize.options(i).value = 1024
Then
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H4000000 + SecurityLevelFlag
Else
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H8000000 + SecurityLevelFlag
End If
End If
Rem Set presence = document.ReqForm.USERPROTECT
Rem If Err.Number = 0 Then
Rem If presence.value = 1 Then
Rem IControl.GenKeyFlags = 2
Else
If productTag = "OneStep" Then
Set presence = document.ReqForm.USERPROTECT
If Err.Number = 0 Then
If presence.value = 1 Then
Set length = document.ReqForm.KeySize
If Err.Number = 0 Then
If length.value = 1024 Then
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H4000000 + 2
Else
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H8000000 + 2
End If
End If
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Else
Set length = document.ReqForm.KeySize
If Err.Number = 0 Then
If length.value = 1024 Then
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H4000000 + 1
Else
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H8000000 + 1
End If
End If
End If
End If
Else
i = document.all.RequestKeySize.options.selectedIndex
If document.all.RequestKeySize.options(i).value = 1024 Then
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H4000000 + 1
‘EXPORTPOLICY: Remove the Rem command from the following
line for non export of key
Rem IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H4000000
Else
IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H8000000 + 1
‘EXPORTPOLICY: Remove the Rem command from following line
for non export of key
Rem IControl.GenKeyFlags = &H8000000
End If
End If
End If
End If
Rem End If
Rem End If

c. Save and close the file.

Changing the Default Key Size
You can set the default key size on the Enrollment Server to 2048 for users on
Windows platforms. Users can still select the key size for their certificates.
To change the default key size:

1. Depending on how users enroll, edit one or both of the
installed-dir\WebServer\OneStep\htmldocs\icontrol.vbs file (for users who
enroll through OneStep) and the
installed-dir\WebServer\enroll-server\icontrol.vbs file (for all other users
including administrative users) as follows:
a. For users on Windows Vista, Windows 7, or Windows Server 2008, locate the
commented line containing the word “KEYSIZE” in the
DisplayProvidersAndKeySize_certenroll() function, and uncomment the
following line by removing "Rem"from the beginning of the line:
Rem document.all.RequestKeySize.options.selectedIndex = 1

b. For users on Windows XP or Windows Server 2003, locate the commented
line containing the word “KEYSIZE” in the
DisplayProvidersAndKeySize_xenroll() function, and uncomment the
following line by removing "Rem"from the beginning of the line:
Rem document.all.RequestKeySize.options.selectedIndex = 1

c. Save and close the file.
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A

Troubleshooting RSA Registration Manager
This appendix describes configuration file modifications you can make to generate
trace log files, which RSA Customer Support can use to assist you in determining the
source of any problems in a timely manner.

Trace Logging
A tracing mechanism has been added to RSA Registration Manager to reduce the time
spent troubleshooting customer problems and to provide the most detailed information
possible to narrow down a solution quickly.
The tracing mechanism has been incorporated into the following components of
Registration Manager:
•

•

•

Web Server
–

ASN.1 library

–

Crypto library

–

SCEP server

–

XParse code

Secure Directory Server
–

ASN.1 library

–

Crypto library

–

backend signing engine

–

LDAP operation routines

–

local database access (at a low level)

Logging Server

For information on trace logging for:
•

Web Server and Secure Directory Server, see the following section, “Configuring
Web Server and Secure Directory Server Tracing”

•

Logging Server, see “Configuring Logging Server Tracing” on page 156

Configuring Web Server and Secure Directory Server Tracing
You use the TraceDetail directive in httpd.conf and xudad.conf to configure the
tracing mechanism in the Web Server and Secure Directory Server. You use the
LogLevel directive in httpd.conf to enable tracing for the Web Server.
You can use the TraceFile directive in xudad.conf to create the output file for trace
logs created by Xudad components. If the TraceFile directive is missing, the default
location for the trace log is trace.log in the /Xudad/bin directory.
After you modify the configuration file, you must restart the affected server.
A: Troubleshooting RSA Registration Manager
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Setting the Trace Detail
You can specify the component of interest and the level of tracing to be performed.
The following table lists possible trace components and trace levels.
Web Server
Trace Components

Secure Directory Server
Trace Components

For the Web Server, the trace
component can be one of the
following:

For the Secure Directory
Server, the trace component
can be one of the following:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

asn1
crypto
scep
xparse
*all

asn1

Trace Levels
The trace level can be one of:
High. All trace statements
are logged (the highest
level of tracing).
Low. A subset of tracing
statements logged at the
high level is logged (a
minimal level of tracing).

crypto
signing
ldap
db

Off. No trace statements
are logged (default).

startup
*all

*Indicates that the trace level applies to all components.
Note: The TraceDetail directive is supported when it is located in the global

configuration section of the httpd.conf file.
If the TraceDetail directive does not exist in a configuration file, tracing is considered
to be off.
If the TraceDetail directive exists but no value is specified or if the TraceDetail
directive exists but the format is incorrect, an error message is logged. For the Web
Server, this is a fatal error and the server does not start up.
The ordering of the components is irrelevant; the last level specified is used if a
component is specified more than once. The component names, trace level values, and
the TraceDetail directive itself are case-insensitive.
For example, the result of:
TraceDetail
TraceDetail
TraceDetail

all low
asn1 high
crypto off

is a trace level of low for all components except asn1 and crypto. For asn1, the trace
level is high. For crypto, the trace level is off.
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The following example of the TraceDetail directive can be found in httpd.conf
(initially commented out).
###################################################
#
# Tracing configuration
#
###################################################
#
# Note that all trace levels can be one of: high | low | off
#
# To set the base trace detail level for all components
# (to high) uncomment the following line:
#TraceDetail all high
#
# To specify (or override) trace levels for individual
# components, uncomment appropriate lines (and optionally
# change the detail level):
#TraceDetail asn1 high
#TraceDetail crypto high
#TraceDetail scep high
#TraceDetail xparse high
###################################################

The following example of the TraceDetail directive can be found in xudad.conf
(initially commented out).
###################################################
#
# Tracing configuration
#
###################################################
#
# Note that all trace levels can be one of: high | low | off
#
# To set the base trace detail level for all components
# (to high) uncomment the following line:
#TraceDetail all high
#
# To specify (or override) trace levels for individual
# components, uncomment appropriate lines (and optionally
# change the detail level):
#TraceDetail asn1 high
#TraceDetail crypto high
#TraceDetail db high
#TraceDetail ldap high
#TraceDetail signing high
###################################################

Setting the Log Level
You set the LogLevel directive in the global configuration section of httpd.conf to
debug to enable any tracing for the Web Server. The default is info.
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Setting the Trace Log Location
For the Web Server, you use the ErrorLog directive in httpd.conf to specify the log
filename for Apache error logs. The trace log messages are logged to the same
location as the Apache logs. Only changes to the ErrorLog directive in the global
configuration section affect tracing. The default location is logs/error.log.
For the Secure Directory Server, you use the TraceFile directive in xudad.conf to
specify the filename for trace log messages. If the TraceFile directive does not exist,
trace log messages are written to the /Xudad/bin/trace.log file. If you specify a
relative path instead of an absolute path, the file is created in the
/installed-dir/Xudad/bin directory. If the file cannot be created, an error message is
logged to the system log. If the TraceDetail directive exists but no value is specified,
an error message is logged. New trace log messages are appended to existing files
(that have no maximum size limit).
Trace Log Message Content
The trace log message contains:
•

Unique tag—to distinguish it from other log messages (Apache Web server only)

•

Process ID—the ID of the process being traced

•

Thread ID—the ID of the thread being traced

•

Timestamp—the time the trace log message was written (as opposed to the time
the trace log function was called, but the difference is negligible)

•

Filename—the full path to the source code file where the trace log function call
was made

•

Line number—the line number in the source code file where the trace log function
call was made

•

Component name—the name of the component where the trace log function was
made

•

Description—reserved for any message that the application wants to add to the
generic trace log message (possibly a return value in case of a function call failure
or any other helpful debug information)

The exact format of the logged string may be differ depending on the application. For
example, in the Web Server, the format is similar to normal Apache log messages.

Configuring Logging Server Tracing
To configure trace logging in the Logging Server, you add the RSATracelog parameter
in xslogconf.xml. The trace log, trace.log, is created in the /LogServer/bin directory.
The trace level can be one of:
High. All trace statements are logged (the highest level of tracing).
Low. A subset of tracing statements logged at the high level is logged (a minimal
level of tracing).
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To configure tracing in the Logging Server:

1. Stop the Logging Server service.
2. Make a backup of installed-dir/LogServer/conf/xslogconf.xml.
3. Open xslogconf.xml in a text editor.
4. Add the following directives:
<CONFIG_PARAM>
<!-Place your comment here
-->
<PARAM_NAME> RSATracelog </PARAM_NAME>
<PARAM_VALUE> low|high </PARAM_VALUE>
</CONFIG_PARAM>

where low or high sets the level of trace logging required.
5. Start the Logging Server service.
6. Locate the trace file at installed-dir/LogServer/bin/trace.log.

RSA Registration Manager Known Problems
Enhanced Security Configuration Disables Administrative Interface
If you administer Registration Manager from a Windows 2003 machine with
Enhanced Security Configuration turned on, the administrative interface may not be
displayed correctly. You can correct this problem by adding the Registration Manager
site to your list of Security sites in Internet Explorer.
To add the Registration Manager site to your list of Security sites:

1. In Internet Explorer, click Tools > Internet Options, and click the Security tab.
2. If the site is on your local intranet:
a. Select the Local intranet icon and click Sites.
b. Click Advanced.
c. Add the host to the list of local intranet sites (for example, https://hostname).
3. If the site is not in your local intranet:
a. Select the Trusted sites icon and click Sites.
b. Add the site to the list of trusted sites (for example,
https://hostname.company.com).
4. Click OK until you exit the dialog box.
5. If needed, close and reopen the browser, and reconnect to Registration Manager.
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Cannot Issue Certificates with Public Exponent of 3
There are vulnerability issues associated with issuing certificates with a public
exponent of 3. By default, Registration Manager does not allow you to issue
certificates with a public exponent of 3. For more information, go to
www.kb.cert.org/vuls/id/845620.
A Certificate Manager Administrator can enable Certificate Manager to issue
certificates with a public exponent of 3. If Certificate Manager is enabled to issue
certificates with a public exponent of 3, Registration Manager also issues certificates
with a public exponent of 3. For more information, see the RSA Certificate Manager
Administrator’s Guide.
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Glossary
Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1)
Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) is an International Standards Organization
(ISO) standard notation for defining the syntax of information data. It defines a
number of simple data types and specifies a notation for referencing these types and
for specifying values of these types.
ActiveX Control
ActiveX control is a software component that may be downloaded and installed
automatically through a web browser, allowing web pages to utilize capabilities of the
Windows operating system that they would ordinarily not have access to. ActiveX
controls are typically signed with a digital certificate, allowing users to confidently
establish the origin of the software before deciding to trust it.
Access Control Lists (ACL)
ACLs control who can access different parts of a system. In the RSA Digital
Certificate Solution product suite, ACLs are used primarily to control who has access
to files and directories on a web server.
Administration Server
A virtual web server that is a component of the RSA Certificate Manager and
RSA Registration Manager Web Servers. The Administration Server is used by
Administrators to manage Certificate Manager or Registration Manager via a web
interface. The Administration Server requires client authentication. It also
communicates securely with the Secure Directory Server.
Administrative CA
A CA created during RSA Certificate Manager installation. This CA signs the
end-entity certificates for all RSA Certificate Manager Administrators, Vettors, and
Auditors.
Administrative Certificate
An end-entity certificate issued to one of three Administrative types: Administrator,
Vettor, and Auditor. RSA Certificate Manager Administrative certificates are signed
by the Administrative CA; RSA Registration Manager Administrative certificates are
signed by the CA of the Registration Manager initial target Jurisdiction.
Administrator
A person, possibly with an end-entity certificate, who has access to certain
administration features through the Administration Server, which may include the CA
Operations, Administrator Operations, and System Configuration Workbenches.
Administrator tasks may include planning the PKI implementation, installing
components of the RSA Digital Certificate Solution product suite, performing initial
configuration, and managing the daily administration tasks.
The RSA Certificate Manager Administrator certificate is signed by the
Administrative CA; the RSA Registration Manager Administrator certificate is signed
by the CA of the Registration Manager initial target Jurisdiction.
Anonymity
The ability of participating entities to use public keys while revealing only that
information that is pertinent to the situation.
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ARL
See Authority Revocation Lists.
ASN.1
See Abstract Syntax Notation One.
Attribute Certificate
A certificate that emphasizes the holder’s access rights and constraints. This is in
contrast to identity certificates, which bind a distinguished name (DN) and a public
key. Commonly, attribute certificates are issued with short validity periods and do not
contain a public key value.
Auditor
A person with an end-entity certificate who has access to the auditor features on the
Administration Server. Auditor tasks include viewing and managing the audit logs.
The RSA Certificate Manager Auditor certificate is signed by the Administrative CA;
the RSA Registration Manager Auditor certificate is signed by the CA of the
Registration Manager initial target Jurisdiction.
Audit Log
An XML-encoded tamper-resistant file generated by the Logging Server that details
the success or failure of all PKI operations for which logging has been configured.
Authentication
Certificates are used to identify the author of a message or entity, such as a web server
or client. People or applications who receive a certificate can verify the identity of the
certificate owner and the validity of the certificate. This process is called
authentication.
Authority Revocation List (ARL)
A list of CA certificates that have been revoked or suspended by a particular CA. You
can use ARLs to check the status of CA certificates offline.
CA
See Certificate Authority.
CA Certificate
A certificate that identifies a CA. When a CA issues a certificate to a client, a server,
or other entity, the CA private key signs the certificate. You can verify the signature
using the public key in the CA certificate. See also root CA.
Certificate
Certificates verify the identity of an individual, organization, web server, or hardware
device. They also ensure non-repudiation in business transactions, as well as to enable
confidentiality through the use of public-key encryption. PKI uses three main kinds of
certificates: CA certificates, server certificates (also referred to as SSL certificates),
and end-entity certificates.
Certificate Authority (CA)
An entity that issues and manages certificates within a PKI. You create and manage
CAs using a CA software application, such as RSA Certificate Manager.
Certificate Extension
See X.509 v3 Certificate Extension.
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Certificate Fingerprint
The MD5 of a DER-encoded certificate used to identify a certificate when setting
LDAP and web server ACL rules.
Certificate ID
A certificate identifier used by RSA Certificate Manager to search for or label a
certificate in the Secure Directory.
Certificate Management Protocol (CMP)
CMP (RFC 2510) is an Internet standard certificate management protocol that defines
message syntax and semantics supporting many aspects of certificate creation and
management. This includes registration, revocation, key update, key recovery,
cross-certification, and many other features. This protocol provides an alternative to
web-based certificate enrollment.
Certificate Policy (CP)
The conditions and limitations for the use of a digital certificate.
Certificate Profile
A set of extensions along with rules, constraints, and default values for the fields of
the associated extensions. They are used in the vetting process, as well as to constrain
and/or validate the information being entered into the certificate extensions.
Certificate Request Syntax (CRS)
CRS, Internet PKI Certificate Request Syntax, specifies an interface to public-key
certification products and services based on PKCS #7 and PKCS #10. A small number
of additional services are defined to supplement the core certificate request service.
Current industry practice regarding the use of PKCS #7 and PKCS #10 is also
documented for the benefit of the Internet community. In general, the use of PKCS #7
in CRS is aligned to the Cryptographic Message Syntax (CMS) (RFC 2630), which
provides a superset of the PKCS #7 syntax.
The above definition and further information is available at
www.ietf.org/proceedings/98aug/I-D/draft-ietf-smime-crs-00.txt.
Certificate Revocation List (CRL)
A list of revoked and suspended certificates (CA or end-entity) for a particular CA.
You can use CRLs to check the status of certificates offline. See also Complete CRL
and Delta CRL.
Certification Practice Statement (CPS)
A CPS defines an organization’s security policies for the issuance and management of
certificates.
Client Certificate
See End-Entity Certificate.
Complete CRL
A list that contains the serial numbers of certificates that a CA has revoked or
suspended.
CRL
See Certificate Revocation List.
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CRL Server
A virtual web server host that is a component of the RSA Certificate Manager Web
Server. The CRL Server is used by Certificate Manager as a publishing site for CRLs
and ARLs for HTTP-based CRL and ARL retrieval respectively. It is not
SSL-enabled.
Cross-Certificate
A certificate issued by one CA to another CA that allows users to determine the
trustworthiness of certificates issued by the other CA.
Cryptographic Provider
The library the RSA Digital Certificate Solution product uses for private-key
cryptographic operations (such as key pair generation and digital signatures). The
method is either software-based or hardware-based.
Data Encryption Standard (DES)
A National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST) standard for secret key
cryptography that uses a 56-bit key. DES is based on an IBM algorithm that was
further developed by the U.S. National Security Agency. It is a block cipher, which
breaks text into 64-bit blocks before encrypting it. There are several DES encryption
modes.
DES encryption and decryption are very fast and widely used. The secret key may be
used repeatedly, or it can be randomly generated for each session, in which case the
new key is transmitted to the recipient using a public key cryptography method such
as RSA. For more information, see the standard at
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips46-3/fips46-3.pdf.
Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA)
The algorithm used in the Digital Signature Standard (DSS) created by the U.S.
government. For more information, see the standard designation FIPS
186-2+ChangeNotice at
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips186-2/fips186-2-change1.pdf.
Directory
LDAP-based directories are databases that can be used to search for and retrieve
attribute-value pairs. Directories can be configured to use (or support) authentication
and access control protection. The schema of a directory describes the objects in the
directory. The Secure Directory schema defines objects that support PKI.
Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER)
An ASN.1 encoding standard used for signature calculation for end-entity certificates
and revocation lists (that is, CRLs, delta CRLs and ARLs). Also known as Binary.
Distinguished Name (DN)
The combination of attributes in a certificate forms the certificate DN. The following
attributes are the most commonly used attributes:
• Common Name
• User ID
• E-mail Address
• Organizational Unit
• Organization
• Locality
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• State or Province
• Country
• Domain Component
To avoid potential problems, all CAs in the PKI, including trusted CAs, should have a
unique DN.
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)
A form of public key cryptography based on elliptic curve mathematics. ECC keys
can be smaller than other keys while still providing the same degree of protection.
Because of their smaller size, ECC computations tend to take less time and resources.
These factors make ECC an attractive choice for systems such as embedded devices or
smart cards, where resources such as RAM and CPU power can be severely
constrained.
Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
The Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) standard implemented using elliptic curve
cryptography (ECC).
Elliptic Curves A and B
Elliptic curves A and B are the types of ECC curves that are supported in
RSA Certificate Manager. For further information, see the IEEE standard P1363,
“Standard Specifications for Public Key Cryptography.”
End-Entity Certificate
A certificate issued to an entity that cannot itself issue certificates (that is, the entity is
not a CA). Because the entity that requests such a certificate is sometimes referred to
as the client, end-entity certificates are sometimes called client certificates.
End User (or End-Entity)
An individual, group, or organization that either requests or holds an end-entity
certificate. An end user can also be an individual who requests an end-entity
certificate for a hardware device (such as a router), a server, a software application, or
a piece of code. An end user that requests a certificate is sometimes called a requestor.
An end user that is issued a certificate is sometimes called a certificate owner,
certificate subject, or end-entity. An end user that relies upon someone else’s
certificate to verify that person’s identity is sometimes called an end user, certificate
user, or relying party.
Enrollment Server
A virtual web server host that is a component of the RSA Certificate Manager or
Registration Manager Web Server. The Enrollment Server offers a
server-authenticated site where public users (clients) can make certificate requests,
retrieve issued certificates, and download CA certificates. The Enrollment Server has
limited access to the Secure Directory Server.
Enterprise
An organization that uses computers and applications. In general use, this term is
applied to businesses or organizations that operate on a large scale. Applications that
are designed for these organizations are often referred to as enterprise applications.
Entity
A person, organization, or device (such as a router). In a PKI, an entity may be thought
of as anything you can issue a certificate to.
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Extended Validation Certificate
A certificate issued to a web site so that its users can confirm the identity of the entity
that controls the web site. EV certificates must meet the requirements in Guidelines
for Extended Validation Certificates, established by the CA/Browser Forum. For more
information, go to the CA/Browser Forum web site at
http://www.cabforum.org/documents.html.
Extension
See X.509 v3 Certificate Extension.
FASC-N
FASC-N is the Federal Agency Smart Credential Number, which uniquely identifies
each Personal Identity Verification (PIV) card. It is part of the Cardholder Unique
Identification file (CHUID) and is the primary identification string used on all
government issued credentials. For more information, see the standard at
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips201-1/FIPS-201-1-chng1.pdf.
FIPS 140-1 Level 2 & 3
FIPS 140-2 Level 2 & 3
A standard developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
for implementation of cryptographic modules. Level 3 provides greater security than
Level 2.
Firewall
A system designed to prevent unauthorized access to or from a private network.
Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN)
The full name of a system, consisting of its local hostname and its domain name. For
example, “venera” is a hostname and “venera.isi.edu” is the FQDN.
GOST
GOST (Gosudarstvenii Standart) refers to the Russian Government Standard for
cryptographic protection for Data Protection Systems. Software products exported to
Russia require the use of the GOST algorithm in order to be offered for sale.
The GOST algorithm is supplied through the use of the Crypto-Pro Cryptographic
Service Provider (CSP) v1.2.
Hardware Security Module (HSM)
The module that performs cryptographic functions and stores cryptographic keys in a
secure fashion.
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
A set of rules for exchanging files (text, graphic images, sound, video, and other
multimedia files) on the World Wide Web.
Web browsers are HTTP clients that send requests to server machines. Users enter
page requests by either typing a URL or clicking a hypertext link. The browser builds
an HTTP request for the user and sends it to the Internet Protocol (IP) address
indicated in the URL. The HTTP daemon in the destination server receives the request
and, after any necessary processing, returns the requested page. See also HTTPS.
HTTPS
HTTP over an SSL/TLS connection.
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Identity Certificate
A certificate that links a public key value to a real-world entity such as a person, a
computer, or a web server. Server certificates, CA certificates, and most end-entity
certificates are all examples of identity certificates.
Issuing
The act of signing a certificate request with the private key of a CA to create a
certificate.
Jurisdiction
A Jurisdiction is a set of configurations that define the form and content of the
certificates issued under it, the life cycle management of those certificates, and the
look and feel users will find when enrolling.
Key Pair
A public key and a private key associated with an entity that needs to authenticate its
identity electronically or to sign or encrypt data. The public key is published, and the
corresponding private key is kept secret. You can only decrypt data encrypted with the
public key with the private key.
Key Recovery
The process of recovering a private decryption key from a secure archive for the
purposes of recovering data that has been encrypted with the corresponding
encryption key.
Key Recovery Operator (KRO)
An entity involved in the recovery of private keys through the use of tokens or smart
cards. A configurable minimum number of KROs are required to access the hardware
security module (HSM) individually within a specific time period.
Key Size
The size (in bits) of the key pair. A larger key size provides greater security.
RSA Certificate Manager and RSA Registration Manager supports 1024, 2048, and
4096 bit keys.
LDAP Directory
An LDAP-based directory is a database. You can search for and retrieve
attribute-value pairs. You can configure directories to use (or support) authentication
and access control protection. The schema of a directory describes the objects in the
directory.
LDAPS
LDAP over SSL/TLS Connection.
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
The standard Internet protocol for accessing directory servers over a network. LDAP
is a “lightweight” (smaller amount of overhead) version of Directory Access Protocol
(DAP), which is part of X.500, a standard for directory services in a network. There
are two currently supported versions, LDAP versions 2.0 and 3.0. See also LDAPS.
Load Balancer
A software or hardware product that routes incoming data to one of a number of
possible resources or applications.
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Logging Server
The Logging Server records PKI events for one or more client applications such as the
Secure Directory Server. Event data is stored in a signed log file that can be verified
and exported in XML or comma-separated value format.
Message Digest 5 (MD5)
An algorithm for creating a cryptographic hash (or “fingerprint”) of a message or data.
MD5 can also refer to the value resulting from the application of the MD5 algorithm.
A certificate MD5 value is unique to that certificate, and is often used to identify a
certificate when setting LDAP and web server ACL rules.
MofN
A process of key encryption where a private key is split into N shares to be stored on a
hardware device such as a token. M can be any value between 1 and to N. M shares
are required to reconstitute the private key.
Nickname
A user-friendly character string that uniquely identifies a CA or CRL signer.
Non-repudiation
A concept that prevents the author of a message from denying having created that
message at a later date (that is, repudiation cannot occur). Digital signatures help
ensure the non-repudiation of transactions.
OCSP
See Online Certificate Status Protocol.
OCSP Client
The entity that issues a certificate status request to an OCSP responder. The OCSP
client suspends acceptance of the certificate until the responder returns the certificate
status.
OCSP Request
A client issues an OCSP request to obtain the status of a certificate. The client
suspends acceptance of the certificate until it receives an OCSP response.
OCSP Responder
The OCSP Responder accepts certificate status requests from OCSP-enabled clients,
looks up a certificate status in a CA database, and responds with the current certificate
status.
OCSP Response
Once an OCSP response is received by the client who issued the OCSP request, the
certificate is accepted by the client.
Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP)
A protocol, defined in RFC 2560, that enables applications to check the status of a
certificate every time the certificate is used. If you configure your PKI to use OCSP,
CRLs are unnecessary for end users.
Online Validation
Online validation occurs when a CA can be queried directly about the validity of a
certificate every time the certificate is used.
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Operator Card Set (OCS)
A card set within the nCipher security world that is used to generate, protect, and
access the private keys created within it.
Persistent
If an OCS is made persistent, the keys protected by a member card remain in the HSM
after the card has been removed from the card reader. By default, an OCS is
non-persistent. An OCS can be made persistent or non-persistent at creation only.
PIV NACI
PIV NACI is Personal Identity Verification National Agency Check with Written
Inquiries. Identity credentials issued to individuals without a completed NACI can be
electronically distinguishable from identity credentials issued to individuals who have
a completed investigation, based on the PIV NACI indicator extension.
PKCS #7
The Cryptographic Message Syntax Standard. For more information on the standard,
go to www.rsa.com/rsalabs/pkcs/pkcs-7/.
PKCS #9
The Selected Attribute Types Standard. For more information on the standard, go to
www.rsa.com/rsalabs/pkcs/pkcs-9/.
PKCS #10
The Certification Request Syntax Standard. For more information on the standard, go
to www.rsa.com/rsalabs/pkcs/pkcs-10/.
PKCS #11
The Cryptographic Token Interface Standard. For more information on the standard,
go to www.rsa.com/rsalabs/pkcs/pkcs-11/.
PKCS #12
The Personal Information Exchange Syntax Standard. For more information on the
standard, go to www.rsa.com/rsalabs/pkcs/pkcs-12/.
PKIX
The evolving Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standard for PKI using X.509
certificates. For more information on the standard, go to
www.ietf.org/html.charters/pkix-charter.html/.
Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) format
PEM was originally created to provide secure e-mail services on the Internet, but it
became too unwieldy for widespread use. Now, “PEM format” usually refers to the
Base64 encoding algorithm that was part of the PEM proposal.
PEM encoding is useful for presenting binary data in a text-readable form. (For
example, to allow you to copy and paste data between applications.) Also known as
Base64.
Private Key
The private part of a public-key key pair. With RSA Certificate Manager and
RSA Registration Manager, private keys are generated on the client whenever a
certificate request is madePrivate keys must be securely stored to prevent
unauthorized access and accidental deletion.
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A digital signature involves encrypting a message digest with a private key and allows
anyone with the corresponding public key to decrypt the message digest to be certain
of who sent the message and that it has not been tampered with.
You can decrypt information encrypted with a public key with the corresponding
private key.
Public Key
The public and widely distributed part of a public-key key pair. For example, a
certificate contains information about the certificate subject, the certificate signer, and
a public key value. In general, you can only decrypt information encrypted with a
public key with the corresponding private key.
Public-Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS)
A set of standard protocols developed by RSA for making secure information
exchange possible. The standards include RSA encryption, password-based
encryption, and cryptographic message syntax. For more information on the standard,
go to www.rsa.com/rsalabs/pkcs/.
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
A system for publishing, distributing, and managing the public key values used in
public key cryptography. All PKIs involve issuing public key certificates to
individuals, organizations, and other entities and verifying that these certificates are
valid.
Qualified Certificate
An end-entity certificate whose primary purpose is to identify a person with a high
level of assurance in public non-repudiation services. For more information on the
standard, go to www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3739.txt?number=3739.
For more information on the European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) Technical Specification (TS) for the use of Qualified Certificates, No. 101 862
v1.2.1, go to www.etsi.org/.
Registration Authority (RA)
An entity that performs registration services on behalf of a CA. RAs work with a
particular CA to vet requests for certificates that will then be issued by the CA.
Revocation
Revoking a certificate invalidates it and removes all of its privileges in the PKI.
Revocation is necessary if the CA administrator wants to invalidate the certificate
before it expires. Administrators revoke certificates by marking them as invalid in the
Secure Directory. Users of the PKI are notified of the revoked status a certificate
during online validation or with revocation lists.
Revoking a CA invalidates the CA certificate and removes all the PKI privileges of
the CA. Revoke a CA only if you have organizational-based security concerns and
only as a last resort.
Revocation List Signer
An entity that signs complete CRLs, delta CRLs, and ARLs for a specific CA. An
Administrator can designate a particular entity or the CA itself.
Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA)
A highly secure cryptography method created by the three founders of RSA:
Professors Ronald L. Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard M. Adleman.
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RSA uses a two-part key. The private key is kept by the owner; the public key is
published. Data that is encrypted using the recipient’s public key can only be
decrypted by the recipient’s private key, and vice-versa.
The RSA algorithm is computation intensive. Therefore, it is often used to create a
digital envelope, which holds an RSA-encrypted symmetric key (often DES) and
symmetric key-encrypted data. This method encrypts the secret symmetric key so that
it can be transmitted over the network, but encrypts and decrypts the actual message
using the much faster symmetric key algorithm.
The RSA algorithm is also used for authentication using digital signatures. In this
case, the sender’s private key is used for signing, and the sender’s public key is used
for verification. The RSA algorithm is also implemented in hardware. As RSA chips
get faster, RSA encoding and decoding will add less overhead to the operation.
Root Bind
Clients normally identify themselves when binding (connecting) to an LDAP server
(anonymous connections are also possible). Access control rules allow access to be
granted to the directory information tree on the basis of the client's identity. A client
may connect with root privileges if it identifies itself as the root user and has the
necessary credentials to authenticate itself as such.
Clients binding as root are not subject to the normal access control rules and may read
or write to any part of the directory information tree.
To bind as root, a client must know the name of the root user. In addition, it must have
the corresponding password, or a specific X.509 client certificate from which the root
name can be derived.
root CA
A CA whose certificate is self-signed (that is, the issuer and the subject are the same).
A root CA is at the top of a hierarchy.
SCEP Server
A virtual web server host that implements the Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol,
and provides a means for clients (primarily IPSec hardware and software agents) to
obtain CA certificates and revocation lists, and to enroll for end-entity certificates.
The SCEP Server is used by RSA Certificate Manager both as an enrollment
mechanism and as a repository for end-entity certificates to be retrieved by routers and
standalone devices with little non-volatile memory. It is not SSL-enabled. Security
and authentication are enforced through the use of signed and encrypted PKCS #7
messages. The SCEP Server has limited access to the Secure Directory Server.
Schema
A schema describes an object and its attributes in LDAP directories such as the
RSA Certificate Manager or RSA Registration Manager Secure Directory.
Secure Directory Server
A secure LDAP directory that stores all of the information for your PKI. The Secure
Directory publishes certificates and is used as a read-only repository for public users.
Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1)
An algorithm developed by the U.S. National Institute of Standards & Technology
(NIST). SHA-1 is used to create a cryptographic hash (or “fingerprint”) of a message
or data. SHA-1 is considered to be somewhat stronger than MD5. SHA-1 is defined in
FIPS Publication 180-2, the Secure Hash Standard (SHS).
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Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-256)
An algorithm developed by the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA). SHA-256
operates in the same manner as MD5 and SHA-1 and creates a 256-bit cryptographic
hash of a message or data. SHA-256 is considered to be stronger than SHA-1.
Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-384)
An algorithm developed by the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA). SHA-384 is a
variant of SHA-512 and creates a 384-bit cryptographic hash of a message or data.
SHA-384 is considered to be stronger than SHA-1.
Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-512)
An algorithm developed by the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA). SHA-512 is a
variant of SHA-256 and creates a 512-bit cryptographic hash of a message or data.
SHA-512 is considered to be much stronger than SHA-1.
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
A protocol layer created by Netscape to manage the security of message transmissions
in a network. Security is achieved through encryption. “Sockets” refers to the sockets
method of passing data back and forth between client and server programs in a
network or between program layers in the same computer.
Secured Electronic Information in Society (SEIS)
The name of a non-profit organization in Sweden, working on implementing a
common and open infrastructure to make communications in an open network, such as
the Internet, secure. SEIS, founded in 1995, has developed a concept and the strategy
to implement IT security for commercial use on a worldwide scale.
Security World
A security world consists of at least one hardware module, a set of smart cards, and
encrypted data stored on a computer.
Server Certificate
An end-entity certificate issued to a server. Servers present their certificates to web
browsers so browsers can verify (authenticate) the identity of the server. Server
certificates are sometimes called SSL or TLS certificates.
Signing
A process by which a digital signature is affixed to a file, document, or certificate as
proof that it has not been tampered with and that the author is who claims to be the
author.
Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol (SCEP)
A PKI communication protocol that supports the secure issuance of certificates to
routers and other standalone devices in a scalable manner by using PKCS #7 and
PKCS #10.
S/MIME
Microsoft and Netscape include S/MIME in the latest versions of their e-mail clients.
Other vendors of message products also endorse S/MIME.
MIME itself, described in the IETF standard RFC 1521, defines the structure of an
electronic message. S/MIME allows the message body to include encryption
information and a digital certificate. S/MIME has extended the syntax provided in
PKCS #7. For more information on the standard, go to
www.ietf.org/html.charters/smime-charter.html.
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SSL Client Authentication
The process whereby a server authenticates a client by verifying the end-entity
certificate presented by the client during SSL operations.
SSL-LDAP
See LDAPS.
SSL Server Authentication
The process whereby a client application authenticates a server by verifying the
certificate chain presented by the server during SSL operations, starting with a CA
trusted by the client.
Status
The validity of a certificate: active, reinstated, revoked, or suspended.
Suspension
The process of marking a certificate as temporarily invalid. The end user presenting
the suspended certificate is denied access where the certificate previously allowed
access. Reinstating a certificate returns all removed PKI privileges.
Suspending a CA certificate marks it as temporarily invalid and removes all PKI
privileges of the CA. Reinstating a CA certificate returns all removed PKI privileges.
System CA
The CA created during installation of RSA Certificate Manager to issue the server
certificates for the System Web Servers and the certificates for accessing back-end
functionality, either through the Web Servers, the Logging Server, or RSA Certificate
Manager API applications. The System CA also signs the Administrative CA
certificate. The System CA should not be used after installation except to re-sign the
certificates it issued during installation.
System Log
An operating system-specific file that RSA Certificate Manager or RSA Registration
Manager uses to record systemic events not related to regular operations or
configuration changes.
Trace Log
A file containing information suitable for debugging purposes.
Transport Layer Security (TLS)
Internet protocol that provides privacy between server and client. TLS ensures that no
third party may eavesdrop or tamper with any message. TLS is the successor to SSL;
however, they are not interoperable.
UTF-8 Encoding
An ASCII compatible multibyte Unicode and UCS encoding, used by current
browsers, Java and Plan 9.
Validation
The process of verifying that a certificate is valid. Validation can occur online or
through the use of revocation lists.
Vetting
The process of reviewing a certificate request, verifying the information provided in it,
and determining if a certificate should be issued. RAs may be used to vet certificates
for CAs in large PKIs.
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Vettor
A person with an end-entity certificate who has vetting access to one or more
Jurisdictions of one or more CAs through the Certificate Operations Workbench.
Vettors are the trusted individuals within an organization that review requests for
end-entity certificates. Vettors determine whether the RSA Certificate Manager or
RSA Registration Manager should issue a certificate. Vettors also manage the status of
certificates after they are issued.
The Certificate Manager Vettor certificate is signed by the Administrative CA; the
Registration Manager Vettor certificate is signed by the CA of the Registration
Manager initial target Jurisdiction.
Web of Trust
In an unstructured PKI, if enough CAs issue certificates that bind a particular name to
a particular key, then another CA can accept that binding based on the trust that exists
between the other CAs.
Web Server
An Apache-based server that is the primary interface to RSA Certificate Manager and
RSA Registration Manager.
X.509
An International Standards Organization (ISO) standard that describes a basic
electronic format for digital certificates.
X.509 v3 Certificate Extension
Certificate extensions, including extensions for PKIX, SET, and SSL. The
RSA Validation Solution supports X.509 v3 that conform to version 3 of the X.509
standard and specify additional constraints or capabilities on the certificate subject.
X-Parse
A template-based HTML extension language. It is used to compose web-based
PKI-enabled applications.
XUDA Template
A XUDA template is a scripted HTML file. Each template combines regular HTML
with scripting tags from the RSA X-Parse server-side scripting language, in much the
same way that Java Server Pages combine regular HTML with JSP scripting tags. The
X-Parse tags embedded in the HTML are parsed by the RSA Certificate Manager and
RSA Registration Manager Web Servers, and the fully formed HTML result is
returned to the browser.
Xudad
See Secure Directory Server.
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Acronyms

Acronyms

ACL

access control list

AES

Advanced Encryption Standard

API

application programming interface

ARL

authority revocation list

ASN.1

Abstract Syntax Notation One

CA

certificate authority

CGI

common gateway interface

CMP

certificate management protocol

CP

certificate policy

CPS

certification practice statement

CRL

certificate revocation list

CRMF

certificate request message format

CRS

certificate request syntax

CSR

certificate signing request

DER

Distinguished Encoding Rules

DES

Data Encryption Standard

DH

Diffie-Hellman

DIB

directory information base

DSA

Digital Signature Algorithm

ECC

elliptic curve cryptography

ECDSA

Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm

ETSI

European Telecommunications Standards Institute

EV

Extended Validation

FQDN

fully qualified domain name

GAL

Global Address List

GLB

greatest lower bound
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GOST

Gosudarstvenii Standart (Russian Equivalent of ANSI)

GUI

graphical user interface

HSM

hardware security module

HTML

Hypertext Markup Language

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

HTTPS

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (over an SSL connection)

IDS

interoperability datasheet

I18N

Internationalization

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IETF

Internet Engineering Task Force

IME

Input Method Editors

IPSec

IP Security Protocol

ISO

International Standards Organization

ITU/CCITT

International Telecommunication Union

KRO

Key Recovery Operator

LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

MD5

Message Digest 5

MSIE

Microsoft Internet Explorer

NES

Netscape Enterprise Server

OCS

Operator Card Set

PCI

Peripheral Component Interconnect

PEM

Privacy Enhanced Mail format

PIN

personal identification number

PKCS

Public-Key Cryptography Standards

PKI

public key infrastructure

PKIX

Public Key Infrastructure (X.509)

POP

proof of possession

RA

registration authority

RAM

random access memory

Acronyms
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RSA

Rivest-Shamir-Adleman

RSA-PSS

RSA - Probabilistic Signature Scheme

S/MIME

Secure Multi-Purpose Internet Mail Extensions

SCEP

Simple Certificate Enrollment Protocol

SDK

software development kit

SEIS

Secured Electronic Information in Society

SHA-1

Secure Hash Algorithms

SHA-256
SHA-384
SHA-512

Acronyms

SPKAC

Signed Public Key and Challenge

SSL

Secure Sockets Layer

SSL-LDAP

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol over a Secure Sockets
Layer connection

UCS

Universal Character Set (the superset of all other character sets)

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

UTF-8

Universal Transformation Format

VPN

virtual private network

XML

Extensible Markup Language
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Index
A
access control lists (ACLs)
creating ACL objects, 92
editing ACL objects, 93
LDAP ACLs, 87
using to control administrative
access, 98
Web Server ACL Editor, 93–98
Web Server ACLs, 87–98
Administration Server
accessing, 27
Banner, 28
Content Area, 28
giving administrative certificates
access, 98
interface layout, 28
Message Area, 28
Navigation Area, 28
workbenches, 28
administrative certificates
adding ACL rule for new, 98
editing role, 51
editing Vettor rights, 52
giving access to Administration
Server, 51
managing, 52–55
private keys, protecting, 63
reinstating, 53
reissuing, 55
request URL, 47
revoking, 54, 60
suspending, 53
vetting, 49
vetting requests, 47–50
Administrative console preferences,
setting, 31
Administrator
adding ACL rule for new, 98
request accepted, 59
request refused, 59
role, 19–20
Administrator Operations workbench
available functions, 29
Auditor
maintaining audit logs, 69–71
request accepted, 59
request refused, 59
role, 20
tasks, 29, 69

Index

Auditor Operations workbench
available functions, 31
autovetting, 77
SCEP plug-in, 83
autovetting certificate requests, 77–82

C
certificate requests
autovetting, 77–82
invalid signature, 50
signature verification, 123
certificates
reissuing Registration Manager SSL
certificates, 116
requesting administrative
certificates, 59
revocation reason codes, 54
choosing good passwords, 64
configuration
of Logging Server, 138–141
synchronizing Jurisdictions with
Certificate Manager, 123
Converting, 46
CPS. See Certification Practice Statement
(CPS)

D
database backup
configuration, 104
definition, 101
display backup schedule, 106
full, 102, 105
incremental, 102, 105
one-time requests, 103
signing backup files, 108
transaction logs, 106
use of Berkeley DB, 101
database recovery
command entry, 111
filenames, 111
procedure, 110
types, 110
verifying backup files, 109
debug tracing, 153–157
directive
LogLevel, 153
setpin, 44
TraceDetail, 153
TraceFile, 153
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display, problems with Administrative
interface, 157

E
end user, role, 21
Enrollment Server
accessing, 34
interface layout, 34

H
how to get help, 29

I
international characters, entering and
displaying, 26
interoperability
e-mail applications, 18
firewalls, VPNs, 18
web browsers, 18

J
Jurisdictions
adding new for certificate
management, 75
definition of, 13
disabling, 76
managing, 75–76
removing unused, 76
synchronizing configuration with
Certificate Manager, 123

K
keys
allow a Jursidiction to export, 148
change the default key size, 151
configure non-exportable, 148
enabling private key protection, 145
generating new SSL, 119

L
LDAP access control lists (ACLs), 87
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logging
application logs, 131
attempt log entry, 132
audit log filenames, 132
Auditor tasks not stopped, 133
completion log entry, 132
configuration of Logging Server, 138–
141
exporting logs, 143
final log entry content, 135
log entry content, 134
maximum log entries, 139
maximum log size, 140
minimum disk space for attempt log
entry, 141
minimum disk space for completion log
entry, 141
periodic log files, 139
PKI events, 132–138
PKI events logged, 136
signing after time-out, 140
signing log entries, 140
two-phase logging, 132, 138
verifying logs, 142
low disk space errors, 115

M
media sign tool, 125
error messages, 128
media verify tool, 126
error messages, 128

O
online Help, 29

P
passphrases
about, 41–44
changing, 121
encrypting for unattended startup, 44
PINs, 41–44
encrypting for unattended startup, 44
ppencrytpion utility, 44
preferences, Administrative console, 31
private key protection, 63–65
protecting passwords, 64
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R
Registration Manager
architecture, 15–17
attended startup, 42
backing up and restoring, 101–113
starting, 37
stopping, 40
unattended startup, 43
reinstating administrative certificates. See
administrative certificates
reissuing Registration Manager server
certificates, 116
revoking administrative certificates.
revoking administrative certificates. See
administrative certificates
RSA Certificate Manager
logging, 137
modify LDAP rules, 77
target installation operational, 27

S
SCEP
autovetting with plug-in, 83
URL for certificate requests, 82
URL, aliasing, 86
search filters, 33–34
Secure Directory Server
access control, 87
attended startup, 42
re-indexing, 113–115
unattended startup, 43
server keys
changing passphrases, 121
converting between software and
hardware, 46
services
starting, 37
stopping, 40

Index

signing database backup files, 108
smart cards
PINs, 41–44
support for, 17
SSL certificates for Registration Manager
reissuing, 116
removing old certificates and keys, 121
storing passwords securely, 64
strong passwords, 64
suspending administrative certificates. See
administrative certificates
synchronizing Jurisdictions with Certificate
Manager, 123
system backup, policies, 102
System Configuration workbench
available functions, 30
system utilities, 125

T
trace logging, 153–157
transmitting passwords, 64
two-factor authentication, 64
two-phase logging, 132, 138

V
verifying database backup files, 109
vetting
administrative certificates, 49
Vettor
editing rights, 52
Vettor, role, 20

W
Windows
Input Method Editors, 26
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